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Preface
This thesis describes a project that I carried out during my enrollment as a
Ph.D. student at the Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Den-
mark, under the supervision of associate Professor Peter Fristrup. The external
part of this study has been spent at ICCOM-CNR U.O.S. - Istituto di Chim-
ica dei Composti Organometallici, Pisa, under the supervision of Dr Susanna
Monti. The core of this Ph.D. dissertation is the development of Prot-ReaxFF,
a new computational reactive force-field to model bio-catalysts in a fast and
accurate way enabling us to have some insides that will lead to an increased
understanding of the complex reactions that are carried out by enzymes. Prot-
ReaxFF was born as a collaboration between Peter Fristrup’s group from DTU
Kemi, Dr Susanna Monti from DREAMSLAB (Dedicated Research Environ-
ment for Advanced Modeling and Simulations) and Dr. Adri van Duin from the
Department of Mechanical & Nuclear Engineering of the Pennsylvania State
University.
Before the acknowledgments and special thanks to the extraordinary people
that I met along the road, I would like to spend some word about my experience
as a foreigner here in Denmark. It was not easy to settle because of different
customs and way of living, fortunately though I deeply think that children,
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artists, and scientists have in common a distorted vision of life. They try to
describe it their own way, as a track parallel to reality, way out from public
trails. To lead this kind of life it is necessary an uncommon strength, because
you need to find elements of balance in unknown environments. All this creates
ineluctable strains. Strains sometimes felt as pains. I honestly cannot say that
everything was perfect. Sometimes all the difficulties bound each other leading
to a personality split, to what is called instability: a fragile equilibrium moving
on life’s difficulties. Nature did the most hard job, because it was able to give
me the peace that I needed. The struggles to overcome problems, the solitude
and loneliness were all cuddled by marvelous forests, lakes, and uncontaminated
landscapes. I will never forget the violent sky of Denmark, with its rigid winters,
the astonishing summers, the heavy rains, the strong winds, and the peaceful
snowing when it was the time. Nature helped me in all possible ways, because
everything appears to me in the right place. The impression of a sky that is
bigger, so big that you can feel the roundness of it, makes me feel in contact with
nature. All my problems magically dissolved by mere walking and wandering
around. I felt little compare to the vastness of what is out there, and as a
consequence little appeared my problems too. I think it would have not been
the same in another country, so I am grateful to have had the possibility of
living in this gorgeous land. A land that I now consider my second home.
The people did the rest. The feeling of being in a community is strong, it
is outstanding their willingness to help you only for the sake of it. Among all
the people that I met, I would, first and foremost like to thank Professor Peter
Fristrup for the independence that he granted me, and for his constant trust on
my own possibilities. A special thanks also to my external ad visor Dr Susanna
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Monti for the valuable discussions and the sharing of common interests that
were sometime far beyond the computational research.
During these long years I began to think about chemical modeling in terms of
literary concept. Modeling is cheating, because you create your own world with
particular boundary conditions and equations, and only at this point you start
the calculations and the process of collecting end results. This is not different
from the action of a writer with his romance. Writers create characters, even
the rules for them, and a fake environment where they can move. Only after
they start the process of writing the romance, so to speak "the simulation".
When you read a romance, or when you analyze computational chemistry data,
you do allmost the same action. You are not strictly reading the reality, but at
the same time you can get important things that can be useful keys to get an
understanding of the real world.
I dedicate these years of study to my parents. They let me become the man
that I am, because of this I love them, though I will never be able to pay them
back for what they gave me.
Finally I extend my deepest gratitude towards my dear Carlotta, for her
endless love and support. Without her, the end results would never have been
possible.
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Abstract
This PhD project eassay is about the development of a new method
to improve our understanding of enzyme catalysis with atomistic details.
Currently the theory able to describe chemical systems and their reac-
tivity is quantum mechanics (QM): electronic structure methods that use
approximations of QM theory to describe molecular structure. Modeling
enzyme reactions is anyway still inacessible to these methods because the
size of the problem would result in many-particle equations too compli-
cated to be solved even with rather crude approximations such as Hartree-
Fock (HF). At the same time there are ordinary classical models - the
molecular mechanics (MM) force-fields - that use newtonian mechanics
to describe molecular systems. At this level it is possible to include the
entire enzyme system still having light equations but renouncing to an
easy modeling of chemical transformation during the simulation time. In
short: on one hand we have accurate QM methods able to describe reac-
tivity but limited in the size of the system to describe, while on the other
hand we have molecular mechanics and ordinary force-fields that are vir-
tually unlimited in size but unable to straightforwardly describe chemical
reactivity. A reactive force-field (ReaxFF) is a simplified model that aims
to bridge the gap between quantum chemistry methods to the ordinary
force-fields of the classical molecular mechanics methods, enabling MM to
model chemical reactions as a QM method with bond forming and break-
ing events during the simulation time. This has been accomplished by
simply introducing anharmonicities in the potential energy terms of the
force-field. Starting from a published ReaxFF force-field developed for
modeling glycine aminoacid a novel ReaxFF force-field, ProtReaxFF, has
been developed, optimized and applied to enzyme catalysis reactions.
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Abstract
Dette ph.d. projekt omhandler udviklingen af en ny beregningsmetode
der har potentiale for at udvide vores forståelser af enzymatisk katalyse
med atomar detaljegrad. Nuværende teoretiske metoder der beskriver
kemiske reaktioner er primært baseret på kvantemekanik (QM): elek-
tronstrukturberegninger der benytter approksimationer til QM teori til
at beskrive molekylær struktur. At modelere enzymatiske rekationer er
udenfor rækkevidde ved brug af disse metoder da størrelsen af det betragt-
ede system resulterer i mange-partikel ligninger der er for svære at løse
selv for simple metoder såsom Hartree-Fock (HF). Et andet alternativ er
klassiske modeller normalt omtalt som molekyl-mekanik (MM) der bruger
Newtons ligninger til at beskrive molekylære systemer. Med disse metoder
er det muligt at beskrive et helt enzym med relativt få beregningsmæssige
ressourcer men til gengæld er der ingen mulighed for at beskrive kemiske
reaktioner. Kort sagt, på den ene side haves QM metoder der kan beskrive
kemiske reaktioner men er begrænset i størrelsen af det kemiske system
er kan behandles, mens der på den anden side have MM metoder der
kan beskrive meget store systemer uden kemiske reaktioner. Det reak-
tive kraftfelt (ReaxFF) er en simplificeret model der forsøger at danne
bro mellem kvantekemiske metoder og de klassiske molekyl-mekaniske
metoder med det formål at muliggøre studier af kemiske reaktioner der
finder sted undervejs i en simulering. Med udgangspunkt i et publiceret
ReaxFF kraftfelt udviklet til beskrivelse af aminosyren glysin er der ud-
viklet, optimeret og anvendt et nyt ReaxFF kraftfelt, ProtReaxFF, til
beskrivelse af enzymkatalyse.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In a world where the depletion of energy resources is becoming an issue, every
strategy that pushes towards a more sustainable development is getting more
and more attention. There are many aspects of our life that will be affected by
future desirable politics where ecology will have a major role and where eco-
sustainability will be at the core of every strategy planing. The so called coming
age of sustainability [1] will change our customs and our way of thinking in a
way we cannot even forecast. Sustainability is expected to become a plus-value
for every industrial way of action, and relative issues will be rightly considered
from the Research & Development step to the actual production process and
relative distribution.
Catalysis is the field of chemistry that traditionally answers the need of hav-
ing same chemical processes consuming much less energy. A catalyst is involved
in the reaction mechanism so to increase chemical reaction rate and therefore
the efficiency of a process. Nowadays catalysis for industrial processes is pro-
vided by sustainable critical elements. The last decades saw the predominance
11
1. Introduction
of organometallic catalysis carried out mainly by the platinum group metals
(Ru, Rh, Pd; Os, Ir, Pt). These are metals so geochemically rare that they are
wisely reserved for application of transcendent importance. As a group and in
the long term it would be unwise to assume a market’s ability to keep pace with
consumer’s demand [2]. The amount of a resource in Earth’s crust is not simply
inversely proportional to its concentration. Generally a resource has a bimodal
distribution. There is one large peak for the element as a low concentration
substituent and a smaller peak for the same element in deposits [3]. In the case
of rare elements we are already at the stage of mining from deposits. Since the
energy required for extracting something from an ore is inversely proportional
to the ore grade (i.e. it takes ten times more energy to process an ore which
contains the useful mineral in a ten times lower concentration), therefore the
extraction of these elements would require an amount of energy that will be
well beyond our capabilities.
Enzyme catalysis can be considered as one of the elective bio-eco-sustainable
technologies. An enzyme is a biological nano-machine that is used as catalyst
in almost all chemical reactions within biological cells. Enzymes are used since
millenia to accelerate and control useful chemical reactions like fermentation
processes [4], and it has been recognized more than a century ago the possi-
bility of applied them to useful chemical transformations [5]. By definition we
can refer to biotic catalysis as the application of enzymes and microbes to syn-
thetic chemistry, where the use of such catalysts is directed towards substrate
and reactions to which enzymes have not evolved for. Many beneficial aspects
can be obtained by converting manufacturing unit process to bio-catalysis. En-
zymes are infact obtained by renewable sources, they are biodegradable, they
12
Table 1.1: Presidential Green Chemistry Challenge Awards in biocatalysis over
the past twelve years.
are non-toxic materials, their selectivity is of great advantage in batch process
in chemical industry because it will require much less work to refine the product
obtained at the end of the unit process. As an example of the great importance
of enzyme catalysis as an eco-friendly technology we report a table of the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (see table 1.1). The Presidential Green
Chemistry Challenge Awards promote the environmental and economic benefits
of novel green chemistry. These prestigious annual awards recognize chemical
technologies that incorporate green chemistry into chemical design, manufac-
ture, and use, and it is clear that each year many awards are won by processes
heavily using enzyme catalysis.
Recently we are experiencing what is called the third wave of enzyme catal-
ysis as a preliminary result of chemical biology innovations and the modifica-
13
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tion of bio-catalysts via an in vitro version of Darwinian evolution [6]. DNA
sequencing and gene synthesis are at the base of tremendous progress in tai-
loring bio-catalysts by protein engineering [7][8] and protein modeling [9]. The
results obtained by the present day enzyme technology enables us to enrich
natural enzymes with new and specific characteristic that are tailored at will.
Enzymes can be modified to accept previously inert substrates: e.g. the case
of Sitagliptin manufacture (see table 1.1 entry# 7), where applying modeling
and mutation approach to a transaminase that lacked any activity toward the
prositagliptin ketone leaded to a transaminase with activity for the synthesis of
chiral amine. Chiral amines are important key intermediates in the industrial
process of sitagliptin, an anti-diabetic drug [10][11]. Of great importance is also
the achievement of changing the nature of the product formed as in the case of
amino-acid metabolism to obtain alcohols for bio-fuels [12].
In present day technology-market there are requirements of chemical prod-
ucts able to address processing of biomass to bio-fuels [13], materials manufac-
turing [14], and bio-catalysts for synthetic chemistry [15].
Chemical manufacturing plants need to optimize energy consumption of pro-
cesses to reduce prices. To achieve the goal there is a need of catalysts that
are more stable, more selective and that can operate over a wide range of op-
erative conditions. The field of protein engineering is still young. This means
the knowledge is on the form of an ensemble of case studies and therefore there
is not a predetermined quantitative approach such that of other engineering
fields (e.g. civil, electric, software or chemical engineering). Protein engineer-
ing is not a mature field able to address the struggles of the market unless
an engineering approach will be developed. There should be intense and sys-
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tematic studies to find principles connecting variation of free energies (∆G)
with structural modification. This will enable a systematic project and design
of enzyme catalyst to reach a specific required function. According to Born-
scheuer et al. [6], it is needed a quantitative measure and a systematic database
of free energy changes either for processing design goals: i) higher activity at
process condition, ii) increased process stability, iii) increased thermostability
to run at higher temperatures, iv) stability to organic solvents, v) absence of
substrate and/or product inhibition, vi) increased thermostability for storage
and shipping, vii) increased selectivity (enantio- regio- and chemo-), viii) ac-
cept new substrates, ix) catalyse new reactions. The same systematic studies
should focus as well on topics of more interests for chemical research and for
what concerns protein design goals: i) destabilize unfolded enzyme, ii) stabilize
folded enzyme, iii) increase substrate binding, iv) hinder unwanted substrate, v)
reshape substrate-binding site, vi) add key mechanistic steps, vii) create steric
hindrance, viii) add hydrogen bonds and ion-pairs.
Free energy (∆G) studies for each of the points itemized before should be
collected to be able to solve future challenges, to reach design goals leveraging
on the required structural changes, and to obtain more focused libraries to test
a novel enzyme system.
Computational modeling is a key part of such a development. The in silico
design and testing of novel enzymes can help in narrowing libraries to be tested
experimentally. Computer design of new enzyme activities is not yet accurate
[6]. The output of a modeling study still requires an experimental testing of 10-
20 case systems, and it usually results in enzyme with low activity that requires
substantial further engineering manipulation. Again we take as example the
15
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case of Sitagliptin seen before (see table 1.1 entry# 7); in silico prediction
yielded an enzyme able to convert only 0.1 molecule of substrate per day even
if the substrate appeared to be well suited for the active site [10] of a model
derived from an X-Ray structure (figure 1.0.1).
The aim of this Ph.D. project is to develop a new computational approach to
model bio-catalyst in a fast and accurate way enabling us to have some insides
that will lead to an increased understanding of the complex reactions that are
carried out by enzymes. Quantum Mechanical techniques (QM) cannot be ap-
plied so far to biological system because the too many variables involved are be-
yond our present day computing power. One of the major problem dealing with
proteins is calculating the electronic energy for a given nuclear configuration to
give a potential energy surface. To deal with large systems semi-empirical meth-
ods relying on charge density instead of traditional wave function approaches
have been implemented, developed and successfully applied. DFT functionals
(see chapter 3 section 3.1.3), especially its B3LYP exchange-correlation func-
tional version [16][17], are accurate enough to perform tasks in many applica-
tions. It is worth to notice that even if DFT is a mono-determinantal method,
and even if it is able to gain a good portion of electron correlation energy scal-
ing as much as an Hartree Fock Method (see chapter 3 section 3.1.2), it is clear
that the computing power should be several orders of magnitude faster than
it is now to have it applied to bio-molecules. Present date DFT calculations
are limited to single molecules or molecular complexes with sizes of the order
of two or three hundreds atoms. In force field methods the troublesome and
heavy calculating step is by-passed by writing the electronic energy as func-
tion of the nuclear coordinates and fitting parameters to experimental and/or
16
Figure 1.0.1: A prositagliptin ketone analog (Lewis structure on the left) The
substrate can be mapped on the binding pockets and docked into the active site
of the transaminase enzyme (A). After initial engineering an enzyme variant
was generated with activity on the desired substrate by excavating the pocket.
“Reprinted with permission from Christopher K. Savile, Jacob M. Janey, Emily
C. Mundorff, Jeffrey C. Moore, Sarena Tam, William R. Jarvis, Jeffrey C.
Colbeck, Anke Krebber, Fred J. Fleitz, Jos Brands, Paul N. Devine, Gjalt W.
Huisman, and Gregory J. Hughes, Biocatalytic asymmetric synthesis of chiral
amines from ketones applied to sitagliptin manufacture (2010) Science, Vol. 329,
No. 5989”
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computational data. The development of new theoretical methods capable of
describing chemical reactions at a fundamental level is a research area which
receives immense attention. Development of good, reliable yet fast methods for
in silico prediction of reactivity could potentially help the protein-engineering
development. The molecular mechanics (MM) approach is an extremely fast
computational method. Molecular dynamics (MD) calculations can be carried
out for systems of more than 100 million atoms. It uses the brute force of mod-
ern computer, but its basic algorithms are intrinsically suited to be parallelized,
so that it has the required speed for large-scale simulations of bulk materials;
however, the inherent fixed description of the bonding pattern does not allow
reactions to take place. To overcome this limitation, the Goddard group at the
Materials Process and Simulation Center at the California Institute of Technol-
ogy (MSC, Caltech) has developed the so-called “reactive force-field”, ReaxFF
[18], which is a force-field capable of describing chemical reactions. The unique
feature of this force-field is that the bond order is obtained from the inter-
atomic distance between two pairs of atoms, i.e. the closer the atoms are to
each other, the more strongly bonded they are, a concept which dates back to
ideas of Linus Pauling. As direct consequence of this approach the ReaxFF
method allows bonds to be formed and broken, thus effectively enabling reac-
tions to occur during simulations. The ReaxFF force-field developed is called
Prot-ReaxFF. The field of biotic catalysis in briefly introduced in chapter 2.
Computational methods used for modeling studies and for the development of
ReaxFF are instead provided in chapter 3. All the insight of the machinery of
the algorithm of ReaxFF the parameterization procedure adopted, validation of
Prot-ReaxFF and case ReaxFF study of trypsin inhibition is provided in chap-
18
ter 4. To conclude, in chapter 5 we report a study of the application of QM-MM
method to model carbohydrates steric interaction as a corollary study on the
Resistance of 5-Thio-Galactoside to α-Galactosidases A action.
19

Chapter 2
Enzyme Catalysis
2.1 Biotic Catalysis
The biochemical basis of enzymology has been discovered at the beginning of the
20th century and it is fundamental for development and application of enzyme
processes. All enzymes are proteins, though the converse is not true. Since
enzymes are proteins, they share characteristics with all the other biopolimers.
They have a large linear folded structure with α-aminoacids as building blocks
that defines their primary structure. The synthesis direction from mRNA is
always NH+3 → COO−. The secondary structure elements are stabilized by
hydrogen bonds, or hydrophobic interactions between amino acid residues. Sec-
ondary structure elements are collected in domains due to a mix of hydrophobic,
charge, and dipole interactions, while tertiary structure consists of more than
one domain and is stabilized by aminoacid residues that are far away from each
other in the primary structure. A close examination and full details can be
read in general biochemistry textbooks [19][20][21]. The main characteristic
21
2. Enzyme Catalysis
that defines and distinguishes enzymes as a subset of proteins is their catalytic
activity. The first enzyme isolated and crystallized is due to a pioneering work
of Sumner [5] where the concept of enzyme was established:
I discovered on the 29th of April a means of obtaining from the jack
bean a new protein which crystallizes beautifully and whose solutions
posses to an extraordinary degree the ability to decompose urea into
ammonium carbonate [...] Solutions of the enzyme have an activ-
ity of 100’000units/gr of dry material. In other words, 1gr of dry
material will produce 100’000mg of ammonia nitrogen from a urea-
phosphate solution in 5min at 20°C. (James B. Saumner, 1926)
The active site of an enzyme is defined by all the residues involved in catalysis
plus the binding sites that stabilize the complex between receptor and substrate.
Michaelis-Menten Equation
Enzyme catalysis falls under the category of complex reactions. The simplest
kinetic to model enzyme reaction has been proposed by Michaelis and Menten.
An enzyme (E) acts by forming a complex (ES) with a substrate (S) which can
then react to form the product (P). The overall reaction thus involve at least
three steps:
E + S
K1


K−1
ES
K2
→ P + E (2.1.1)
22
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The speed with which [S] is consumed is:
v = K2 [ES] (2.1.2)
Employing the steady state approximation
[ES] = K1 [E] [S] / (K−1 +K2) (2.1.3)
the speed in can be rewritten as
v = K2 · {K1 [E] [S] / (K−1 +K2)} (2.1.4)
When the concentration of the substrate is high, the fraction of enzyme in
the form of a complex can be very high. The ordinary procedure is to evaluate
v in terms of the total enzyme concentration [E0]=[E]+[ES]:
[E0] = [E] + [ES] = [E] · {1 +K1 [S] / (K−1 +K2)} (2.1.5)
Collecting the [E] term to the left
[E] = [E0] (K−1 +K2) / {(K−1 +K2) +K1 [S]} (2.1.6)
and substituting it in eq. 2.1.4
v =
K1K2 [E0] [S]
(K−1 +K2) +K1 [S]
(2.1.7)
then inverting eq. 2.1.7
1
v
=
1
K2 [E0]
+
(K−1 +K2)
K2K1 [E0] [S]
(2.1.8)
23
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and proceeding with the following substitutions
• Vmax = K2[E0] where K2 is called Kcat or the turnover number.
• Km = (K−1 +K2) /K1 is the Michaelis-Menten constant.
the Michaelis-Menten equation for velocity is finally obtained:
v =
Kcat [E0] [S]
[S] +Km
=
Vmax [S]
[S] +Km
(2.1.9)
Turnover Number and Specificity
The turnover number, Kcat, has the dimension of sec−1. It represents the num-
ber of molecules converted per second by the enzyme under the condition of
substrate saturation. It is a measure of the activation free energy of the reac-
tion. The Michaelis and Menten constant, Km, has the dimension of mol ·L−1.
It represents the concentration of the substrate at which 50% of the maximal
velocity Vmax has been reached. It gives an idea of the substrate binding en-
ergy. The smaller it is the higher it is the affinity between the substrate and
the enzyme. Diagrams that plots the velocity of reaction as a function of sub-
strate concentration are called Michaelis-Menten plots. The ratio Kcat/Km is
an apparent constant called specificity constant and it is a quantitative mea-
sure of the specificity of the substrate for the enzyme. The specificity con-
stant cannot be larger that the rate of diffusion-controlled bimolecular reaction(
< 108 − 109 M−1s−1)[22]. The turnover number can be determined with a
titration. For example titration is possible with enzymes such as serine hydro-
lases, because they have the characteristic of forming an irreversible covalently
24
2.1. Biotic Catalysis
Table 2.1: Turnover number Kcat and Michaelis-Menten constant Km for dif-
ferent substrates for two hydrolases. The arrow symbol ↓ indicates the bond
that is hydrolyzed.
acylated complex in the active site[22]. Specificity constant can vary several
order of magnitude for different substrates. In table 2.1 are represented some
turnover number for different substrates of Trypsin and α-chymotrypsin.
25
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Stereoselectivity and Enantiomeric Ratio
When we deal with stereoselectivity we need to evaluate two competitive reac-
tions: one for the (R)-substrate and another one for the (S)-substrate.

E + SR
K1R


K−1R
ESR
K2R
→ PR + E
E + SS
K1S


K−1S
ESS
K2S
→ PS + E
(2.1.10)
Since the kinetic constants are different, than the velocities of the two reac-
tions (vR and vS) will be different too:
 vR =
K2R[SR][E]
Km,R
vS =
K2S [SS ][E]
Km,S
(2.1.11)
The enantiomeric ratio, E, is the ratio between the two specificity constants
for the (R)-substrate and the (S)-substrate, (Ksp)R and (Ksp)S :
vR
vS
=
[SR]K2R ·Km,S
[SS ]K2S ·Km,R =
[SR]
[SS ]
· (Ksp)R
(Ksp)S
=
[SR]
[SS ]
· E (2.1.12)
vR
vS
=
d [SR]
d [SS ]
=
[SR]
[SS ]
· E (2.1.13)
26
2.1. Biotic Catalysis
Combining equations 2.1.12 and 2.1.13, the enantiomeric ratio can be ex-
pressed as:
E =
d [SR]
[SR]
[SS ]
d [SS ]
=
dln [SR]
dln [SS ]
=
ln
(
[SR]
[S0R]
)
ln
(
[SS ]
[S0S]
) (2.1.14)
To be measured experimentally, the enantiomeric ratio is expressed in terms
of the enantiomeric purity, ee and conversion, C
C = conversion = 1− [SR] + [SS ]
[S0R] + [S
0
S ]
(2.1.15)
eeP = enantiomeric purity product =
[PR]− [PS ]
[PR] + [PS ]
(2.1.16)
eeS = enantiomeric purity substrate =
[SS ]− [SR]
[SS ] + [SR]
(2.1.17)
So we have the enantiomeric ratio defined in terms of enantiomeric purity
and conversion if the experimental setup guarantee conversion data without big
errors:
E =
ln [1− C (1 + eeP )]
ln [1− C (1− eeS)] (2.1.18)
E =
ln [1− C (1− eeS)]
ln [1− C (1− eeP )] (2.1.19)
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Table 2.2: Stereoselectivity in the hydrolysis with α-chymotrypsin
The expression of the enantiomeric ration in terms of enantiomeric purities
can overcome the problem of the usually big uncertainty that comes with the
measurement of conversion:
E =
ln
[
1−eeS
1+(eeS/eeP )
]
ln
[
1+eeS
1+(eeS/eeP )
] (2.1.20)
The enantiomeric ratio is a logarithmic function of ee, therefore even small
variation ∆ee leads to large variation of the enantiomeric ratio.
In figure 2.1.1 are plotted values of enantioselectivity as a function of conver-
sion and enantiomeric purity. Measurements of enantiomeric purity eeP must
be recorded before 50% of conversion, otherwise the abrupt decreases of eeP at
high values of conversion will affect the measure of E. Viceversa, if it is followed
the enantiomeric purity eeS , the measurement must be recorded after 50% of
conversion.
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Figure 2.1.1: Enzyme Enantioselectivity
pH dependencies
Previously we have omitted any consideration on the influence of pH on Kcat
and Km values of the enzyme. Acidic and basic groups can be found on protein
surfaces, but they can also form part of the active site. For α-chymotrypsin the
correlation with pH can be analytically explained following the work of Bender
et al. [23]. When the histidine is protonated Kcat is zero, and the enzyme
function is lost. Only the fraction of enzyme with non-protonated histidine is
active, Kcat becomes a function of pH:
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Kcat =
K0cat
1 + [H
+]
K1
(2.1.21)
where:
• K0cat is the turnover number without any pH dependence;
• K1 is the acid dissociation constant for the histidine in the active site;
The same dependence must be introduced also in the Michaelis-Menten con-
stant, if the acidity of another group interferes with the energy of binding:
Km =
K
′
m(
1 + K2[H+]
) + K ′′m(
1 + [H
+]
K2
) (2.1.22)
where:
• K
′
m and K
′′
m are Michaelis Constants without any pH dependence;
• K2 is an acid dissociation constant.
v =
K0cat[E0][S]„
1+
[H+]
K2
«
[S] + K′m„
1+
K2
[H+]
« + K′′m„
1+
[H+]
K2
«
 (2.1.23)
The acid dissociation constants of aminoacid in enzymes and in aqueous
solutions are similar, so obtaining a diagram such as that one in figure 2.1.2 can
give some qualitative information about the aminoacid groups that gives the
pH dependence. In the case of α-chymotrypsin the aminoacid that accounts for
pK1 = 7 is His57. While Km value is influenced by a residue with pK2 ≈ 0 that
should belong to an amino group.
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Figure 2.1.2: pH dependence of v, Kcat, and Km for α-chymotrypsin-catalyzed
hydrolysis of an uncharged substrate[23].
Binding of an inhibitor Molecules
Structural variation of the active site center of an enzyme will produce changes
in the rate of the reaction of equation 2.1.9. An activator is a molecule that
increases the rate, on the other hand an inhibitor is a molecule that decreases
the rate. When an inhibitor is present we have a competitive reaction of this
kind:
EH + Ic
Ka
←→
Kd
EH · · · Ic (2.1.24)
The inhibitor constant, Ki, is the ratio between Ka and Kd:
Ki = Kd/Ka (2.1.25)
When an inhibitor is bound to the enzyme it inhibits the enzyme to perform
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its catalytic function. We can have various types of inhibition:
• Product Inhibition: for example in the case of α-chymotrypsin the forma-
tion of H+ during the reaction that can protonate His57;
• Irreversible Acylation: the covalent bound is formed between receptor and
inhibitor, such a reaction is irreversible and it prevents further chemical
reaction with the substrate;
• Metal Ions Inhibitor: chelating agents such as EDTA can bind metal ions
that are essentials for the activity of the enzyme.
Inhibitors or activators can also bind the enzyme in a site that is different from
the active site. When such an event happens we need to consider the following
equilibrium besides the the enzyme reaction:
M + EH ←→ EH · · ·M (2.1.26)
The enzyme bound to the inhibitor or activator, EH · · ·M , is different from
the free enzyme EH. Such an interaction can induce modification of the ge-
ometries within the active site. The inhibitor or activator is not bound in the
active site. This means that enzyme catalyzed reaction can take place. Anyway
the enzyme is modified, which leads to have different Kcat and Km. We have
often this case when the activator is a metal ion activator such as calcium ion.
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2.1.1 Free Energy Theories of Enzyme Catalysis
As we previously mentioned, enzymes are efficient biological catalysts obtained
as a product of life evolution processes. Their strength is to allow organisms
to carry out reaction that are compatible with life time-scale. Natural selection
created enzyme with a chemical kinetic enhancement of 106 to 1020 order of
magnitude with respect with the uncatalyzed reaction in solution. They are
not only remarkably efficient catalysts, but they are also very specific: the
reactive complex is only formed between the receptor and the right substrate.
In science we always refer to a reference states to evaluate differences. En-
zyme catalysis is not different from the other fields. To understand enzymatic
catalysis it is therefore necessary to have a reference uncatalyzed reaction. The
reference reaction is ideally the same reaction carried out in solution. The
following discussion refers to 2.1.3. The formation of a complex between en-
zyme and substrate leads to the first stabilization of the energy. The so called
Michaelis Complex (MC in what follows) has a free energy of binding defined
as a function of the dissociation constant Km:
∆MC(enzyme)G
bind = e
Km
RT (2.1.27)
As a final product of molecular evolution the second step of the reaction,
Kcat, is so efficient that it can approach the diffusion limit. If we assume i)
the validity of Transition State Theory (TST) [24] and ii) the speed of second
step below the diffusion limit, than we can also express a variation of Gibbs free
energy as a function of the turnover numberKcat :
∆TSGcat = e
Kcat
RT (2.1.28)
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At low substrate concentration the initial reaction rate can be expressed as:
v0 =
Kcat
Km
[E0] [S0] (2.1.29)
while at high substrate concentration the initial reaction rate depends ex-
clusively from Kcat:
v0 = Kcat [E0] (2.1.30)
Considering the uncatalyzed reaction in solution with a reaction profile
shown in figure 2.1.3, a single rate constantKuncat is associated with ∆TSGuncat.
Comparing ∆TSGuncat with ∆TSGcat we obtain a ratio between Kuncat and
Kcat that is the definition of catalytic rate enhancement [25]:
enzyme rate enhancement =
Kcat
Kuncat
(2.1.31)
Examples of enzyme rate enhancement are shown in figure 2.1.4 where are re-
ported Kcat and Kuncat for reactions at 25°C. The length of each bar represents
the rate enhancement by arginine decarboxylase[26], orotidine 5’-phosphate
decarboxylase[27], staphylococcal nuclease[28], sweet potato β-amylase[29],
fumarase[30], mandelate racemase[31], carboxypeptidase B[32], E. coli cyti-
dine deaminase, ketosteroid isomerase [27], chorismate mutase[33], carbonic
anhydrase[27]. The energy gain of the activation free energy can be deduced
from figure 2.1.3 with the quantities listed in figure 2.1.5:
∆TSGcat −∆TSGuncat = ∆MC(enzyme)Gbind −∆TSGbind (2.1.32)
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Since left hand member must be positive, than ∆TSGbind needs to be more
negative than ∆MC(enzyme)G
bind. This means the affinity of the enzyme is bigger
towards the transition state compare to the MC complex. The two free Gibbs
energies on the right hand member of figure 2.1.5 represent the main division
between the two group of theories that are used to interpret the enzyme ability
to speed up chemical reactions:
1. Enzyme Transition State Stabilization Theories (TSS):
∆TSGcat −∆TSGuncat w ∆TSGbind
1. Enzyme MC Theories:
∆TSGcat −∆TSGuncat w ∆MC(enzyme)Gbind
2.1.1.1 Transition State Theories (TSS) and electrostatic catalysis
Linus Pauling formulated first the concept of an enzyme environment comple-
mentary to the transition state structure[34]. The idea of a transition state
stabilization due mainly to electrostatic pre-organization of the active site have
been supported by works of Warshel and co-workers[35][36][37][38].
The issue is not the binding itself but rather the change in binding energy
by moving from reactant state to the transition state. The first early attempt
to quantitatively address catalysis as electrostatic effect that stabilizes transi-
tion state was a work by Warshel and Levitt[35] with the study of the stability
of the carbonium ion intermediate formed in the cleavage of a glycosidic bond
by lysozyme. It was found that electrostatic stabilization is an important fac-
tor in increasing the rate of the reaction step that leads to the formation of
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the carbonium ion intermediate. Steric factors, such as the strain of the sub-
strate on binding to lysozyme, did not seem to contribute significantly. The
definition of “electrostatic catalysis” includes effects of the protein charges, per-
manent dipoles, induced dipoles effects as polarizability, and solvation by bound
water molecules. It does not include van der Waals strain effects, covalently in-
duced charge transfer interactions, orientational entropy, and dynamical effects.
Transition State Theory (TST) is based on the concept of the existence of a hy-
perspace in the phase space with two properties: i) it divides the phase space
into a reactant region and a product region, ii) trajectories coming from the
reactant region cannot recross before being thermalized in the product region.
Transition state is often mistakenly seen as a topological saddle point on the
potential energy surface. This is not the case because the so called transition
state is an ensemble of structure that implies the existence of a “soft” barrier
between reagents and products. Rate constant in the condensed phase can be
written as:
K = kKTST (2.1.33)
where:
• K is the rate constant of the reaction;
• k is the transmission factor that corrects non-recrossing;
• KTST is the TST rate constant
The transmission factor, k, corrects for non-recrossing. It depends on two fac-
tors: i) the probability that a trajectory arriving at TS from reactants ends up
in product rather than returning to reactant, ii) the average number of time
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a trajectory passes back and forth across transition state before it moves to
product. The last term of equation 2.1.33, KTST , can be further developed as:
KTST =
1
2
〈|x˙|〉TS
exp
{−β∆gTS}´ xTS
−∞ exp {−β∆g(x)} dx
=
1
2
〈|x˙|〉TS exp
{−β∆GTS}
(2.1.34)
Where:
• 〈|x˙|〉TS represents the average of velocity over transition state configura-
tions;
• β = 1/KBT where KB is the boltzmann constant and T is the tempera-
ture;
• ∆g(x) is the free Gibbs energy functional that describes the probability
of being at different point throughout the reaction coordinate x;
• ∆gTS is the value assumed by ∆g(x) at the transition state;
• ∆GTS represents the ratio between the probability of being at transition
state and the probability of being in the reactant state.
The free energy functional ∆g(x) describes a potential energy surface that in-
volves a proper coupling between solvent and solute charge distribution. The
previous equations are valid both in solution and in protein environment. The
folded enzyme provides a dipolar environment already preorganized so to stabi-
lize the charge distribution in TS. In reactions carried out in water, the solvent
pays a significant reorientation energy to orient dipoles to stabilize the charge
distribution of TS.
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When a solute is immersed in a polar solvent half of the energy gained from
charge-dipole interaction, ∆GQµ , is spent on changing dipole-dipole interaction,
∆Gµµ:
∆Gsol w ∆GQµ + ∆Gµµ w ∆GQµ − 12∆GQµ =
1
2
∆GQµ (2.1.35)
In proteins the “reorganization energy” term, ∆Gµµ, is smaller than in solu-
tion because of the already oriented polar gorups, ionized residues and bound
water molecules. This means that less free energy is spent on creating oriented
dipoles for TS.
The reorganization energy is related to the well-known Marcus reorganiza-
tion energy. The Marcus reorganization energy is then related to the transfer
from the reactant to the product state, even if here we limit ourselves to the
TS. Following Marcus theory, the activation energy for chemical reaction can
be approximated by:
∆GTS ≈ (∆G0 + λ)2 /4λ−H12 +H212/ (λ+ ∆G0) (2.1.36)
where:
• ∆G0 is the free energy difference between product and reactants;
• λ is the solvent reorganization energy, the changes in solvent-solvent in-
teractions during the reaction;
• H12 is the mixing between reactant and product states.
Both λ and ∆G0 are leverages to have a reduction of ∆GTS . The reduction
of ∆G0 is accomplished by a preorganized polar environment. Reduction of
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∆G0 is accompanied by reduction of λ. Two limiting cases can clarify the role
of λ, ∆G0 and their coupled nature: a) when ∆G0 ∼ 0 the catalytic effect is
due to variation of Marcus reorganization energy, b) when ∆G0 > 0 where the
catalytic effect is due to reduction of ∆G0.
2.1.1.2 MC stabilization and enzyme catalysis:
Enzyme MC Theories focuses the attention on the MC complex formation. In
solution water molecules needs to adapt their dipoles from their initial random
orientation to a configuration that follows the dynamical charge transformation
of the substrate. This re-orientation of water dipoles requires time and energy,
while in the enzyme environment the charges are already pre-organized to be
suited for the reaction to occur. The term ∆MC(enzyme)G
bind contains contri-
butions related to the substrate rearrangement from a fully solvated molecule
to a molecule orientation induced by the enzyme that allows the reaction to
properly take place.
To better elaborate MC Theories we refer to the free energy profiles of figure
2.1.3. We consider an imaginary substrate state in solution with the same atom
arrangement of the MC complex in the enzyme: MC(aq). Following this line of
reasoning ∆MC(enzyme)G
bind can be splitted in two terms:
∆MC(enzyme)G
bind = ∆MC(aq)G
R + ∆MC(aq)G
bind (2.1.37)
Substituting equation 2.1.27 into 2.1.32
∆TSGcat −∆TSGuncat = ∆MC(aq)GR + ∆MC(aq)Gbind −∆TSGbind (2.1.38)
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MC(aq)
Michaelis Complex - MC(enzyme)
TS(enzyme)
TS(aq)
∆MC(aq)G
bind
∆MC(aq)G
R
∆MC(enzyme)G
bind
∆MC(aq)G
‡
∆TSGbind
∆TSGcat
∆TSGuncat
∆TSGelectr
Figure 2.1.3: Reaction energy profile of enzyme catalysis compare to the same
reaction in solution.
Since ∆MC(aq)G
R > 0 than a reduction of the activation energy can be ob-
tained with an enzyme that presents a bigger affinity for MC structure(
∆MC(aq)G
bind
)
compare to TS structure
(
∆TSGbind
)
. The pre-organization
of the substrate that takes place in the enzyme active site and that requires
a huge amount of energy when the substrate is solvated by water leads to a
better affinity that drags down the energy so to have catalysis. There are some
way to account for the pre-organization of the substrate, it depends on how the
process is followed. We talk about entropic trap[39] when the MC formation
happens with a loss of translational and rotational degrees of freedom so to
have a loss of entropy. The loss of entropy is balanced by favourable interac-
tions within the residues of the active site, so to have a negative free energy of
binding. Another explanation accounts for both entropic and enthalpic contri-
bution in ∆MC(aq)G
R term. The cratic enthalpic contribution[40] comes when
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Figure 2.1.4: Logarithmic Values of Kcat and Km at 25°C. The length of
each bar represent the rate enhancement of arginine decarboxylase, orotidine
5’-phosphate decarboxylase, staphylococcal nuclease, sweet potato β-amylase,
fumarase, mandelate racemase, carboxypeptidase B, E. coli cytidine deaminase,
ketosteroid isomerase , chorismate mutase, carbonic anhydrase.
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Figure 2.1.5: Free Energy Scheme
the reacting groups of the enzyme are getting nearer the substrate. Orbital
steering[41] focuses instead on orbital overlap between reacting groups. At the
basis of catalysis is the increased overlap between molecular orbitals involved
in the chemical process.
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2.1.2 Protein Motion and Hydrogen Transfer in Enzyme
Catalysis
Protein fluctuations and the relative conformational relaxation times span a
wide range of time scales (from the picoseconds to seconds[42]). What we have
in protein is a hierarchy of relaxation times such as that one reported in the
scheme of Figure 2.1.6. The motion of the amino acid groups of the protein
is lattice-like while the conformational motion is diffusive like with multiple
activation barriers along the reaction coordinate.
The mechanism of reaction of Serine Proteases is explained in chapter 4 sec-
tion 4.5 . From crystallographic data the key distances for the proton transfers
involved are too large to have a direct hydrogen transfer [43]. The histidine
mobility handled stochastically to resemble the protein dynamics in view of ob-
taining a good distance asset between donor and acceptor groups, together with
the curvature of the potential surfaces of the system are key points of the the-
ory, this can lead us to the idea of the protein environment as an accumulator
of the energy liberated after the first proton transfer step of the enzyme. The
proton transfer is unlikely to happen even if these “stretching distances” are
substantially deformed by a strong donor-acceptor interaction. This strongly
suggests that conformational motion must accompany proton transfer. Histi-
dine and serine are attached in folded regions where the fluctuation amplitudes
of the individual atom displacement can be of the order of 0.3-0.4A˚2. It is
therefore perfectly feasible that a geometry where the proton transfer is likely
to happen can be temporarily reached as a consequence of the protein confor-
mational fluctuations. Hydrogen stretching motions have a frequency of the
order of 3000cm−1 (6 ·1014sec−1)[43]. This time scale is a lot faster than a typ-
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Figure 2.1.6: The energy landscape defines the amplitude and timescale of pro-
tein motions: a) Timescale of dynamic processes in proteins and the experimen-
tal methods that can detect fluctuations on each timescale; b) One-dimensional
cross-section through the high-dimensional energy landscape of a protein show-
ing the hierarchy of protein dynamics and the energy barriers. Each tier is
classified following the description introduced by Frauenfelder and co-workers.
A state is defined as a minimum in the energy surface, whereas a transition
state is the maximum between the wells. Lower tiers describe faster fluctua-
tions between a large number of closely related sub-states within each tier-0
state. A change in the system will alter the energy landscape (from dark blue
to light blue, or viceversa). For example, ligand binding, protein mutation and
changes in external conditions shift the equilibrium between states. D. Kern,
Nature. 450: 964 (2007). Reproduced by permission of Macmillan.
ical protein conformational relaxation time where frequencies are on the order
of 106sec−1. This means that a special favorable proton transfer conformation
can last enough so to have the hydrogen transfer accomplished. The energy of a
particular conformational state can be transferred to the substrate enabling the
system to overcome activation barriers and, only than, to be dissipated. This is
the formal frame of the multi-phonon electronic transition theory[44]. Viewing
the process as a potential free energy surfaces spanned by the proton coordinate,
before the proton transfer the proton motion is represented by a double well
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potential. Referring to figure 2.1.7 we describe the system before the proton
transfer has been accomplished, with internal coordinate q = qi, where the two
minima are vertically separated by a certain amount of energy, and the proton
is trapped in the well on the right of the figure. The energies of the two minima
coincide when q = q∗ and the proton transfer has occured. It is in this con-
figuration that the vibrational frequency of the hydrogen may change from its
initial values, ω, to a lower value ω∗. To reach q∗ the energy of the initial well
must be raised while the final well energy has to be decreased. What is moving
up and down the potential well is the conformational motion of protein. In
figure 2.1.7 the energy is presented as a function of the protein conformational
coordinate and the potential wells, previously introduced, as a function of an
internal coordinate, q. Every conformation of the protein is associated with a
local minimum. For each of the value of the protein conformational coordinate,
Q, there is a potential energy distribution V1(Q). Varying our position on V1(Q)
means formation and breaking of bonds, formation and breaking of hydrogen
bond networks, perturbations in the protein chain et cetera. All the energy of
the system accumulated moving in the protein conformational space it is then
lost in the local minimum after each transition.
In the case of Serine Proteases the two intermediates that needs a proton
transfer to be accomplished are covalent intermediates. After the attack of the
substrate and after the first proton has been transferred we have a situation
where the curvature of the lower energy potential, V1(Q), or the potential of
the system before the proton is transferred from the serine oxygen to the ni-
trogen of the imidazole ring of the histidine, is bigger than the potential of
the intermediate, Vm(Q). Figure 2.1.8 gives a graphical representation of the
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Figure 2.1.7: On the right are shown the potential surfaces along the internal
coordinate q, while on the left we have a one-dimensional cross-section through
the high-dimensional energy landscape of a protein. Transition between confor-
mation A (Conf. A) and conformation B (Conf. B) have relaxation times of
the order of the μs. When the protein passes from the conformation A to the
conformation B the structure of the active site changes and the distances reach
values suitable for a proton transfer. The conformation B lasts long enough to
assure the accomplishment of the proton transfer. When the hydrogen passed
from the donor group to the acceptor group another fluctuation of the protein
trapped the proton on the acceptor side.
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Figure 2.1.8: a) Potential energy surfaces along a molecular coordinate, q, for
fixed protein conformational coordinate, Q. b) Potential energy surfaces along
the protein conformational coordinate. The lower curve represents the initial
state prior proton transfer.
Figure 2.1.9: Unstable equilibrium and system mobility: a) the alignment of
the catalytic triad and the relative electronic instability asset of the tetrahedral-
intermediate. The motion of the histidine is increase when the adduct is formed.
Due to the electronic attraction the histidine can easily reach the aspartate or
the adduct part as it would be a ball in a situation of unstable equilibrium;
b) Qualitative idea of a protein well soft as a pudding. Deformation of the
potential well can lead to a temporary stabilization of unstable equilibrium and
to an accumulation of energy.
potential energy surfaces along the protein conformational coordinate.
The difference in energy ∆G1 between the two curves is that one obtain-
able with the protein conformational coordinate fixed to the value that is not
favorable to have hydrogen transfer. This is the free energy variation of the
tetrahedral intermediate state relative to the initial state. The curvature of the
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potential shape of the intermediate is due to the charge alignment within the
active site. The histidine positively charged is electrostatically unstable, but the
potential shape of this intermediate incorporates energy associated with con-
formational distortion in the protein conformational coordinate Q. This energy
contribution is approximately equal to the similar contribution in V1(Q). It
might be the counteraction of this two contributes that gives an overall positive
curvature to Vm(Q) though the alignment in the intermediate state structures
is maintained. The potential Vm(Q) is shown as the upper curve in figure 2.1.8
b). Proton transfer occurs when the coordinate Q is shifted from Q0 to Rc due
to the thermal fluctuations of Q along the potential surface V1(Q). Let’s say
that the process of formation of the tetrahedral intermediate from the Michaelis
Complex is characterized by the rate constant K1m and the rate constant Km1
for the inverse process:
state1
K1m


Km1
state2 (2.1.39)
The two rate constants, K1m and Km1, have the characteristic free energy
relationship with the Gibbs free variation of energy between the intermediate-
state and the initial state.
K1m = Km1exp
(
∆G1
KT
)
(2.1.40)
The two energy surfaces V1(Q) and Vm(Q) have a qualitative different cur-
vatures as it is shown in Figure 2.1.8. It has been chosen a suitable model
fluctuation potential:
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 V1 (Q) =
1
2 (Q−Q0)2 for Q ≥ Rc
V1(Q) =∞ for Q < Rc
(2.1.41)
Where:
• Q = Rc represents the most favorable proton transfer geometry for rigid
systems.
With such a potential it is possible to obtain the expression of the activation
free energy for the proton transfer at Q = Q0.
G∗1m =
[
(Es1 −∆G1)2
4Es1
]
+
[
1
2
b1γ1 (Rc −Q0)2
]
+
[
1
2
~ (ω − ω∗)
]
(2.1.42)
where:
• the first term
[
(Es1−∆G1)2
4Es1
]
is the activation energy from fluctuations in
the molecular modes at Q = Q0;
• the second term
[
1
2b1γ1 (Rc −Q0)2
]
represents the free energy variation
of the transition state for proton transfer at the most favorable protein
conformation Q = Rc, where the curvature of the potential shape, b1,
appear together with γ, a positive factor in the range between 0.0 and
0.5. The last term is the proton zero point energy difference between
state1 and the transition state.
A similar equation can be obtained for the acyl intermediate step:
G∗1m =
[
(Es2 −∆G2)2
4Es2
]
+
[
1
2
b2γ2 (Rc −Q′0)2
]
+
[
1
2
~ (ω − ω∗)
]
(2.1.43)
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The terms have the same meaning but ∆G2 is less than ∆G1, and the
conformational coordinate, Q′, is indeed different from equation 2.1.42.
If the rate determining step is an hypothetical state3:
state1
K1m


Km1
state2
K2m
→
state3 (2.1.44)
The steady state conditions for state1 and state2 are:
 −Km1P1 +K1mPm + S1 = 0 Steady State Condition (state1)Km1P1 −K1mPm −K2mPm = 0 Steady State Condition (state2)
(2.1.45)
The obtained catalytic constant for acylation can be regarded as the overall
rate constant:
S1 =
Km1K2m
(K1m +K2m)
P1 = KcatP1 (2.1.46)
The formalism presented is that one of the multiphonon theory [44]. It can
be used to evaluate mechanism of action during the elementary steps in serine-
proteases enzymes. It is worth spending couple of words about the histidine
motion. Hydrogen bonds, free enzyme and substrate-enzyme complex motions
determine the shape and the relative characteristic of the potential surfaces. The
increased histidine motion as a consequence of the tetrahedral adduct leads to
a lower curvature of the first intermediate potential well compare to the well’s
curvature either of the initial state and of an other intermediate state. The
histidine mobility is the results of the interplay between different phenomena: i)
after the first hydrogen transfer the hydrogen bond of the histidine got broken
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giving more motional freedom to the residue; ii) the alignment of the three
residues increases the mobility destabilizing the structure as it is shown in Figure
2.1.9; iii) the conformational motions of the protein acting so to stabilize the
structure of the intermediate, acting against the mobility. The potential would
be that one of an unstable equilibrium if it would have not been softened by
the protein conformational motions as in Figure 2.1.9 b). In this way, part of
the high energy of the tetrahedral adduct is stored in the protein system and it
may be used further up the road to overcome the activation barrier of the next
intermediate.
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Chapter 3
Computational Methods
3.1 ab initio Methods
An introduction to Quantum Mechanics Theory (QM Theory) is provided in the
next subparagraph. All the ab initio method used in this Ph.D. thesis, namely
Hartree-Fock method, Møller-Plesset method and DFT method, will follow.
3.1.1 Quantum Mechanics Theory
Quantum mechanics enables us to calculate the sizes, shapes, and energies of
atoms and molecules. The basis of this understanding is the wave-particle du-
ality in the nature of fundamental entities such as electrons, photons, or nuclei.
Such a basis rests on de Broglie relations between the first order momentum (p)
of a particle and its wavelength (λ), and between energy (E) of a particle and
its frequency (ω)
p =
h
λ
(3.1.1)
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E = hω (3.1.2)
Quantum mechanics is usually introduced by postulates. We have chosen
to produce a list of postulates according to Molecular Quantum Mechanics
textbook by Peter W. Atkins [45]:
• Postulate 1. The state of a quantum mechanical system is completely
specified by a wave function Ψ (~r, t) that depends on the coordinate of
particles and on time.
• Postulate 2. To every observables in classical mechanics there corre-
sponds a linear, Hermitian operator in quantum mechanics.
• Postulate 3. If a system is described by the wave function Ψ (~r, t), the
average observable value Ω of a series of experimental measurements is
equals to the expectation value 〈Ω〉 of the relative operator Ωˆ as a result
of the following integral:
〈Ω〉 = 〈Ψ| Ωˆ |Ψ〉〈Ψ| Ψ〉
• Postulate 4. The probability of finding a particle in an infinitesimal
volume dτ centered at the point ~r is proportional to 〈Ψ| Ψ〉.
• Postulate 5. The exact wave function Ψ (~r, t) must satisfy the Schrödinger
equation:
i~
∂Ψ
∂t
= HˆΨ
• Postulate 6. The exact wave function Ψ (~r, t) must be antisymmetric
with respect to the interchange of a coordinate (both space and spin) of
any two electrons.
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Postulates appears to be a bit cryptic, a pictorial introduction of the concepts of
the theory will be briefly presented. Quantum mechanics theory can be applied
whenever a microscopic system is confined between barriers of potential energy,
in that case all the information about the system is completely specified by a
wave function (as postulate 1 says). Everytime a wave motion is confined to
a finite region of space, a series of patterns of stationary waves emerge, whose
shapes and frequencies are dependent by the nature of the confinement. A con-
finement could be represented by any kind of field. The emerging patterns that
are simpler in shape have lower frequencies, therefore lower energies as stated in
equation 3.1.2. Each of these morphic pattern is connected with the existence
of discrete quantum states with well defined properties (as a consequence of
postulate 5). Since there is a confinement, it follows that in a confined region
an electron cannot be completely at rest, because the confined wave cannot
have wavelenght comparable or smaller than the dimension of the confinement
itself. Relation 3.1.2 states that the maximum wave lenght corresponds to the
minimum energy, so the kinetic energy is always present and never null, because
it will be at least as big as the one that corresponds to the wave of maximum
wavelength (λmax). Following the first de Broglie relation 3.1.1 a qualitative
kinetic energy of the particle can be expressed
K =
p2
2m
∼ h
2
2mV
2
3
(3.1.3)
where:
• m is the mass of the particle;
• V
1
3 is the linear dimension of the confining region of volume V because of
the approximation: λmax ∼ V 13 .
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The spontaneus tendency of all systems is to decrease their energy. The mini-
mum kinetic energy of the confined particle is like a minimum pressure that the
particle exerts over the walls of the confinement field to expand the confining
region, so to decrease the energy. This is the origin of what is called “zero point
vibrational energy”. Furthermore the Pauli’s Principle (postulate 6) says that
if N equal particles are confined in a volume V , the lowest kinetic energy of
each particle is not that one of a single particle 3.1.3, but it is higher:
K =
h2
2md2
(3.1.4)
where:
• d =
(
V
N
) 1
3 the linear dimension of a volume which is 1/N times the
confining volume V .
As can be seen from 3.1.4 in case of several particles the confining region for
each particle is not the total volume but the volume divided for the numbers of
particles. This means that each particle has a private portion of volume to which
it is confined and that determines its minimum energy. The minimum pressure
exerts by a system of N particle is therefore N 53 larger than the pressure exerts
by only one particle
P = −∂K
∂V
∼ h
2
m
(N
V
) 5
3
(3.1.5)
Only particles with opposite spin can share the same private volume of
another particle. The exact expression for the pressure of N particles where
N/2 with spin UP and N/2 with spin DOWN is therefore very similar to 3.1.5:
P =
1
5
(
3pi2
) 2
3 h
2
m
(N
V
) 5
3
(3.1.6)
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3.1.2 SCF Hartree-Fock Method (HF Method)
Following the Born Oppenheimer approximation the wave function can be fac-
torized in a electronic part and a nuclear part. The effective Hamiltion operator
depends on the coordinates of all the N electrons {~r1 · · · ~ri · · · ~rN} and it para-
metrically depends on the n nuclei coordinates
{
~Q1 · · · ~Qi · · · ~Qn
}
. Given a set
of k orthonormal spatial orbitals {ψi} it is possible to write a set of 2k spin-
orbitals {χi} multiplying each ψi by the two spin functions α (ω) and β (ω).
The spin-orbitals obtained depend on the spatial coordinates ~r, and on the spin
values ω:
{ψi (~r)α (ω)} i = 1, 2, . . . , k
{ψi (~r)β (ω)} i = 1, 2, . . . , k
(3.1.7)
The eigenstate |ψ〉 of a system is expressed by a Slater Determinant, so to
obtain wave function satisfying the Pauli exclusion principle. A Slater deter-
minant is generally indicated through a row vector containing all the diagonal
elements of a Slater matrix. In the case of Nelectrons we have
|ψ〉 = |χ1(1)χ2(2) · · ·χ2k(N)〉 =
(
1
N !
) 1
2
Det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(1) χ2(1) · · · χ2k(1)
χ1(2) χ2(2) · · · χ2k(2)
...
...
. . .
...
χ1(N) χ2(N) · · · χ2k(N)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(3.1.8)
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The energy of the eigenstate|ψ〉 is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
operator Hˆ as follows:
E0 = 〈ψ| Hˆ |ψ〉 =
∑N
i 〈χi| hˆ |χi〉+ 12
∑N
i
∑N
j 〈χiχj | |χiχj〉 =
=
∑N
i hi +
1
2
∑N
i
∑N
j (Jij −Kij)
(3.1.9)
where
• hi =
´
χ∗i (1)
(
− 12∇2(1)−
∑Nuclei
Q
1
~rQ1
)
χi(1)d~r(1);
• 12
∑N
i
∑N
j (Jij −Kij) is Coulombian and Exchange energies.
We are interested in the single Slater determinant that represents that best pos-
sible approximation of the ground state of the system described by the Hamil-
tonian Hˆ. The spin-orbitals must be chosen so that the determinant obtained
can be the state of minimum energy (variational principle). To calculate the en-
ergy of a single Slater determinant we proceed to a numerical resolution of the
Schrödinger equation through the self consistent field method (SCF method)
originally formulated by D. R. Hartree and later perfectioned by V. Fock and
J. C. Slater with the introduction of the electron exchange effect[45][46][47]:
Within this approximation the Coulombic term becomes:
Jij =
ˆ ˆ
χ∗i (1)χ
∗
j (2)
1
~r12
χj(2)χi(1)d~r(1)d~r(2) (3.1.10)
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For the exchange part it has been followed an analogues procedure. The
substantial difference is that this term does not have an interpretation in terms
of classical physics, but it is a consequence of the antisymmetric properties of
the wave function
Kij =
ˆ ˆ
χ∗i (1)χ
∗
j (2)
1
~r12
χi(2)χj(1)d~r(1)d~r(2) (3.1.11)
The energy of the system has a functional dependence on the wave function
of the system. The variational principle (the minimization of the energy of 3.1.9
with respect of the spin-orbitals) simplifies the original problem of searching a
wave function of N electrons to N monoelectronic equations
fˆ(1) |χi(1)〉 = i |χi(1)〉 (3.1.12)
where the Fock operator fˆ is defined as
fˆ(1) = hˆ(1) +
N∑
j
Jˆj(1)−
N∑
j
Kˆj(1) (3.1.13)
The algebraic resolution pass through a series expansion of the spatial part
of the spin-orbitals using a basis set of M basis functions {φM}:
χi =
M∑
u=1
Cuiφ1 = C1iφ1 + C2iφ2 + C3iφ3 + . . .+ CMiφM (3.1.14)
The set of Roothan equation is obtained substituting the series expansion
3.1.14 in 3.1.12, multiplying by each of the M function φ∗v(1) and integrating
M∑
u=1
Cui 〈φv(1)| fˆi(1) |φu(1)〉 = i
M∑
u=1
Cui 〈φv(1)| φu(1)〉 (3.1.15)
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The set of equation obtained at the end of the procedure can be written in
a more compact form:
FC = SC (3.1.16)
where:
• matrix F is the sum of the one-electron and two-electrons terms Fvu =
〈φv(1)| fˆ |φu(1)〉;
• matrix S is the superposition matrix Svu = 〈φv| φu〉 .
The charge density is expressed as:
ρ (~r) =
N∑
i
|χi (~r)|2 (3.1.17)
and for a closed-shell system it becomes:
ρ (~r) = 2
N/2∑
i
|ψi (~r)|2 (3.1.18)
To express the density matrix P the series expansion 3.1.14 is substituted
in 3.1.18:
P =
M∑
u
M∑
v
2N/2∑
i
CuiC∗vi
φuφ∗v = M∑
u
M∑
v
[Puv]φuφ∗v (3.1.19)
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With the formalism of the density matrix we can have a better understanding
of the element of the F matrix:
Flm = 〈φl| hˆ |φm〉+
N∑
u
N∑
v
PuvGlmuv (3.1.20)
where:
Glmuv = 2
´ ´
φ∗l (1)φ
∗
u(2)
1
~r12
φv(2)φv(2)φm(1)d~r(1)d~r(2)+
+2
´ ´
φ∗l (1)φ
∗
u(2)
1
~r12
φv(2)φm(2)φv(1)d~r(1)d~r(2)
(3.1.21)
The first term on the right side of equation 3.1.20 is fixed over the iteration
cycle procedure, while the second term on the right side of that same equation
is updated at each iteration because at each iteration is updated the density
matrix P. At the end of the iterative procedure we obtain M spatial orbitals
each one with its relative orbital energy a. The first N/2 spatial orbitals will
be used to build a single Slater Determinant called
∣∣ψHF0 〉. To obtain the
Hartree Fock energy, EHF0 , the Hamiltonian of the system Hˆ operates on the
determinant
∣∣ψHF0 〉:
Hˆ ∣∣ψHF0 〉 = EHF0 ∣∣ψHF0 〉 (3.1.22)
EHF0 = 2
N/2∑
a
a −
N/2∑
a
N/2∑
b
(2Jab −Kab) (3.1.23)
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3.1.3 DFT Methods
Density functional theory is based on the two theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn
and on the assumption that the electronic energy of the ground state is to-
tally determined by the density of charge [48]. The approach of the density of
charge theory with respect to that one of the wave function is sensible when
the complexity of the system increases. The density of charge depends on three
corrdinates only and this is independent from the complexity of the system.
Even if the correspondance between density of charge of a system and its en-
ergy exists, the functional form that connects the two entities it is not known. If
we assume to know such a functional form, the DFT set of equations are similar
to the Hartree-Fock method. In particular the KS equations to be solved are
similar to 3.1.12:
−12∇21 −
Nuclei∑
Q
ZQ
e2
~rQ1
+
ˆ
ρ (~r2)
~r12
d (~r2) + VχC (~r1)
∣∣ϕKSi (~r1)〉 = i ∣∣ϕKSi (~r1)〉
(3.1.24)
where:
• The first two terms of the left member are an analogue of the one-electron
hˆ of the HF method;
• The term
´ ρ(~r2)
~r12
d (~r2) represents the Coulomb intercation;
• The term VχC is the exchange-correlation potential, the functional deriva-
tive of the exchange-correlation energy EχC ;
•
∣∣ϕKSi 〉 is a Kohn-Sham orbital, its relative orbital energy is i.
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The equivalent of the density of charge 3.1.18 is:
ρ (~r) = 2
N/2∑
i
∣∣ϕKSi (~r)∣∣2 (3.1.25)
The of KS equations are solved in a SCF fashion analogously to 3.1.15. To
start the calculation it is needed an initial trial function to represent the density
of charge, ρguess and an expression for the term EχC of which the first derivative
with respect to ρguess will give the potential of exchange correlation VχC . The
set of equations is then solved to obtain a new set
{
ϕKSi
}
of KS orbitals that
allows the calculation of a new density of charge ρ′ (~r). The iterative process
continues until density of charge and exchange-correlation energy are within
a certain threshold. KS orbitals can be written as a series expansion over a
certain basis-set, so the resolution of the equations 3.1.24 gives the value of the
coefficients of such expansion. Once the final density of charge, ρfinal (~r) has
been calculated, the energy of such state is calculated by:
E [ρ] = − 12
∑n
i
´
ϕ∗i (~r1)∇2ϕ∗i (~r1) d (~r1)−
∑Nuclei
Q
´ ZQρ(~r1)
(~rQ1)
d (~r1) +
+ 12
´ ρ(~r1)ρ(~r2)
(~r12)
d (~r1) d (~r2) + EχC
(3.1.26)
The choice of the right form of the term EχC is crucial for the accuracy
of the calculation. Within this Ph.D. thesis it has been chosen to adopt the
general purpose functional EB3LY PχC
EB3LY PχC = AE
Dirac
χ + (1−A)EHFχC +BEBeckeχ + (1− C)EVWNC + CELY PC
(3.1.27)
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where:
• A = 0.2, B=0.72, and C=0.19 are fitted parameters;
• The local functional EDiracχ [ρ] = −Cx
´
ρ
4
3 (~r) d (~r);
• The non-local functional EBeckeχ [ρ] =
1
2
´
ρ (~r) βχ [ρ,∇ρ, ~r] d (~r),
and βχ [ρ,∇ρ, ~r] = −βρ
1
3
|∇ρ|2
ρ8/3(1+6βsinh−1x) where the parameter β is ob-
tained by fitting over 6 noble gases.
• ELY PC is the correlation functional
introduced by Lee, Yang, and Parr [49];
• EVWNC is the correlation functional
introduced by Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair [50].
and a functional especially designed for protein application MO62X [51]. The
DFT series of MO6 functionals are tailored to have a better description of vdW
interactions.
3.1.4 Møller-PlessetTheory
Perturbation theory starts introducing a correction Vˆ to an Hamiltonian op-
erator Hˆ0. The correction Vˆ is called the perturbative correction, while the
operator Hˆ0 is the unpertubed oprator. The addition between these two terms
gives the total Hamiltonian of the chemical system:
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + λVˆ (3.1.28)
The sufficient codition to apply a perturbative correction is the asymptotic
convergence of the following two series:
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|ψj〉 =
∣∣∣ψ(0)j 〉+ λ ∣∣∣ψ(1)j 〉+ λ2 ∣∣∣ψ(2)j 〉+ . . .+ λn ∣∣∣ψ(n)j 〉 (3.1.29)
Ej = E
(0)
j + λE
(1)
j + λ
2E
(2)
j + . . .+ λ
nE
(n)
j (3.1.30)
A set of non-homogeneous equations is obtained introducing 3.1.29 and
3.1.30 in Hˆ |ψj〉 = Ej |ψj〉 and separating the various orders. It follows the
explicit separation until IV order:
order(
Hˆ0 − E(0)j
) ∣∣∣ψ(1)j 〉 = E(0)j ∣∣∣ψ(0)j 〉 I(
Hˆ0 − E(0)j
) ∣∣∣ψ(2)j 〉 = (E(1)j − Vˆ) ∣∣∣ψ(0)j 〉 II(
Hˆ0 − E(0)j
) ∣∣∣ψ(3)j 〉 = (E(1)j − Vˆ) ∣∣∣ψ(1)j 〉+ E(2)j ∣∣∣ψ(2)j 〉 III(
Hˆ0 − E(0)j
) ∣∣∣ψ(4)j 〉 = (E(1)j − Vˆ) ∣∣∣ψ(2)j 〉+ E(2)j ∣∣∣ψ(1)j 〉+ E(3)j ∣∣∣ψ(0)j 〉 IV
(. . . . . . . . .)
(3.1.31)
In the particular case of the MP2 method [citazione], the unperturbed Hamil-
tonina if the Fock operator:
Hˆ0 ≡ Fˆ (3.1.32)
so the perturbative correction is the difference between the Hamiltonian of
the system and the Fock operator:
Vˆ = Hˆ − Fˆ (3.1.33)
The wave function ψHF is eigenfunction of the Fˆ operator, its relative eigen-
value E(0)is given by the summation of all the orbital energy of the occupied
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spin-orbitals; the Hartree-Fock energy of the ground state |ψ0〉 is instead the
expectation value 〈ψHF | Hˆ |ψHF 〉. If the complete set of eigenfuntions
{
φ
(0)
k
}
of the operator Fˆ is known, a linear combination of them, i.e.
∣∣∣ψ(0)j 〉, remains
an eigenfunction of such operator. Using the ground state function |ψ0〉 as 0
order term of the perturbative expansion:
|ψ0〉 =
∣∣∣ψ(0)0 〉+ λ ∣∣∣ψ(1)0 〉+ λ2 ∣∣∣ψ(2)0 〉+ . . . (3.1.34)
Expressing the first order term
∣∣∣ψ(1)0 〉 as a linear combination of {φ(0)k }:
∣∣∣ψ(1)0 〉 = ∑
k 6=0
ck
∣∣∣φ(0)k 〉 (3.1.35)
The expression of the coefficients ck of 3.1.35 of the unberturbed basis set is
obtained substituting 3.1.35 in the II order differential equation of 3.1.31 and
multiplying by an orhtogonal bra function
〈
φ
(0)
l
∣∣∣ ∈ {φk}:
∣∣∣ψ(1)0 〉 = ∑
k 6=0

〈
φ
(0)
k
∣∣∣ Vˆ ∣∣∣φ(0)0 〉〈
φ
(0)
0
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣φ(0)0 〉− 〈φ(0)k ∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣φ(0)k 〉
 ∣∣∣φ(0)k 〉 = ∑
k 6=0
[
Vk0
H(0)00 −H(0)kk
] ∣∣∣φ(0)k 〉
(3.1.36)
With such a term it is possible to express the perturbative correction of the
III order:
E(3) =
∑
k 6=0
∑
L6=0
 V0kVkLVL0(
H(0)00 −H(0)kk
)(
H(0)00 −H(0)LL
)
−∑
k 6=0
 V0kV00Vk0(
H(0)00 −H(0)kk
)2

(3.1.37)
The Møller-Plesset method has a one-electron part equals to the Hartree-
Fock method, while the description of the two-electrons part is more accurate
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because of the perturbative term. When the expansion 3.1.36 is truncated at
the II order we have the MP2 method[46].
E(2) =
∑
k 6=0
V0kVk0(
H(0)00 −H(0)kk
) (3.1.38)
The unperturbed wave function is the Hartree-Fock ground state. The II
order perturbative energy correction are excitated Slater Determinants. Since
in MP2 the operator Vˆ is two-electrons, all the matrix elements with triple
excitation etc. are null integrals. The first excitations do not correct the HF
energy (Brillouin theorem), this means that in MP2 the responsible for the
subtractive correction term in 3.1.38 are only the double excitations.
3.2 Localization NBO Methods and NBO Steric Analysis
The NBO decomposition of the wave function allows the partition of the wave
function into localized bond and lone pair orbitals. One of the results of an
ab initio HF calculation is the shape of the charge density, equation 3.2.1. The
charge density is the probability of finding an electron in an infinitesimal volume
centered on point ~r. Following what previously described for the HF method in
section 3.1.2, if the set of orbitals is expanded on a set of basis function {φ (~r)},
the density of charge assumes the following form:
ρ (~r) =
M∑
u
M∑
v
|Puv|φu (~r)φ∗v (~r) (3.2.1)
where:
• P is the density matrix defined in equation 3.1.19.
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A common approach to gain some insight from the charge density is to visualize
it on a topographic map. Apart form the simple graphical visualization of 3.2.1.
Among properties obtainable from the charge density, i.e. dipolar moments or
quadrupolar moments, it is of particular advantage to the chemical investigation
the possibility of assigning charges to atoms or group of atoms. In this way the
ordinary pictorical interpretation in terms of functional groups can be obtained
directly from the wave function. This technique is the so called population
analysis. We give here a brief introduction of Natural Bond Orbital (NBO)
analysis as a localization method able to give an esteem of the steric energy of
interaction. In a typical NBO analysis the density matrix is analyzed to obtain:
• the shape of atomic orbitals in a particular molecular environment;
• to calculate the charge density between atoms, so to derive chemical
bonds.
The matrix P is considered as formed by different blocks, each one relatives to
a basis set that belongs to a specific atom:
P =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
|PAA| |PAB | |PAC | · · ·
|PBA| |PBB | |PBC | · · ·
...
...
...
. . .
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Each of the blocks are then diagonalized. The natural atomic orbitals
(NAOs) is a set of orbitals obtainable at the end of the process of diagonal-
ization of the various block of the density matrix and after a procedure of
orthogonalization of the orbitals weigthed by occupancy. For a more exhaustive
treatment refer to http://www.chem.wisc.edu/∼nbo5/.
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The density matrix diagonal terms together with a set of NAOs are the
population contribution indicated in what follows by POP. A summation of
popolution contribution of all NAO centered on a certain atomic center, let’s
say atom A, needs to be done to obtain the charge on that atom
charge on A =
NAOs onA∑
i
POPi (3.2.2)
Off diagonal blocks represent instead chemical bonds between atoms. To
gain insight of the bond orbitals it is needed to distinguish and to eliminate
all the terms that do not represent a bond, this is done on the basis of the
occupancy of the NAOs involved. After the process of elimination, the off diag-
onal blocks are diagonalized to obtain natural bond orbitals (NBOs), and their
relative eigenvectors of the diagonalization matrix. The eigenvalues represent
the occupancy of the NBOs. The orthonormal set of localized high occupancy
lewis-like 1 − c orbital (lone pair), 2 − c bond orbitals (σ¯i) as well as residual
set of low occupancy non-lewis orbitals valence antibond and rydberg orbitals
(σ¯∗i ).
To evaluate the steric interaction we follow the NBO partitioning of ex-
change interactions developed by Weinhold and coworkers [52]. Steric repulsion
can be associated with the Pauli exclusion principle and the idea of pressure,
equation 3.1.6, exerted by particles confined into potential barriers. The anti-
symmetrization of the wave function leads to an increased of the variational HF
energy compare to the non antisymmetrized counterpart.
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The antisymmetrization results in the exchange integrals of equation 3.1.11
that is associated with steric interactions, so an antisymmetrized hartree prod-
uct, ΦH is raised in energy with respect to the analogous non-antisymmetrized
hartree product ΦH :
〈
EH
〉
=
〈
ΦH
∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣ΦH〉〈
ΦH
∣∣ ΦH〉 > 〈EH〉 = 〈ΦH | Hˆ |ΦH〉〈ΦH | ΦH〉 (3.2.3)
quantifying the exchange energy as
〈Eexchange〉 =
〈
EH
〉− 〈EH〉 (3.2.4)
Since the energy difference between the slater determinant
∣∣ψHF0 〉 and ΦH
is rather small[53]
〈
EHF0
〉 ' 〈EH〉 (3.2.5)
this means that the energy difference in equation 3.2.4 is mainly due to
orthogonalization rather than the effect of the solely anti-symmetrization so
that:
〈Eorthog〉 =
〈
EH
〉− 〈EH〉 ' 〈Eexchange〉 (3.2.6)
and the exchange interaction can be approximated as the energy difference
between orthogonal and non-orthogonal orbitals.
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The two matrices of the energy of the Roothan equations (see equation
3.1.16) obtained using ΦH and ΦH are respectively ¯ and , and the difference
between the summation of their diagonal terms is approximated as the exchange
energy:
Eexchange '
n∑
i
¯i − i (3.2.7)
Steric interaction is here approximated as an exchange effect, the Hartree-
Fock (HF) method gives a reasonable accurate description of such interaction[54][55].
As NBOs (σ¯i and σ¯∗i ) are linear combination of the set of orthonormal NAOs,
we can derive a set of non-orthogonal Pre-NBOs (σi and σ∗i ) that are linear
combination of non-orthogonal set of Pre-NAOs. It is using the two set of
NBOs and Pre-NBOs that we are going to calculate the NBO estimate of the
steric energy:
ENBOexchange =
n∑
i
¯i
NBO − Pre−NBOi (3.2.8)
The localized NBO description allows one to compare steric repulsions be-
tween individual groups, making contact with the intuitive picture in a quali-
tatively satisfactory manner.
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3.3 QM-MM Methods
3.3.1 The QM-MM Energy Expression.
The QM-MM formalism can in principle accommodate any combination of QM
and MM methods. The QM method must satisfy the condition of being be a
Self Consistent Field (SCF) method in presence of a point-charge field created
by MM charges. The elected method are post-Hartree Fock (post-HF) ab initio
methods, such as Møller-Plesset perturbation and Coupled Cluster methods.
The superior accuracy of the post-HF methods due to the inclusion of electron
correlation and the recent hardware development extended the size of the system
to be treated with such methods are appealing for energy calculations with a
fixed geometry. In practice biomolecular systems are instead treated using DTF
theory and the many developed DFT functionals. The QM-MM potential is
given by
Utot =
〈
ψ
(−→r ) ∣∣H0QM +HQM/MM ∣∣ψ (−→r )〉+ UMM (3.3.1)
where:
• H0QM is the Hamiltonian of the QM subsystem of coordinates
−→
R;
• UMM is the MM potential energy of the rest of the system;
• HQM/MM is the interaction Hamiltonian between the two regions.
The wave function ψ
(−→r ) of the QM system at a given position −→R of the nuclei
is polarized by the perturbation Hamiltonian HQM/MM . After integration it is
possible to rewrite 3.3.1 as
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Utot = E0QM + ∆EQM/MM + UMM (3.3.2)
where:
• E0QM =
〈
ψ
(−→r ) ∣∣H0QM ∣∣ψ (−→r )〉is the energy of the QM isolate system;
• ∆EQM/MM is the interaction energy of equation 3.3.1.
The interaction energy ∆EQM/MM is the energy required to transfer the QM
system from the gas phase into, e.g., the active site of the enzyme. It is like
a solvation energy term where the solvent is in this case represented by the
protein environment
∆EQM/MM =
〈
ψ
(−→r ) ∣∣H0QM +HQM/MM ∣∣ψ (−→r )〉− E0QM (3.3.3)
The MM terms include the normal bonding terms for bond stretching, bond
angle bending, and torsions, plus non bonded terms for Coulomb and van der
Waals interactions:
EMM =
∑stretches
i Ki
(
~ri−~r0
)2
+
∑bends
j Kj (θj − θ0) +2
+
∑torsions
k
[
Vk,1
2 (1 + cosφk) +
+Vk,22 (1− cos2φk) + Vk,32 (1 + cos3φk)
]
+
+
∑MMatoms
m>n
qm·qn
~rmn
+
∑MMatoms
m>n 4mn
[(
σmn
~rmn
)12
−
(
σmn
~rmn
)6]
(3.3.4)
In this Ph.D. project was used Qsite software (Schrödinger, LLC, New York,
NY, 2011), a QM-MM algorithm that will be described briefly. The interactions
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between the QM and MM regions include electrostatic terms between the QM
nuclei and electrons, van der Waals terms between MM atoms and QM atoms,
and MM-like terms at the boundary of QM and MM regions that account as
corrections for the fact that the electrostatic and van der Waals terms in these
region are not sufficient to represent differences in energy when the atoms at
the boundary move. The first of these correction terms is to prevent short
range electrostatic interactions. In practice it neglects electrostatic interactions
for atoms connected through 1 bond (1-2 interactions) and two bonds (1-3
interactions). It scales with a factor of 0.5 the 1-4 electrostatic interaction
terms. The form of the electrostatic correction is
Eelectrostatic correction = −
MMatoms∑
m
QMatoms∑
i
σmi
qmqi
~rmi
(3.3.5)
where:
• qm are MM charge assigned through the force-field;
• qi is instead an MM-like partial charge assigned to the i − th atom that
belongs to the QM part;
• σmn =

1 for interactions 1− 2 or 1− 3
0.5 for interactions 1− 4
0 for interactions > 1− 5
Additional correction terms are for bond terms, stretch terms, bend terms, and
torsion terms. Parameters for correction terms are calculated fitting QM datas.
In figure 3.3.1 we have an example of truncation between MM and QM regions.
We use the previously mentioned figured to explain the stretching correction
term. Bend and torsion terms will follow. The QM system is here hydrogen
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capped (furthe info in the following Link Atom section). The the four bonds
around the QM atom at the boundary are the four stretching terms that will
undergo to the stretching correction.
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Stretching correction term is
Estr. corr. =
∑
i
Ki (ri − ri0)2 (3.3.6)
where:
• Ki, ri0 are fit parameters.
Fit parameters are obtained fitting the following equation against QM data:
E
′
str. corr. =
∑
i
[
αi (ri − r0) +K ′i (ri − r0)2
]
(3.3.7)
where:
• r0 is the reference bond length;
• αi is a fit parameter linked to Ki and ri0 of eq.3.3.6 through αi =
−2Ki (ri0 − r0);
• K
′
i is a fit parameter and it is equal to Ki fit parameter of eq.3.3.6.
An analogous couple of equations account for the bending correction terms,
while for the torsion terms the parameterization proceeds by performing a
weighted linear least-squares fit using singular value decomposition. The tor-
sional expression is
Etor corr. =
∑
K
[
Vk,1
2
(1 + cosφk) +
Vk,2
2
(1 + cos2φk) +
Vk,3
2
(1 + cos3φk)
]
(3.3.8)
where:
• Vk,1, Vk,2, and Vk,3 are fit parameters.
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Figure 3.3.1: Boundary between QM and MM regions and the relative hydro-
gen capped QM system. The four stretching internal coordinates are numbered
and graphically represented in the right hand picture. The four stretchings the
QM atoms at the boundary, QM1, will have stretching correction terms.
The master equation for the total energy can be presented as follows:
EtotQsite =
[∑
µν PµνH
core
µν +
1
2
∑
µν Pµν (2Jµν −Kµν)
]
+
+EQMnuc + EMM + E
QM/MM
coulomb + E
QM/MM
vdW +
+ (correction charges) + (correction stretches, bendings, torsions)
(3.3.9)
It is necessary to spend some word on the boundary schemes and the rel-
ative arising problems. Apart from studies where MM system is represented
exclusively by solvent molecules, in enzymology it is quite unavoidable to have
QM-MM boundary cuts through a covalent bond. The issues arising are i) the
need of introducing a cap because it would not be realistic to treat the system
as it would be homolytically or heterolytically cleaved, ii) link atoms introduces
an overpolarization of the QM density from the MM charges.
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There are foundamentally three kinds of truncation:
• link atom scheme: this is the easiest for what concerns the implementa-
tion, it simply caps the QM and MM systems with a heteroatoms (usually
hydrogens) not present in the real system. The so called link atoms satu-
rate the free valency upon the truncation site;
• boundary-atom scheme: a special boundary atom replaces an MM atom.
This atom is present in both MM and QM part. On the QM side it mimics
the cut bond and the electrostatic moiety attached to QM1. In the MM
part it behaves instead as a normal MM atom;
• frozen orbital scheme: hybrid orbitals are placed at the boundary. All the
frozen orbitals cap the QM region replacing the cut bond.
In picture 3.3.2 are graphically visualized the three possible boundary truncation
schemes explained before.
There should be a right balance between computational effort and mini-
mization of possible artifacts due to the choice of the boundary truncation site.
Usually it is the QM region that contains the interesting part of the system
where reactions take place and where properties are observed, i.e. in enzymol-
ogy the QM region is usually the active site of the enzyme. A good choice would
be to move the boundary truncation far away from this region of interest. This
would lead to bigger size QM parts so to reduce the artifacts, but all this is
at the expense of a bigger computational effort. Unpolar bonds not involved
in any reaction and not having conjugative interactions are the elective site for
truncation. Also a cut through a MM charge groups must be avoided because
of issues of strong overpolarization of QM charge density. We will give more de-
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Figure 3.3.2: Truncation Site and relative Boundary Schemes generally adopted
in QM-MM techniques.
tails of the link atom scheme only becasue it has been used in this PhD project
when QM-MM has been adopted (chapter 5).
Link Atom Scheme
It is the oldest coupling sheme adopted in QM-MM [56][57]. The introduction
of a link atom, usually a hydrogen, creates the following issues: i) three addi-
tional degrees of freedom not present in the original system, ii) the introduced
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link atom near the MM frontier atom at the boundary will get overpolariza-
tion by it, iii) the link atom is different form the group it is substituted with,
both chemically and electronically. Of particular importance is the issue of the
overpolarization. Atoms that are 0.5Å away from the boundary will tend to be
overpolarized by the rigid MM point charges. The more the QM charge density
is polarizable and the more the overpolarization will cause errors. To reduce
such an error it is convenient to not introduce polarization and diffuse functions
in the basis-set. Polarization and diffuse function will cause the QM charge
density of being more elastic and prone to overpolarization [58]. To overcome
the problem in Qsite software it has been implemented the so called “smearing”
function for the MM point charges near the boundary. The charges close to
the QM region are re-distributed on a grid around the QM-MM truncation site
with a Gaussian distributions manner so to represent the potential of the atoms
near the cap, the MM ordinary point charges are instead used for the rest of
the MM region.
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Chapter 4
Development of ReaxFF for
Enzyme Catalysis
The vision below this PhD project is to seek and improve the understanding
of enzyme catalysis with atomistic details. Currently the theory able to de-
scribe chemical systems and their reactivity is quantum mechanics (QM) and
its relative QM methods that uses approximation of the theory for the descrip-
tion of the molecular structure. To the present day modeling enzyme reactions
is inacessible to QM methods because the size of the problem would result in
many-particle equations too complicated to be solved even with rather crude ap-
proximations such as Hartree-Fock (HF). Classical models such as the ordinary
molecular mechanics (MM) force-fields use newtonian mechanics to describe
molecular systems. At this level it is possible to include the entire enzyme sys-
tem and still have light equations. On one hand we have accurate QM methods
able to describe reactivity but limited in the size of the system to describe, while
on the other hand we have molecular mechanics and ordinary force-fields that
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are virtually unlimited in size but unable to straightforwardly model chemical
reactivity. A reactive force-field (ReaxFF) is a provisional simplified model that
bridges the gap between quantum chemical domain to the ordinary force-fields
of the molecular mechanics domain. ReaxFF method is fast as MM methods,
but at the same able to model chemical reactions as a QM method. In figure
4.0.1 we see an illustration with MM domain at the left-top and QM domain at
the right bottom and the gap between the two methods that should be bridged
by ReaxFF.
ReaxFF was originally developed by Adri C. T. van Duin and co-workers, to
describe hydrocarbon reactions[18]. It was found that the force field, was able
to describe simple reactions and geometries at an accuracy similar or better
than the semi-empirical PM3 method, but about 100 times faster. To describe
hydrocarbons only hydrogen and carbon were included, but now the most of
the periodic table has been described. To the contrary of ordinary MM force-
fields, ReaxFF uses only one “atom type” per element. This means that a
sp3, sp2 or sp hybridised, aromatic carbons etc. are described in the same
way. ReaxFF is a reactive force-field that uses the concept of bond order to
model interactions within a chemical system. The anharmonicities to describe
chemical reactions are included directly in ReaxFF potential terms where each
term of the potential has been modified to be a function of bond order. As an
example, the function to calculate bond order for a carbon-carbon interaction
with distance is represented in figure 4.0.2. By making each atomic interaction
bond order dependent, we can attain a dynamic description of each atomic and
molecular interaction that does not depend on predefined reactivity as with
ordinary MM potentials. This is done by parameterization against quantum
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Figure 4.0.1: ReaxFF is an attempt to bridge the gap between QM domain and
MM domain enabling an MM force-field to describe chemical reactions. ReaxFF
method should descrice chemical reaction accurately and significatively faster
than QM methods.
and experimental data.
Right now the force field successfully describes chemistry that spans from hy-
drocarbon oxidation [59], transition metal catalysed carbon nanotube formation
[60], explosives [61], and water adsorption on ZnO surfaces [62]. Applications to
biomolecules include the adsorption of aminoacid on TiO2 surfaces [63], inter-
actions with silica surfaces [64]. ReaxFF can accurately reproduce the geome-
tries and stabilities of several nonconjugated, conjugated and radical-containing
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Figure 4.0.2: The bond order of a carbon-carbon interaction with respect to
distance.
compounds. Several MD simulations were performed obtaining valuable insights
about the complex reaction mechanism. ReaxFF correctly predicts the reaction
rate and relatives barrier heights. These studies are the building block to simu-
late complex reaction mechanism in organic and biological molecules. The first
application of ReaxFF in enzyme catalysis was to study a yeast polymerase,
even though the description was affected by a improper optimization of the in-
teractions around a magnesium ion [65]. A ReaxFF force-field has lately been
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developed in 2011, to have an accurate description of proton transfer in glycine
in order to provide a methodology for simulating proton transfer in molecules
in the acqueous phase [66]. The first application on biocatalysis is a study of
the proline catalyzed aldol reaction [67], but only recently it has been developed
by us a proper parameterization to treat real enzyme systems. In the following
paragraphs we briefly get some insight of the machinery of ReaxFF (paragraph
4.1 and paragraph 4.2). After that we get into an overview of the force field
developed to study glycine proton transfer [66] (paragraph 4.3) and then we de-
scribe how it has been developed the state of the art of Prot-ReaxFF force-fields
for protein systems and enzyme catalysis (paragraph 4.4). We conclude with a
study about serine protease and in particular a ProtReaxFF study of trypsin
inhibition (paragraph 4.5) .
4.1 ReaxFF Potential Energy
As previously mentioned, ReaxFF uses the concept of bond order to describe
how atoms interact with one another [18][68][69][70]. The total potential energy
is given by the following equation:
Esystem = Ebond +Eover +Eunder +Elp +Eval +Etor +EvdW +Ecoul (4.1.1)
A differentiation between non-bonded and covalent interactions. Contri-
butions to the total energy are the covalent interaction energy terms for the
bond (Ebond), the over-coordination penalty (Eover), under-coordination stabil-
ity (Eunder), lone-pair (Elp), valence angle (Eval), and valence torsion (Etor).
The non-bonding energy contributions are instead the coulombic (Ecoul), and
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the van der Waals term (EvdW ). A general scheme of each of computation
iteration during a ReaxFF step can be seen in figure 4.1.1.
Ebond term consists of several terms:
Ebond = Estr + Ebend + Ecoa + EC2 + Etriple + Econj + Ehb (4.1.2)
where we have stretching energy (Estr), bending energy (Ebend), three-body
energy (Ecoa), a correction for the description of C2 molecule (EC2), triple bond
energy correction (Etriple), stabilization term for aromatic systems (Econj), hy-
drogen bond energy (Ehb).
Additional terms can be added to account for special phenomena of the
system under investigation.
4.1.1 Covalent Terms
After the initial position of each atom of the system are recorded, the first step
of a ReaxFF is the calculation of the bond order between each pair of atoms. An
example of bond order calculation for two pairs of carbon atoms is calculated
with the following equation:
BO
′
ij = exp
[
pbo,1 ·
(
rij
rσo
)pbo,2]
+exp
[
pbo,3 ·
(
rij
rpio
)pbo,4]
+exp
[
pbo,5 ·
(
rij
rpipio
)pbo,6]
(4.1.3)
where:
• BO
′
ij represents the bond order between atom i and atom j;
• exp
[
pbo,1 ·
(
rij
rσo
)pbo,2]
represents the single bond contribution.
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Figure 4.1.1: Scheme of a ReaxFF iteration. Non-Bonded iteration on the left
and the covalent/bonded interactions are on the right.
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• pbo,1, rσ0 , pbo,2 are fitting parameters for the single bond contribution;
• exp
[
pbo,3 ·
(
rij
rpio
)pbo,4]
represents the double bond contribution;
• pbo,3, rpi0 , pbo,4 are fitting parameters for double bond contribution;
• exp
[
pbo,5 ·
(
rij
rpipio
)pbo,6]
represents the triple bond contribution;
• pbo,5, rpipi0 , pbo,6 are fitting parameters for the trible bond contribution.
Each bonding parameter term, p, and each bonding equilibrium distance, rσ,
have been parameterized to have bond strengths and distances that agree with
quantum mechanically obtained values. The graphical representation of equa-
tion 4.1.3 is instead shown in figure 4.0.2. From figure 4.0.2 it can be evinced the
continous dependence on the distance for each of the three bond types (single,
double, and triple), plus the continuum transition of the total bond order from
a non-bonded situation to a triple bond state. As it can be seen interactions
begin to take place at large distances, so that is possbile to model long range,
partially bonded states. The overcoordination is a problem arising due to long
range interactions with second nearest neighbour. An example of this kind are
weak bond interactions between carbons and hydrogen bonded to the nearest
neighbour carbon atom.
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The bond order must be corrected to avoid overcoordination as follows:
BOij = BO
′
ij · F
[
∆
′
i,∆
′
j
]
(4.1.4)
where:
• BOij is the corrected bond order by the correctio function F
[
∆
′
i,∆
′
j
]
;
– ∆
′
i =
∑nbond
j=1 (BOij − V ali)
– V ali is the valence of atom i
– ∆
′
j =
∑nbond
i=1 (BOij − V alj)
– V alj is the valence of atom j
• BO
′
ij is the uncorrected bond order.
An example of such a correction in ethane molecule is shown in figure 4.1.2.
Once the bond order BO
′
ij has been corrected in BOij , if atom i is still
overcoordinated, the interaction between i and j gets a penalty energy just to
prevent an erroneous modeling:
Eover = pover ·∆i ·
[
1
1 + exp (λ6·)
]
(4.1.5)
where:
• Eover is the penalty energy for overcoordination;
• pover is a fitted parameter;
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Figure 4.1.2: (a) Uncorrected bond orders for carbon and hydrogen in ethane
molecule. (b) Corrected bond orders with weak interactions with hydrogen
atoms neglected.
• ∆i =
∑nbond
j=1 (BOij − V ali);
– BOij is the corrected bond order by equation 4.1.4;
– V ali is the valence of atom i;
– ∆i > 0 in case of overcoordination;
– ∆i < 0 in case of undercoordination;
• λ6 is a fitted parameter.
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The bond energy, Ebond, is finally calculated as a function of 4.1.4:
Ebond = −DeBOijexp
[
pbe,1
(
1−BOpbe,1ij
)]
(4.1.6)
where:
• Ebond is the bond energy contribution to the total potential energy;
• De and pbe,1 are fitting parameters
• BOij is the bond order equation 4.1.3
Upon dissociation BOij goes to zero, so the bond term for the couple of atoms
(i, j) goes to zero too. The same dependence on bond order is present also
in ReaxFF description of valence angles and torsions. These interactions are
usually described with a simple harmonic relationship regardless of how strong
and weak a bond gets. The potential term for a bond angle is:
Eangle =
[
1− exp (λ ·BO3ij)] [1− exp (λ ·BO3jk)]·{ka − kbexp [−kb (φ− φ0)2]}
(4.1.7)
where:
• Eangle is the covalent angle potential term;
• λ is a fitted parameter;
• BOij and BOjk are the bond order of atoms (i, j, k) involved in the cova-
lent angle.
• ka and kb are fitting parameters;
• φ is the measure of the covalent angle.
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4.1.2 Non-Covalent Interactions
Among non bonded interactions we have charge polarization, Coulombian elec-
trostatic interactions, and vdW forces.
4.1.2.1 Charge Polarization
The method with which ReaxFF is capable to polarize charges within molecules
is based on the EEM and Qeq methods [71][72][73]. The polarization is calcu-
lated with the following system of equations:

∂E
∂q2
= χ2 + 2q2η2 + C ·
∑n
j=1
qj
{r32,j+(1/γ2,j)3}1/3
...
...
...
...
∂E
∂qi
= χi + 2qiηi + C ·
∑n
j=1
qj
{r3i,j+(1/γi,j)3}1/3
...
...
...
...
∂E
∂qn
= χn + 2qnηn + C ·
∑n
j=1
qj
{r3n,j+(1/γn,j)3}1/3
(4.1.8)
where:
• ∂E∂qi is the chemical potential defined as the derivative of the energy, E,
with respect to the charge qi of ith atom;
• χi is the electronegativity of the ith atom;
• ηi is the hardness of the ith atom;
• C and γi,j are fitted parameters;
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plus imposing the electroneutrality condition:
n∑
j=1
qj = 0 (4.1.9)
The set of equations 4.1.8 together with the condition of electroneutrality
expressed in equation 4.1.9 is solved to obtain the n charges.
4.1.2.2 Coulomb and van der Waals forces
In ReaxFF the Coulomb and van der Waals forces are calculated between all
atom pairs, irrespective of their connectivity. A shielding term is put in front of
potential terms for Coulomb and van der Waals energy terms to avoid excessive
repulsive or attractive interactions between bonded atoms.
The Coulomb potential term is:
Ecoul = C
 qiqj[r3ij + (1/γij)3]1/3
 (4.1.10)
where:
• Ecoul is the coulomb energy term;
• C is a fitted parameter;
• qi and qj are the charges of the pair of atoms i and j;
• γij is the shielding parameter previously mentioned.
While the van der Waals term it is used a distance corrected Morse Potential:
EvdW = Dij
{
exp
[
αij
(
1− f13 (rij)
rvdW
)]
− 2exp
[
1
2
αij
(
1− f13 (rij)
rvdW
)]}
(4.1.11)
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where:
• EvdW is the van der Waals potential term;
• αij is a fitted parameters;
• rvdW is the van der Waals radius
• f13 (rij) =
[
rλ1ij +
(
1
λ2
)λ3]1/λ4
is the distance correction term where:
– λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 are fitted parameter.
4.2 ReaxFF Parameterization Techniques
4.2.1 Standard Parameterization Machinery
In a force-field like ReaxFF the less computational power needed compare to QM
is obtained at a cost of a larger numbers of parameters with respect to ordinary
force-fields. The parameters needed to describe the potential curve of ReaxFF
are many [18]. General and specific ReaxFF parameters, both bonded and non-
bonded for each of the element described, form what is called a “parameter
space”. These parameters must be defined before one can apply the force field
to the desired chemical problem. This is a general challenge for all force fields,
and different methods have been developed to optimize the parameters to give
the best description of different systems. Before one can start optimizing the
parameters, some starting values need to be guessed, which is mostly done by
combining experimental data or physical constants. To be able to tell how well
a set of parameters perform, an error function, defining the total error in the
force field with a given training set, is constructed.
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ReaxFF parameterization procedure [74] uses the following equation:
sum of squares =
n∑
i
[
(χi,ref − χi,calc)
σ
]2
(4.2.1)
where:
• sum of squares is the definition of error;
• the sum is done over all the n reference data of a defined data set (training
set);
• χi,ref is the reference value of the training set;
• χi,calc is the calculated value;
• σ is the acceptance value.
The acceptance criterion σ in this equation is used as a tool to impose the accu-
racy with which the force field reproduce the reference data of the training set.
A deviation between the calculated and the experimental data of more than
this acceptance criterion has a relatively large influence upon the total sum of
squares. When the experimental error is large, the acceptance value increases.
On the other hand, when an experimental observation was of particular impor-
tance for the final shape of the force field, the acceptance value is reduced. Table
shows some example of σ values as used during ReaxFF parameterization:
The goal in any force field development is to minimize function 4.2.1 by
changing, or optimising the parameters. The choice of which parameters to op-
timize requires intimate knowledge of the chemical systems and the functional
form of the force field. It would be desirable to have a computer-aided selection
of parameters so to have a more rigorous approach to the task. We thought
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Data Acceptance Criterion
valency angle 1.0°
bond length 0.005Å
torsion angle 2.0°
heat of formation 2.09 KJ/mol*
*0.5 Kcal/mol
Table 4.1: Acceptance criteria
Principal Component Analysis would be of advantage to tackle the problem
of choosing the right parameters to adjust as briefly reported in appendix #,
matlab software produced is given in the same appendix. PCA strategy has not
been used for the parameterization of force-field for protein. The optimization
strategy used for the development of the Prot-ReaxFF for biocatlaysis appli-
cation uses an optimisation algorithm written by A. C. T. van Duin. It is a
parameterization algorithm that optimizes one parameter at a time. At first,
the value of the error function is calculated for the initial parameter, then the
error function is successively calculated for other two points defined with a bi-
ased step size from the initial parameter. Such a step size can defined differently
for each paramter. Using the three points a parabola is defined. The minimum
of this parabola is taken to be the new value for the parameter. If equation
4.2.1 has several minima, one cannot be sure to get to the global minimum, if
a too small or too large stepsize is chosen. A large value will not assure a good
sampling of the parameter space, while a too small step-size would increased
the parameterization time with the risk of remaining in a local minima. This is
known, though, and an “accepted increase in error” control is actually available
in the program. The risk of parameterizing using a one paramter at a time
procedure is that it does not take into consideration correlation between pa-
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rameters. A more sophisitcated method that uses the entire parameter space is
the Particle Swarn Optimization (PSO). This will be briefly reported in section
4.2.3, even if it has not been employed for the force-field development object of
this thesis.
4.2.2 Computer Aided Selection of Parameters
The main difficulty in a parameterization procedure is typically the choice of a
proper training-set. In a force-field like ReaxFF the less computational power
needed with respect to QM is obtained with a larger numbers of parameters
compared to ordinary force-fields. The parameters needed to describe the po-
tential curve of ReaxFF are many [18]. General and specific ReaxFF parameters
(both bonded and non-bonded for each of the elements described) form a “pa-
rameter space”. We use as an example the trivial approach to optimize only the
torsion part of the potential. In fact, all the energy potential contributions have
an interplay in determining the energy of a system (e.g. the torsion descrip-
tion needs not only a well parameterized torsion potential, but also a proper
description of non-bonded interactions). This section describes a procedure on
how to reduce the parameter space using Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
[75][76]. The matlab scripts to accomplish the task are provided in Appendix
A. The project is still under development, right now it uses the Hydrocarbon
version of ReaxFF force-field [18]. The goal is to obtain a more efficient param-
eter optimization step, where only key parameters are included. The current
ReaxFF parameterization procedure optimizes one parameter at time [74][18].
This procedure is not optimal because on one hand it is a time consuming pro-
cedure to obtain new parameters, and on the other hand the parameters that
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are strictly correlated can be unbalanced because they should be optimized at
the same time. The PCA might help to discriminate which parameters are cor-
related, and in this way it reveals hidden relationship where the intuition of a
chemist is not enough. The PCA might act reducing the computational time
for the optimization without solving any issue regarding the “unbalancement”
risk of considering variation of only one parameter at the time. The last con-
sideration is that PCA might consider a correlation between parameters that is
an underestimation of the real correlation between parameters.
Matrix Formulation. The object of such a sensitivity analysis is a sensi-
tivity matrix. This matrix should represent the internal response of the system
resulting from the variation of an ith parameter value. The “samples” ensemble
(where samples has the ordinary chemometrics meaning) can be thought as the
union of the various terms of the energy calculated by equation 4.1.1 together
with the ensemble of geometrical descriptors for the system under investigation
(bond length, angles, torsions etc.). Let’s call each element of this ensemble si
and the total ensemble of m elements{si}. We collect also all the parameters
of ReaxFF creating the ensemble of n parameters {pi}. Since we are interested
in “variations” of the samples we will build the ensemble {dsi} where each vari-
ation has been obtained as a consequence of the variation of each parameter
in{dpi}. Each value of {dsi} has to be normalized (apart from the portion of
energies because since they are portion of the error function they are already
pure number) as well the the variation of parameters. At the end we build a
vector of m elements for the variation of samples ~dS:
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~dS =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ebonderrf
Eatomerrf
...
AngleH−C−H
LengthC−H
...
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(4.2.2)
And a vector ~dpp of n elements for the variation of the parameters:
~dp
p
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
dp1
p1
dp2
p2
...
dpi
pi
...
dpn
pn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(4.2.3)
The tensor that governs the interplay betwee vector ~dS and vector ~dpp is a
tensor m× n, our sensitivity matrix X:
X =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂s1
∂ln(p1)
∂s1
∂ln(p2)
∂s1
∂ln(p3)
∂s1
∂ln(p4)
· · · ∂s1∂ln(pj) · · · ∂s1∂ln(pn)
∂s2
∂ln(p1)
∂s2
∂ln(p2)
∂s2
∂ln(p3)
∂s2
∂ln(p4)
· · · ∂s2∂ln(pj) · · · ∂s2∂ln(pn)
...
...
...
... · · · ... ... ...
∂si
∂ln(p1)
∂si
∂ln(p2)
∂si
∂ln(p3)
∂si
∂ln(p4)
· · · ∂si∂ln(pj) · · · ∂si∂ln(pn)
...
...
...
... · · · ... ... ...
∂sm
∂ln(p1)
∂sm
∂ln(p2)
∂sm
∂ln(p3)
∂sm
∂ln(p4)
· · · ∂sm∂ln(pj) · · · ∂sm∂ln(pn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(4.2.4)
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Where:
• Xij = ∂si∂ln(pj)
In matrix notation the problems is simply:
~dS = X
~dp
p
(4.2.5)
Principal Component Analysis. Following the formalism in a singular
value decomposition fashion. The variance σ2 is obtained as the norm of the
sample vector:
σ2 =
[
~dS
T
]
· ~dS =
[
~dp
p
T
XT
]
X
~dp
p
=
~dp
p
T (
XTX
) ~dp
p
(4.2.6)
where the matrix
(
XTX
)
is symmetric n×n and it can be diagonalized with
a proper choice of a basis-set rotation:
(
XTX
)
= USUT (4.2.7)
The variace can be obtained substituting the factorization 4.2.7 in 4.2.6 so
to obtain:
σ2 =
~dp
p
T
USUT
~dp
p
(4.2.8)
Where:
• S is a diagonal matrix having as elements the n eigenvalues;
• U is an n× n matrix of eigenvectors.
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The scalar σ2 is calculated as:
σ2 =
∑
i
λii
[
~dp
p
T
· U
]2
=
∑
i
λiiPi (4.2.9)
where:
• Pi is the element i-th of the transpose vector ~PT =
[
~dp
p
T
U
]2
The colums of U are eigenvectors of the eigenvalue in S. These eigenvectors
represent the Principal Components of our parameter space: each element of
each eigenvector is associated with one of the n parameters.
At the end of the analysis we have a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues S and
a matrix of eigenvectors U. The value of each eigenvalue determine the more
or less contribution of a certain eigenvector in varying the the system under
investigation ( ~dS). Based on a threshold value  it might be possible to divide
the eigenvalues in 2 groups:
• the main-param-space:{λii} ≥ ;
• the null-param-space: {λii} < .
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It is not possible to deteremine a priori a value for . It depends on the range
of eigenvalues obtained. Eigenvalues greater than the certain threshold will form
the main-parameter-space and all the rest will fall in the null-parameter-space.
S =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ11 0 0 0 0
0 λ22 0 0 0
0 0 λ33 0 0
0 0 0 λ44 0
0 0 0 0 λ55
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
← main− param− space
null − param− space→
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ66 0 0 0 0
0
. . . 0 0 0
0 0 λii 0 0
0 0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 λnn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Each eigenvector is associated with the relative eigenvalue. This means that
the eigenvector in the first column of the matrix U is relative to the eigenvalue
λ11, the second column is the eigenvector of λ22 and so on:
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S =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
U11 U12 U13 U14 U15
U21 U22 U23 U24 U25
U31 U32 U33 U34 U35
U41 U42 U43 U44 U45
U51 U52 U53 U54 U55
U61 U62 U63 U64 U65
...
...
...
...
...
Ui1 Ui2 Ui3 Ui4 Ui5
...
...
...
...
...
Un1 Un2 Un3 Un4 Un5
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
U16 · · · U1i · · · U1n
U26 · · · U2i · · · U2n
U36 · · · U3i · · · U3n
U46 · · · U4i · · · U4n
U56 · · · U5i · · · U5n
U66 · · · U6i · · · U6n
...
...
...
...
...
Ui6 · · · Uij · · · Uin
...
...
...
...
...
Un6 · · · Uni · · · Unn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
↑
main− param− space
↑
null − param− space
Each element of each eigenvector is associated with a parameter. Again
a threshold γ might be chosen to consider an elements of an eigenvector as
significantly contributing to the relative eigenvalue or not. If the element is
less than γ the relative parameter can be eliminated from the parameterization
step because its variation does not influence ~dS. Entire parameter families
might be eliminated analyzing the elements of the eigenvectors belonging to the
main− param− space. Once parameters are eliminated another PCA analysis
might be carried out to see if the null space dimension decreases or not. Even if
the procedure will end up with trivial results this would mean that the force-field
description is consistent.
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Illustrative Example. after doing a PCA on a parameter space of 5
parametersa diagonal matrix S (5x5) was obtained where only the first two
eigenvalues are greater than the threshold :
S =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ11
λ22
∼ 0
∼ 0
∼ 0
∼ 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
The eigenvectors to be analyzed are the first two columns of U. If an element
of these columns is greater than γ its value is equal to 1, while if the element is
less than γ, its value would be equal to 0 . The hypothetical matrix will now
appear like a logical matrix of 0 and 1:
parameter p1 →
∣∣∣∣ 1 0 ∣∣∣∣ · · · · · · · · · ∣∣∣∣
parameter p2 →
∣∣∣∣ 1 1 ∣∣∣∣ · · · · · · · · · ∣∣∣∣
parameter p3 →
∣∣∣∣ 0 0 ∣∣∣∣ · · · · · · · · · ∣∣∣∣
parameter p4 →
∣∣∣∣ 0 0 ∣∣∣∣ · · · · · · · · · ∣∣∣∣
parameter p5 →
∣∣∣∣ 1 1 ∣∣∣∣ · · · · · · · · · ∣∣∣∣
= U
In this case the parameter p1, p2 and p5 will be the new parameter space and
eventually they will be parameterized, while p3 and p4will be left unchanged.
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4.2.3 Other Parameterization Strategy
Particle Swarn Optimization (PSO) technique [77] has been applied to optimize
parameters of ReaxFF force-field. The error function 4.2.1 is the objective
function to be optimized. The standard parameterization machinery described
previously is able to optimize one parameter at time and it is implemented as
a serial code. PSO technique is instead a parallel code able to optimize more
than one parameter at time. The search space of all the possible solution of
the objective function is a multidimensional space of all the parameters to be
optimized. The PSO engine works by maintaining several possible candidate
solutions in such a search space. Each solution is a set of parameters and can be
pictorically imagined as particles on a potential surface. At the beginning the
positions of the particles are randomly chosen. The objective function is then
calculated for each of the particle. Depending on the value obtained, each of the
particle will be assigned with a value and its relative velocity. The best value
is stored as “individual best candidate solution” for the objective funtion. After
many iterations the “individual best candidate solution” form the so called array
of “global best candidate solution”. At the end of PSO calculation the best value
obtained will eventually represent the global best position for the particle, the
best optimized set of parameters. The positions of particles are updated at each
iteration step by being attracted by the partial global best positions. A certain
amount of random movements are also allowed, so to avoid particles stuck in
local minima and have a better sampling of the search surface. Everytime an
objective function needs to be calculated it uses a ReaxFF instance. Since
the algorithm developed uses the serial version of ReaxFF software, the rate
limiting step of the process is the calculation of the objective function. The
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#cores Comp. Time [hh:mm] Compared to 1 core [%]
1 24:34 100.00
2 13:33 55.16
4 09:56 40.43
8 03:48 15.47
Table 4.2: Parameterization of 30 particles over 100 runs PSO ReaxFF with 1,
2, 4, and 8 nodes.
maximum number of ReaxFF instances needs to be equal to the nodes available
in the hardware, as well as the so called worker thread of PSO. If the number
of ReaxFF instances would not be the same as PSO worker threads we would
end up in a situation of overhead. On the other end one of the node needs
to be reserved to the control thread, i.e. the thread that initiliazes each job
and it waits for the results at the end. The parameterization algorythm has
been developed at the department of mechanical engineering Results obtained
with 30 particles over 100 iteration of PSO ReaxFF parameterization suggests
a great deal of parallelization, even though some overhead is present because
the scaling is not the ideal. In table 4.2.
4.3 Development of ReaxFF for Glycine
The first attempt of a parameterization of ReaxFF to study bio-molecules has
been done by van Duin and coworkers in 2011 [66]. The paper describes the
development of the ReaxFF potential for glycine, and in particular the direct
tautomerization mechanism from the neutral to the zwitterionic through a pro-
ton transfer in water. We will give an overview of the parameterization and
discussion of glycine force-field because it has been used as starting point for
the development of ReaxFF for application to protein and enzymes [78]. This
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force-field has been trained against binding energies of water clusters, concerted
proton transfer reactions in neutral water, water self-ionization reactions, and
density and cohesive energies for ice crystals water. This water description was
validated for bulk water by comparison against experimental data on water co-
hesive energy, diffusion constant and structure. Some properties of this water
potential are available in the literature [79]. Oxygen and Hydrogen parameters
from this ReaxFF water description have been added to the existing ReaxFF
potential for hydrocarbon oxydation [80]. A training set of glycine conformers
and glycine water complexes were optimized against QM geometries and ener-
gies. QM calculations were performed using the density functional theory with
functional B3LYP [17][16] and a split valence basis set 6-311G**++ basis set
[81]. Gaussian suite 03 was used for all the energy, geometry and frequency cal-
culations. Angular distortion and rotational energy barriers for torsion angles
were calculated fixing the angle of interest.
4.3.1 Glycine valence and dihedral angle energy
QM calculations have been performed to determine valence angle energies such
as H-N-C, H-N-H, C-C-N, C-C=O, and H-C-H. The agreement of the param-
eterized force-field with QM data is shown in figure 4.3.1. ReaxFF reproduces
QM distortion energies with an rmsd of 0.79 Kcal/mol. Consistently with previ-
ous QM studies [82] the energy barrier of C-C-O-H torsion is higher compare to
the other two examples shown in figure 4.3.1. QM geometries favor a symmetric
structure containing two intramolecular N-H—O hydrogen bonds [83][84] over
the asymmetric structure favored by ReaxFF with only one N-H—O hydrogen
bond.
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Figure 4.3.1: QM and ReaxFF energies for different dihedral angles of glycine
in gas phase. “Reprinted with permission from O. Rahaman, A. C. T. van
Duin, W. A. Goddard, III, and D. J. Doren, Development of a ReaxFF Reactive
Force Field for Glycine and Application to Solvent Effect and Tautomerization
(2011) The Journal of Physical Chemistry B, Vol. 115, No. 2, Copyright (2011)
American Chemical Society."
4.3.2 Glycine gas-phase conformers
Glycine is predicted to favor a neutral conformation in gas phase [83][85][84][86]
[87][88][82]. The five lowest energy conformations of previous studies [83][88]
have optimized and named nA, nB, nC, nD, and nE. Additional experimen-
tal proof of at least the first three conformers using matrix-IR spectroscopy
[89][90][91][92]and microwave spectroscopy [93][94][95], and electron diffraction
[96]. ReaxFF behaves well compare to QM, as it can be seen in figure 4.3.2.
The lowest energy conformer nA has been correctly predicted by ReaxFF as the
global minimum. All the glycine conformers in gas phase are predicted as neu-
tral by ReaxFF, this is in accordance with literature [83][85][84][86][87][89][82]
[90][91][92].
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Figure 4.3.2: QM and ReaxFF energies for five glycine minima in the gas phase.
“Reprinted with permission from O. Rahaman, A. C. T. van Duin, W. A. God-
dard, III, and D. J. Doren, Development of a ReaxFF Reactive Force Field
for Glycine and Application to Solvent Effect and Tautomerization (2011) The
Journal of Physical Chemistry B, Vol. 115, No. 2, Copyright (2011) American
Chemical Society."
4.3.3 Glycine-water complexes
To have a good behaviour of water molecules interactions with glycine QM
calculations have been done on various conformers of glycine coordinated to
water molecules. In particular complexes of glycine with one and two water
molecules, respectively Gly-1H2O and Gly-2H2O in what follows, have been
included in the training set. Initial configurations for the geometry optimization
of Gly-1H2O were partly available in literature [97][98][99][100] or manually
built from gas phase conformers placing a water molecule in a way to have
hydrogen bond between glycine and water. Configurations of 12 Gly-1H2O
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complexes have been studied. They are shown in the first column of table 4.3
together with a comparison of the energy obtained via QM and via ReaxFF,
the average unsigned error is of 2.82 Kcal/mol. The last column of the table
reports the root mean square deviation between QM and ReaxFF geometries.
The average rmsd is 0.15Å.
Structure a) of table 4.3 is the QM global minimum as reported also in previ-
ous literature computational studies [97] [98][100] and a microwave spectroscopy
study [101]. The planar ring structure formed by the glycine carboxyl termina-
tion and a water molecule is probably the reason of its stability. ReaxFF does
not describe conformer a) as global minimum, though its ReaxFF energy is only
0.1 Kcal/mol higher than complex i). Apart from the zwitterionic complexes
m) and n), all structures are optimized without any restraint. At least two
water molecules are needed to stabilize the zwitterionic form [100]. To obtain
zaitterionic complexes the 3 amide protons have been restrained at a distance
of 1.08Å from the nitrogen. The relative instabilities of zwitterionic complexes
compare to the other neutral conformers are well described by ReaxFF.
For Gly-2H2O complexes the procedure to build the input was the same
as Gly-1H2O with two water molecules placed in a favorable position around
neutral and zwitterionic glycine. The conformations obtained are 24. With two
water molecules there was no need of imposing constraints to have minimization
of zwitterionic complexes. Due to lack of space we don’t report the structure of
the set Gly-2H2O. Detailed informations about the structures of Gly-2H2O, the
comparison of ReaxFF, and QM data are available in the literature [66]. The
comparison between QM and ReaxFF minimization give an average unsigned
error of 3.5 Kcal/mol, and an average rmsd of 0.16Å, so there is a reasonable
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Table 4.3: QM and ReaxFF Relative Energies of Glycine-Water complexes in
the gas phase
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Table 4.4: QM and ReaxFF Relative Energies of the global energy minimum
and the second lowest energy minimum of Gly-2H2O complexes in gas phase.
match between QM and ReaxFF results. The global minimum is again sta-
bilized by a planar structure formed between the carboxyl moiety of glycine
and the two water molecules. The second lowest energy conformer is only 1.1
Kcal/mol higher in energy than the local minimum. The same result is found
in other computational studies [100]. ReaxFF succesfully predict the same QM
global energy minimum plus the same second lowest energy conformer with a
0.4 Kcal/mol higher energy.
The part of the training set dedicated to the hydrogen transfer to model
the gas phase tautomeric transformation from zwitterionic form to neutral form
have been parameterized against several glycine conformers along the reaction
coordinate. The zwitterionic form is unstable in gas phase, so there is no energy
barrier [100]. Both QM and ReaxFF predicted a neutral form down in energy
with respect of the zwitterionic form as well as it is correct also the energy
trend along the reaction coordinate, though the energy barrier predicted by
ReaxFF underestimates of ∼ 5 Kcal/mol the energy difference between the two
tautomeric forms. The Glycine ReaxFF potential has been succesfully applied
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to investigate the effect of solvation on the conformational equilibrium of neutral
form in water and to obtain energy profiles of the proton transfer reaction in
water with a direct mechanism and by one or two water molecules mediated
mechanism. The one water mediated mechanism had the lowest energy barrier,
and this suggests that the neutral form to zwitterionic tautomerization in water
might mediated by a single water molecule [66].
The potential developed can be applied to characterize biologically impor-
tant phenomenon. It represents a first step towards the development of a real-
istic model to describe complex biological phenomena. Such a development is
the subject of the next paragraph of this manuscript.
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4.4 Development of ReaxFF for Protein and Enzymes
The subject of this paragraph is the development of a reactive force-field, Prot-
ReaxFF, especially designed to treat biological systems. This work extends the
the previously mentioned ReaxFF force-field for glycine [66] to protein struc-
tures and the reaction mechanism of biomolecular systems. Prot-ReaxFF is po-
tentially a fast, simple, and efficient method which is capable of differentiating
reactive and non-reactive species. The current more credited QM-MM meth-
ods to deal with biological systems in their entirely atomic details. QM-MM
description is based on the association between QM methods and a force-field
based approach. This hybrid technology is able provide accurate results with
a low-demanding computational power even for system with more than one
hundred thousands of atoms, however it is characterized by very well known
problems: i) the level of theory, ii) the basis set, and iii) the definition of the
boundary between QM part and the remaining part treated with a force-field
based approach. The level of theory and the basis set influences significantly
simulation trends and values. The boundary definition usually adds additional
atoms which are not part of the system. It is also probable that polarization
problems arise at the boundary region. This is due to the mutual interaction
between QM density of charge and the charges associated to each atom type of
the force-field description. Prot-ReaxFF does not have any problem bound to
the choice of the basis set, it can treats systems of the same size of QM-MM
methods and it treats all the atoms of the system with the same description, so
there is no boundary region and all the problems associated with it. In what
follows it will be described the parameterization procedure of the state of the
art of Prot-ReaxFF. A comparison between Amber force-field and Prot-ReaxFF
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has been carried out on a data set of small proteins and oligopeptides, to deter-
mine the perfomances of Prot-ReaxFF compared to a non-reactive force-field.
The reactive performances are instead presented as a mechanistic study on the
hydrolysis of β-lactam antibiotics and a chymotrypsin enzyme.
4.4.1 Parameterization
Starting from the parameters developed for glycine-water complexes by Adri
Van Duin and coworkers [66] molecular models of increasing complexity has
been added to the training set to improve ReaxFF capability of describing
biomolecular systems. The parameterization follows a three stage approach (see
top flow chart of table 4.5). The first stage is the starting force-field developed
for glycine-water complexes [66] to which has been added the first ten low energy
conformation of each aminoacid. QM data of the conformation analysis of each
aminoacid has been provided by Jijing and coworkers. The last stage is instead
the improvement of the training set for aminoacid dipeptides, tripeptides and
tetrapeptides. QM optimized geometries were available in the literature as
supplementary material [102][103][104] and well organized database [105]. In
table 4.5 it is graphically represented the adopted parameterization three-stage
approach. Not all the structure were actually added to the training set. Some
of them have been used as a validation test for comparing Prot-ReaxFF and
QM results.
Glycine, alanine, serine, and cysteine dipeptides (respectively entry number
2, 3, 4, and 5 of table 4.5), side chains corresponding to -H, -CH3, CH2OH, and
-CH2SH, respectively, have been taken from a study of Kaminsky and Jensen
[102]. N-Acetyl and N-methylamide functional groups are added to the C- and
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N-terminus to mimic the environment in longer peptide chains. The procedure
through which the conformational study has been carried out proceeds with
trial structures generated by varying the φ and ψ torsion angles in steps of 30°,
while the χ1 torsional angle was varied in steps of 120°. The torsion angle χ2
was present at a value of 180°, while the torsional angles ω1 and ω2 associated
with the terminal amide bonds were given initial values of 180°, corresponding to
trans junctions. This produces a total of 144 starting geometries for glycine and
alanine and 432 for serine and cysteine. Additional trial conformations for the
serine and cysteine systems have obtained by varying the χ2 torsional angle. All
trial structures were optimized without any restraints at the MP2/ 6-31G(d,p)
level and characterized as true minima by frequency calculations, and the unique
structures were reoptimized with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. Improved esti-
mates of the relative conformational energies were obtained by single point
MP2 and B3LYP calculations with an augmented double-ζ basis set (cc-pVDZ,
cc-pVTZ, cc-pVQZ, and aug-cc-pVTZ), and method dependency was tested us-
ing CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ calculations. The best estimate of relative energies was
obtained by separately extrapolating the Hartree-Fock(cit HF) and MP2 (Cit.
MP2) energies to the basis set limit and adding the CCSD(T) correction. The
selected structures consist on 2 coformers of Acetyl-Glycine-N-methylamide, 7
conformers of Acetyl-Alanine-N-methylamide, 47 conformers of Acetyl-Serine-
N-methylamide, and 38 conformers of Acetyl-Cysteine-N-methylamide. These
conformers have been used as a validation set for Prot-ReaxFF parameters ob-
tained, just to asses the reliability of it with a consistent number of QM datas.
Part of the dataset of Hobza and coworkers [106][104] have been directly
included in the training set (respectively entry number 6, 7, 8 of table 4.5), while
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the rest of the structures have been used to asses the validity of Prot-ReaxFF
(respectively entry number 9, 10, 11 of table 4.5). Structures are short named
as follows: Phe-Gly-Phe = FGF, Trp-Gly = WG, Trp-Gly-Gly = WGG, Phe-
Gly-Gly = FGG, Gly-Gly-Phe 0= GGF, and Gly-Phe-Ala = GFA. Geometry
optimizations were performed at the RI-MP2/cc-pVTZ, and also by means of
Amber FF99SB force-field with HF/6-31G* RESP charges.
A series of alanine tetrapeptide conformations have been studied by Martin
Head-Gordon and coworkers [103]. They sampled 24 conformations of alanine
tetrapeptide. All the conformations were optimized at HF/6-31G** level. In
all MP2 calculations performed on the already optimized HF structures, the
frozen-core approximation was introduced to reduce computational timings and
resources. Single point calculations have been done with cc-pVTZ and cc-PVQZ
basis sets and then extrapolation to the ccpV(TQ)Z limit. Data on Tetra Ala-
nine peptide were not part of the trainset (entry number 12 of table 4.5), thorugh
they are used instead as a validation set to test Prot-ReaxFF results.
From figure 4.4.1 it can be noted that both AMBER and Prot-ReaxFF force
field show oscillations around the reference ab initio data. The data set for
Tetra-Alanine peptide shows bigger oscillation even though the description is
not significantly different from the other cases. In figure 4.4.2 a regression analy-
sis of the various data sets is presented. The scattered data suggest a satisfactory
and some of the time (67% of the cases) superior description of Prot-ReaxFF
compare to AMBER force fields. Tetra Alanine conformations, as well as the
Hobza’s peptides used as validation set only, are described equally well even
though the description is slightly worse than that one of AMBER FF99SB. Ab
initio geometries have been compared with AMBER and ReaxFF geometries.
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Table 4.5: QM Training Set and QM validation Set
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The average root mean square deviation (RMSD) of ReaxFF compare to ab
initio is about 0.08Å (with a maximum of 0.2Å). For the same observable the
comparison of ordinary force fields with ab initio data show larger oscillations
-errors in the 0.1-0.3Å range- compare to ReaxFF. Superimposing Prot-ReaxFF
with ab initio structures revealed that the main difference is how side chains
are oriented with respect to the backbone. The comparison with ab initio data
suggests the posibility of using Prot-ReaxFF to obtain a description that is
equivalent to high level QM data. At the same time both energetic and geo-
metric results of Prot-ReaxFF suggest an accuracy that is at least comparable
with that one of other force fields commonly used to model bio-molecules.
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Figure 4.4.1: Energy Differences of the various conformers with amber, ReaxFF
FFields, and the ab-initio CCSD(T)/CBS level with respect to the correspond-
ing minimum energy structure: a) Alanine Conformers; b) Serine Conformers;
c) Cysteine Conformers; d) Tetra Alanine Conformers; e) FGF (Phe-Gly-Phe),
FGG (Phe-Gly-Gly), GFA (Gly-Phe-Ala), GGF (Gly-Gly-Phe), WG (TRP-
Gly), WGG (Trp-Gly-Gly) conformers. Data sets used as validation set only
have been highlighted.
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Figure 4.4.2: Linear regression of the amber, ReaxFF FFields, with the energy
differences calculated with ab-initio CCSD(T)/CBS level: a) Alanine Conform-
ers; b) Serine Conformers; c) Cysteine Conformers; d) Tetra Alanine Conform-
ers; e) FGF (Phe-Gly-Phe), FGG (Phe-Gly-Gly), GFA (Gly-Phe-Ala), GGF
(Gly-Gly-Phe), WG (TRP-Gly), WGG (Trp-Gly-Gly) conformers. On the top-
right it is reported a table with the relative correlation coefficients of the linear
regression calculated.
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4.4.2 Validation of ProtReaxFF non-Reactive Performances
The first question to be solved is whether ReaxFF can predict biological struc-
ture with the same accuracy as another ordinary force field. To answer the
question a comparison between AMBER FF99SB and Prot-ReaxFF force fields
performances have been carried out with small proteins and oligopeptides. We
decided to focus the attention of 6 typical models having a definite secondary
structure motifs:
• Crambin protein (Crambin);
• Tryptophan Cage (TrpCage);
• Oligopeptides:
– C-Terminal β-hairpin of G protein (ProtG);
– the synthetic αR-helix (EK);
– the helical C peptide of ribonuclease A (Baldwin);
– the synthetic trpzip2 hairpin (trpzip2).
All the calculations done with force fields can be found in table 4.6. We go
briefly over the data set of small proteins and oligopeptides to emphasize their
characteristics.
Crambin Protein (Crambin). It is a small molecule consisting of 46
residues [107] belonging to the thionin family. Even though it is small it con-
tains several secondary struture motifs such as two antiparallel α-helices, two
and one and a half strands β-sheet, five turns among which a classical β-turn,
an extended region, hydrophilic and hydrophobic residues, a salt bridge between
Arg10 and Asn46, the structure is cross-linked by three disulfide bridges: one of
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them between the two α-helices, the second between β-strands, and the third be-
tween second β-strand and a mobile floppy loop. Through a recent synchrotron
X-ray study, an high-resolution structure (0.48 Å) of Crambin has been deter-
mined [107]. The protein crystallized readily and its crystal structure has been
known for two decades [108][109]. Crambin does not contain many residues that
are capable of chemical activity or a noticeable active site, suggesting that its
natural role is instead accomplished by its structure, shape or surface properties.
However, its potential binding partners and interactions with the environment
remain a mystery. Despite the hydrophobic nature of Crambin the accessible
surface area in the crystal is close to that one of water-soluble proteins like
mioglobin and carboxypeptidase A.
Tryptophan Cage (TRP-cage). Neidigh and coworkers [110] have de-
signed a 20-residue sequence (NLYIQ WLKDG GPSSG RPPPS) that folds
spontaneously and cooperatively to a “Trp-cage”, a globular fold with a combi-
nation of secondary structure and tertiary contacts more typical of a larger, more
complex molecule. This synthetic miniprotein has a folded tertiary structure,
a globular shape and a combination os secondary motifs, tertiary contacts typ-
ical of more complex proteins [107][110]. Folding is cooperative, fast (in about
4µs), and hydrophobically driven by the encapsulation of a tryptophan side
chain (residue 6) in a sheath of proline rings shielding it from solvent contact.
A short α-helix (residues 2-9), a 310 helix (residues 11-14) and a poplyproline
II helix at the C-terminus are present. TRP-cage has been study both from
experimental and theoretical point of view especially for its very fast folding
feature accessible to time scale of ordinary force-field technicques. In many
cases solvent effect plays a crucial role in conformation dynamics and molec-
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ular stability, so an explicit solvent description is necessary to get a realistic
representative model.
C-Terminal β-hairpin of G protein (ProtG). A β-hairpine structure
consists of a β-turn connecting two strands of antiparallel β-sheets. C-terminal
β-hairpin of G rpotein is a 16 residue peptide (Gly-Glu-Trp-Thr-Tyr-Asp-Asp-
Ala-Thr-Lys-Thr-Phe-Thr-Val-Thr-Glu) that is the first reported case of a short
linear peptide taht adopts β-hairpin conformation in water solution [111]. ProtG
has 5 threonine residues out of 16. Threonine residues han an intrinsic β-
sheet forming tendencies [112]. Fundamental contribution to the stability of
the β-hairpin conformation are either hydrophobic interactions between Tyro-
sine/Phenilalanine and Tryptophan/Valine residue pairs and four salt bridges
between charged residues.
Synthetic EK αR-helix. It is a peptide with the repeating sequence of
Ac − Tyr − (Ala − Glu − Ala − Ala − Lys − Ala)2 − Phe − NH2 that shows
the capability of folding as an α-helix structure [113].
The helical C peptide of ribonuclease A (Baldwin). It is a short
C peptide lactone with the following sequence: NH2-Lys-Glu-Thr-Ala-Ala-Ala-
Lys-Phe-Glu-Arg-Gln-His-HSer(lactone). The helix is formed intramolecularly
without the need for tertiary interactions. Specific side-chain interactions in the
helix are responsible for its stability. The pH titration indicate that a salt bridge
stabilizes the C-peptide helix, because both a negatively charged glutamate-9
and the positively charged form of histidine-12 (or possibly the a-NH’ of lysine-
1) are required for stable helix formation [114].
The synthetic trpzip2 hairpin (trpzip2). Tryptophan zipper (trpzip)
is structural motif that greatly stabilizes the β-hairpin conformation in short
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peptides. Folding free energies of the trpzips exceed substantially those of all
previously reported β-hairpins and even those of some larger designed proteins.
The sequence of aminoacids of trpzip2 is Ser-Trp-Thr-Trp-Glu-Asn-Gly-Lys-
Trp-Thr-Trp-Lys. The three-dimensional structures of trpzip2 were determined
by NMR [115]. The interactions between side chains of its tryptophan residues
and the mutal interaction of a salt bridge between Glu5 and Lys8 side chains
are responsible for its stability.
4.4.2.1 Computational Details
AMBER 10[116] suite of programs have been used for all non-reactive simu-
lations. with FF99SB [117] force-field. The simulation systems were all neu-
tral. Periodic boundary conditions and explicit TIP3P [118] solvent model
has been used. The models have been minimized for 5000 steps restraining
heavy atoms. The systems have been gradually heated to 300K with an NVT
simulation of 50ps with restraints on heavy atom positions. Such a restraints
(50 Kcal·mol−1 ·A˚2) have been gradually released until the beginning of the pro-
duction runs without any restraint. A 12Å cutoff for the short-range nonbonded
interactions was employed in combination with the particle Ewald method [119]
to treat long-range electrostatic interactions. The simulations were performed
with time step of 1 fs. The relaxation protocol adopted consisted of two stages:
i) 200 ps simulation in NVT ensemple, ii) 300 ps simulation in NPT ensem-
ble with a weak coupling scheme to adjust solvent density to the bulk value.
Berendsen [120] thermostat and barostat have been used to control tempera-
ture and pressure. Productive runs were carried out in NVT ensemble for 20ns
saving snapshots every picosecond using Berendsen thermostat [120].
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Table 4.6: Amber Validation Set
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The geometries obtained at the end of the equilibration phase of the AMBER
molecular dynamics were used as starting structures of the reactive simulations
with Prot-ReaxFF. The protein/peptide conformations were close to the corre-
sponding experimental geometries because of the restraints applied during the
non-reactive equilibration. Moreover, the solvent density was close to the bulk
value. Reactive simulations with a simulation time of 500ps were performed
in the NVT ensemble using the Berendsen thermostat [120] with a relaxation
constant of 0.1 ps. The equations of motion were solved with the velocity-Verlet
algorithm [121], temperature was set to 300K, and the time step was set to 0.25
fs. Before printing production MD-NVT simulation, every system was energy
minimized at T=0 K. Then, the system temperature was gradually increased
from 0K to 300K in 12.5 ps.
4.4.2.2 Prot-ReaxFF validation with small proteins and
oligopeptides
The validation procedure consisted of checking if the reactive force field can de-
scribe protein and oligopeptide structures, and their dynamics in solution. This
is fundamental for using ReaxFF-based MD programs in the simulation of en-
zymatic reactions. The involved biomolecules could experience conformational
changes that influence their catalytic power and, as a consequence, the reac-
tion rates. Thus, it is necessary to explore the wide range of internal motions
through extensive reaction-pathway calculations and configurational sampling.
Representative geometries were extracted and should be then used to clarify
the effects that the conformational mobility have on the enzymatic reactions.
The structural reorganization of the molecules was monitored by examining the
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root mean square deviations (RMSDs) of Cα from the initial arrangements to-
gether with the radius of gyration. Their average values, measured during the
last 200 ps of the simulation time, are reported in table 4.8. From table 4.7
we see that in all cases, except for Crambin and trpzip2, Prot-ReaxFF struc-
tures are, on average, closer to the starting reference geometries then are the
FF99SB ones with RMSD differences lower than 0.8Å relatively to the other
force field. Furthermore, all the RMSDs are within 1.7Å with quite small stan-
dard deviations, suggesting that the two trajectories (that is Prot-ReaxFF and
FF99SB) explore similar regions of the Cα conformational space in proximity
to the starting arrangement. Positional fluctuations of Cα were also analyzed
and plotted as a function of the residue number in figure 4.4.3 and figure 4.4.4.
These descriptors reflect all together the degree of packing of the molecules and
their propensity to unfold. No significant movements of the various domains
(terminal regions excluded) are observed (Figure 4.4.5 and 4.4.6). However,
in the case of Crambin (Figure 4.4.5 a), even if ReaxFF simulations capture
the dynamics of the backbone atoms in the two closely aligned α-helices whose
thermal fluctuations are small, the overall structure moves from a more com-
pact arrangement (low RMSD - FF99SB) to a less packed state (higher RMSD
- ReaxFF) where secondary structure elements are preserved but the terminal
unstructured regions are visibly reorganized. This general trend can be readily
interpreted in terms of the topology of the molecule. Indeed, residues involved
in disulfide bridges (or in α-helices) have relatively smaller displacements from
the reference structure and have lower mobility than the other regions. The
three disulfide bridges (between the two helices - Cys16-Cys26, between the
beta strands - Cys4-Cys32, and between a loop and the second beta strand -
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Molecule RMSD (Å)
FF99SB ReaxFF
〈RMSD〉 σRMSD 〈RMSD〉 σRMSD
Crambin 0.67 0.10 1.29 0.22
TRP-Cage 1.55 0.52 1.36 0.24
Baldwin 1.62 0.58 0.85 0.20
EK 1.42 0.55 1.02 0.35
ProtG 1.68 0.43 1.54 0.33
trpzip2 0.51 0.11 1.01 0.33
Table 4.7: Root mean square deviation of Cα’s relative to the starting confor-
mation of the production run.
Molecule Rgyr (Å)
FF99SB ReaxFF
〈Rgyr〉 σRgyr 〈Rgyr〉 σRgyr
Crambin 9.78 0.06 9.84 0.10
TRP-Cage 6.40 0.08 6.43 0.20
Baldwin 5.40 0.13 5.07 0.06
EK 5.88 0.18 5.82 0.30
ProtG 7.63 0.22 7.22 0.21
trpzip2 5.54 0.06 5.41 0.08
Table 4.8: Radius of gyration of Cα’s relative to the starting conformation of
the production run.
Cys3-Cys40 are correctly described by both force fields, the average distance
between sulfur atoms is 2.1Å and the main chains of the two models are closely
superimposed in figure 4.4.7. Notwithstanding individual changes are contained,
as a whole they are responsible for the increase in the Cα RMS deviation.
A similar, but less pronounced, effect is observed instead in the case of
trpzip2, where the higher value of Prot-ReaxFF RMSD, in relation to the
FF99SB one, seems to be due to the lengthening of the intramolecular hydrogen
bonds connecting the donor and acceptor groups on the opposite sides of the
hairpin. This is especially evident in the terminus regions where no intrachain
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Figure 4.4.3: Root mean square fluctuation of the α carbons of Crambin (top),
and TRP-cage (bottom) about their average coordinates as a function of the
residue number.
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Figure 4.4.4: Root mean square fluctuation of the α carbons of the four oligopep-
tides: Baldwin (top left), EK (top right), ProtG (bottom left), and trpzip2
(bottom right) about their average coordinates as a function of the residue
number.
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Figure 4.4.5: On the left hand side there are representative Structures extracted
from ReaxFF andd FF99SB simulations of a) Crambin, and b) TRP-cage. These
geometries have been superimposed on the α carbons of the longer helical por-
tion. Backbones are represented through tan, pink, and cyan ribbons which
identify ReaxFF, FF99SB and native structures, respectively. On the right
hand side the average structures of c) Crambin, and d) TRP-cage surrounded
by 3D-density contour of water oxygen (red=ReaxFF, magenta=FF99SB), and
Cl− ions (green=ReaxFF, yellow=FF99SB).
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Figure 4.4.6: Representative Structures extracted from ReaxFF andd FF99SB
simulations of a) Baldwin, b) EK, c) ProtG, and d) trpzip2. These geome-
tries have been superimposed on the α carbons of the longer helical portion.
Backbones are represented through tan, pink, and cyan ribbons which identify
ReaxFF, FF99SB and native structures, respectively.
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Figure 4.4.7: Representative Structures extracted from ReaxFF andd FF99SB
simulations of a) Crambin where the disulfide bridges are highlighted (yellow
ball and stick models). On the right hand side b) the superimposed confor-
mations of the native (cyan), ReaxFF (tan), and FF99SB (pink) structures in
the region of the three cross-linkers are shown to underline the compactness of
the chain arrangements and the coherent description of the two different force
fields.
connections are present, figure 4.4.6 d).
Another descriptor that can give an idea of the overall dimension of the
molecules is the radius of gyration Rgyr, which is defined here as the mass-
weight root mean square distance of Cα from their common center of mass.
The comparison of the values obtained with the two different force fields, Ta-
ble 4.8, suggests that all the models are stable and do not undergo significant
structural transitions which take them to other regions of the conformational
space. However, through a quantitative analysis of the flexibility of the differ-
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ent portions of both the proteins and the peptides, obtained by means of the
root mean square fluctuations (RMSFs) of Cα atoms in relation to their time
averaged positions (Figure 4.4.3 and 4.4.4), it can be noticed that the termini
are more mobile (Figure 4.4.3). Even though the two trends are similar in each
case, the ReaxFF description of Crambin presents greater fluctuations. As al-
ready mentioned, this is particularly evident in the range 18-20, which is the
turn region connecting the two helices, and in the portions defined by residues
18-20, 22-25, 33-39, 41-43 which correspond to turn and β-sheet segments. On
the contrary, both ReaxFF and FF99SB predicted similar the behavior for the
TRP-cage. As far as the peptides are concerned, ReaxFF has the tendency
to preserve helical arrangements (Baldwin and EK peptides), which are less
stable in the FF99SB description, but shows major fluctuations when applied to
the hairpin (trpzip2) due to the partial loss of intramolecular hydrogen bonds.
This was perhaps induced by a different motion of the side chains of terminal
residues which perturbed the backbone arrangement and as a consequence the
intra-backbone connections.
For the secondary structure content, which was obtained using the DSSP
method of Kabsch and Sander [122] and reported as percentage of each residue
to adopt α-helix, 310-helix, pi-helix, parallel/antiparallel β-sheet and turn ar-
rangements during the trajectories (Figures 4.4.8 and 4.4.9) it was observed
that all models preserved their characteristic arrangements and the overall fold
was well maintained. α-helices were adequately conserved by the two methods
even though ReaxFF was more efficient than FF99SB in preserving the typical
helical organization. On the contrary the percentage of anti parallel β-sheets
was reduced and secondary structure elements belonging to different structural
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Figure 4.4.8: Percentage for each residue to adopt one of the secondary struc-
ture types over the course of the simulation. Crambin and TRP-cage proteins.
Amber99SB (top) and ReaxFF (bottom) datas.
domains appeared. Although most of the β-sheet content remained in both
models during the entire simulation time, FF99SB tends to conserve these sec-
ondary structure elements more than ReaxFF. A comparison of the number of
persistent hydrogen bonds in Crambin simulations has been done. Persistent
hydrogen bonds are defined as those having an occupancy (%occ) greater than
80% (where occupancy is defined as the number of frames with the hydrogen
bond present divided by the total number of frames used for the analysis). In
addition the two following conditions have been fulfilled: 1) a donor-acceptor
distance lower than 3.0Å, and 2) a H-donor-acceptor angle lower than 20 deg
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Figure 4.4.9: Percentage for each residue to adopt one of the secondary structure
types over the course of the simulation for Baldwin, EK, ProtG, and TRP-cage
oligopeptides. Amber99SB (left hand side) and ReaxFF (right hand side) datas.
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[123]. The analysis shows that persistent hydrogen bonds are highly conserved
even though FF99SB suffer from a reduction in the occupancy (about 1%)
and a lengthening of the donor acceptor distances (of about 3Å) with respect
to ReaxFF (where the average values are 95.3% and 2.67Å, respectively). In
particular, the salt bridge between the guanidinium group of Arg10 and the
carboxylate of Asn46 at the C terminus, which is important for the formation
of the correct disulfide bonds and contributes to the compactness and stability
of the structure [124][125], is present during the entire simulation time.
The TRP-cage exhibits a lower content of persistent hydrogen bonds in re-
lation to Crambin. The H-bond between the Trp6 indole NHε1 and the Arg16
backbone carbonyl is established and well conserved in both models (%occ=86),
whereas the salt bridge Asp9-Arg16, which provides an additional stabilization
to the cage is formed only in the FF99SB description where its occupancy is
about 92%, on average. On the contrary, in ReaxFF the percentage of occu-
pancy obtained is lower than 50%, but the H-bond seems to be shifted to the
nearby Ser14 residue, which becomes engaged in a more persistent interactions
with both Asp9 and Arg16 residues (%occ>65%). For the four oligopeptides
with potential salt bridges these interactions were established in all cases but
they were less populated in the non-helical structures (ProtG and trpzip2).
Even if less populated, these peptide conformations were maintained, suggesting
that the association of the charged side chains were not crucial for the stabil-
ity of the molecule, in agreement with Shell and co-workers [126]. Given the
importance of water and counterions in stabilizing protein structures directly
or through mediated interactions, it was interesting to analyze water and ions
distributions obtained with ReaxFF for both Crambin and TRP-cage and
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compare them with the other description (FF99SB). In line with data in the lit-
erature [125] it was found that water could link polar side chains at the protein
surface and interconnect, indirectly, hydrophilic residues. A clear view of the
hydration sites was obtained by calculating and visualizing, as three dimensional
(3D) contour plots around an average geometry of the proteins, the spatial dis-
tribution functions (SDFs) of the water oxygen atoms. The isosurfaces, right
hand side of Figure 4.4.8 d) and e), are the probability regions corresponding to
different densities relative to the average bulk value. The red and green contours
correspond to the highest probability of finding water oxygens and chlorine ions
close to the protein according to the ReaxFF description, whereas magenta and
yellow surfaces represent FF99SB data. The protein appears to be uniformly
covered with discrete localized regions of higher water density. These hydration
sites are similarly placed by the two force fields and seem located in proximity
of Glu23, Arg10, Arg17 and Asn14 side chains. However, water molecules are
also found engaged in hydrogen bonding interactions with the backbone atoms
of the turn regions. Moreover, the possibility of deeper water insertion between
the chains is further justified by the presence of small dense areas in the central
portion of the protein. Instead, the chloride 3D-density areas appear located
mainly in proximity to the regions explored by Glu23 and Arg17 side chains.
TRP-cage solvation is described similarly by the two force fields. A detailed
analysis indicates that the original Asp9-Arg16 salt bridge actively stabilize
the structure and as a consequence its solvation is reduced. However, water
molecules penetrate the cavity between the tryptophan side chain and protein
backbone (red and magenta areas close to the center of the molecule) and sol-
vate the core. Chloride 3D-density contours are predominantly positioned near
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the N-terminus portion of the protein with the α-helix dipole moment creating
a positive partial charge in that region of the helix.
4.5 Serine Protease catalysis, A ReaxFF study
4.5.1 Introduction
Hydrolases are a group of enzymes that catalyze cleavage of chemical bonds by
reaction with water (i.e. hydrolysis). Since they are involved in many biological
processes their function is of importance in a number of pathology including
blood clotting [127], digestion [128], nervous system signaling [129], inflamma-
tion [130], and cancer [131][132][133] diseases.
Recently, they have also become useful tools in synthetic organic chemistry
where they have been shown to act also on a wide range of synthetic esters
and amides [134]. Their success in this field stems from the fact that they
have a broad substrate specificity, including various synthetic intermediates,
and that they show high stereoselectivity towards both natural and non-natural
substrate. The proteases are a subgroup of hydrolases, they are involved in
peptide-bond cleavage by reaction with water so to hydrolyze proteins to smaller
peptides and then to aminoacids. Among all the proteases the serine proteases
forms the largest group. A serine residue in the active site gives the name to
these enzymes. This serine residue plays the important role ofcarrying out the
nucleophilic attack onto the carbonyl group of the incoming substrate. The
same residue is part of one of the main characteristics of this enzyme class,
namely the catalytic triad [135]. The catalytic triad consists of a set of three
residues that have developed specifically for the hydrolysis of peptide bonds.
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The catalytic triad is formed by an aspartate, an histidine, and the serine residue
previously mentioned. These three residues have been present since two billions
years [136] with the most primitive organism appeared on earth to provide
functionality for digestion and metabolism of their own proteins. From this
common ancestor, the catalytic triad machinery has been preserved and adapted
into four evolutionary branches of serine proteases: Chymotrypsin, Subtilisin,
Carboxypeptidases, and CLP Protease.
Chymotrypsin-like proteases are abundant in nature and very well stud-
ied in literature. For these reasons we selected fusarium oxysporum trypsin
to test the capability of the developed Prot-ReaxFF force-field. As well as
hydrolases trypsins are of fundamental importance in many of physiological
processes mentioned previously for the hydrolase family. Lack of expression or
inhibition of such enzyme has dramatic consequences on digestion , hemosta-
sis, apoptosis, signal transduction, reproduction, and immune response systems
[137][138][139][140] [141]. Protease cascades are mainly involved in blood coag-
ulation and fibrinolysis [142][143][144], while other protein cascades are respon-
sible for development, matrix remodeling [145], adipocyte differentiation [146],
and wound healing [147].
Following the classification by Kraut et al. [148], the general motives of
chymotrypsin-like proteases are the presence of a catalytic site, a substrate
recognition site (the active site cleft) and the zymogen activation domain. The
core of the catalysis machinery is carried out by the interplay of the three
residues of the catalytic triad: Ser195, His57 and Asp102 (residues’s numbering
according to X-Ray structure of Fusarium Oxysporum Trypsin [149]). The three
residues are located on one side of the active site cleft as it can be seen on figure
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Figure 4.5.1: Graphical representation of S1 site of Fusarium Oxysporum
Trypsin. The catalytic triad Asp102, His57 and Ser195 is represented by green
colored carbon. Red atoms forms the acylic branch of the substrate, while ma-
genta colored atoms form the leaving group branch. The nucleophilic attack
by Ser195 towards the carbonylic carbon of the arginine residue of the sub-
strate is indicated by an arrow. The S1 site is formed by residues 189-192,
214-216, 224-228. The hydrophobic pocket negatively charged that accounts
for the recognition of the substrate is formed by Asp189, Ser190, Gly226, and
Gly216.
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4.5.1. The structure and the relative orientation of the triad is shown in figure
4.5.2. His57 is in the less favorable Nδ1-H tautomer due to the strong hydrogen
bond to Asp102. Hydrogen bonds are observed between Nδ1-H of His57 and Oδ1
of Asp102, and between the OH of Ser195 and the Nε2-H of His57. The latter
hydrogen bond is connected with reactivity [150]. The His57-Asp102 hydrogen
bond has the syn orientation [151] relative to the carboxylate, the hydrogen
bond is formed with the more basic electron pair. There is also an hydrogen
bond formed by the side chain hydroxy group of Ser214 and Oδ1 of Asp102.
Hydrogen bonds are also observed between Oδ2 of Asp102 and the main chain
NHs of His57. The hydrogen bond network that couples His57 and Asp102 is
believed to be the reason of their relative orientation in the active enzyme. An
interaction between the Cε1-H of His57 and the main chain carbonyl of Ser214
is also observed. The Hydrogen bond network of the trypsin object of this study,
the X-Ray structure of Fusarium Oxysporum Trypsin [149], is reported as an
example in figure 4.5.2. The backbone of Ser195 together with the main chain
NH group of Asp194 forms what is called the oxyanion hole: a pocket lined
with positive charge that activates the carbonyl group for nucleophilic attack.
Furthermore, it stabilizes the negative charge of lone pair on the carbonyl oxygen
of the substrate once the nucleophile attack has been carried out by Ser195. The
oxyanion hole of Fusarium Oxysporum Trypsin [149] is shown in figure 4.5.3.
The specificity of trypsin proteases are usually interpreted in terms of sub-
strate recognition sites. Following the nomenclature of Schetcher and Berger
[152] we would say in terms of S1-P1 interactions. The S1 site is around Ser195
and it forms a scabbard for the acyl side of the substrate. It is formed by
residue 189-192, 214-216, and 224-228 and it is shown in figure 4.5.1. The four
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Figure 4.5.2: Hydrogen Bonding in the catalytic triad of the Michaelis Complex
of Fusarium Oxysporum Trypsin.
residues Asp189, Ser190, Gly216, and Gly226 forms the negatively charged hy-
drophobic pocket that accounts for specific interaction with Arginine or Lysine
at P1. The predilection of trypsine for cleaving the carboxyl side of Arginine
and Lysine residues of the substrate is a very well known feature you can find
in biochemistry textbooks [19][20] and articles of scientific journals [153][154].
Residues 214-216 are part of an antiparallel $\beta$-sheet that has interaction
with P1, P2, and P3 sites. It is worth noticing that a different conformation of
the Gly216 and the relative hydrogen bond strength in that area differentiates
chymotrypsin, trypsin, and elastase [155]. It has been observed that in many
trypsin inhibitor that the P1 to P3 area assumes an antiparallel β-sheet called
canonical conformation [156]. It has been conjectured that the canonical con-
formation of the inhibitor is somewhat related to the lack of trypsin catalysis
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Figure 4.5.3: Oxyanion hole of the Michaelis Complex of Fusarium Oxysporum
Trypsin.
because of the heavy hydrogen bond network formed between S1 to S3 area and
P1 to P3 area. On the other hand it has been observed also that disrupting
the hydrogen bond network between S1 to S3 area and P1 to P3 area has little
effect on catalysis [157]. In addition values of Kd of inhibitor and Kcat/Km
for hydrolysis of analogues substrate show a strong similarity, so it means that
presumably also the substrate assumes the canonical conformation as well as
the inhibitor [158][159].
Through natural selection the serine proteases have evolved to have a chem-
ical kinetic enhancement of 1010 order of magnitude with respect to the anal-
ogous reaction in solution. Peptide bonds are highly stable in solution due to
the resonance obtained as a result of electron donation from the amide nitrogen
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Figure 4.5.4: Catalytic cycle suggested for serine protesases.
to the carbonyl. Proteases interacts with the amide bond as a result of the
amide carbonyl carbon interaction with Ser195 hydroxyl acting as an acid. The
resonance that stabilizes the bond is perturbed by the distortion induced, so
the bond becomes weaker. The hydrogen transfer to the amide nitrogen leads
to the expulsion because it creates a better leaving group. The accepted cat-
alytic cycle for the reaction mechanism of Serine Proteases is illustrated in figure
4.5.4 and it has been discussed in many articles in the literature [148][160][161].
The first step is represented by the formation of a Michaelis-Menten complex
formed between Trypsin and the polypeptide substrate. Then, the hydroxyl
group of Ser195 undergoes a nucleophilic attack onto the carbonyl carbon of
the carboxyl part of an arginine (or lysine) residues while at the same time an
hydrogen is transferred from the hydroxyl group of Ser195 to His57 N2. After
the nucleophilic attack a covalent bond is formed between protein and substrate.
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Figure 4.5.5: Unstable equilibrium and system mobility: the alignment of the
catalytic triad and the relative electronic instability asset of the tetrahedral-
intermediate. The tendency to motion of the histidine increases when the adduct
is formed. Due to the electronic attraction the histidine can easily reach the
aspartate or the adduct part as in a situation of unstable equilibrium.
The carbonyl oxygen of the substrate assumes a tetrahedral geometry with a
negative charge located on the carbonyl oxygen of the substrate, which is stabi-
lized by the positive charge of the oxyanion hole. The hydrogen transsferred to
His57 charges positively the 5 membered ring. The increased histidine motion
as a consequence of the tetrahedral adduct leads to a lower curvature of the
tetrahedral-intermediate potential well compare to the well’s curvature either
of the initial state and of the acyl-intermediate state. The histidine mobility
is the results of the interplay between different phenomena: i) after the first
hydrogen transfer the hydrogen bond of the histidine got broken giving more
motional freedom to the residue, ii) the alignment of the three residues increases
the mobility destabilizing the structure. The unstable equilibrium as a conse-
quence of the charge separation is emphasized in figure 4.5.5. This is the so
called one-proton transfer mechanism, 1H NMR gives experimental proof of it
[162][163][164] as well as neutron diffraction experiments [165].
Proteases carry out a large number of hydrolytic reactions both intra- and
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extracellularly [166], so they need to be properly controlled because their ex-
pression may be the cause of large damages in presence of proteins. There two
leverages through which a living organism can control proteases action: regula-
tion of the expression [167], and by degradation the enzymes when it is not any-
more needed. Another kind of regulation -usefull also in pharmacolocial science-
is the inhibition of the proteolytic activity through inhibiton by other protein
[168]. The largest group of protein inhibitors are canonical inhibitors and their
standard mechanism of inhibition is well known since more than twenty years
[169]. BPTI are a class of canonical inhibitors of the protein family Kunitz-
type serine protease inhibitors [170]. The inhibitor formes a tight non-covalent
interaction similar to the enzyme-substrate Michaelis complex [171][172]. The
solvent exposed loop of the inhibitor contains the reactive site P1−P ′1 [173] and
it is complementar to the active site pocket of the enzyme. The formation of
the stable complex avoids any further possibility of proteolitic capability of the
tryprsin. The reactive site of the inhibitor can be selectively hydrolyzed by the
enzyme, but the equilibrium value of this cleavage is often close to 1 at neutral
pH [174].
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The interaction between enzyme and inhibitor can be presented in a simpli-
fied form as a hydrolysis/resynthesis reaction of the P1−P ′1 reactive-site peptide
bond:
E + I
Kon


Koff
EI
K∗off


K∗on
I ∗+E (4.5.1)
where
• E is the enzyme,
• I is the inhibitor,
• I∗is the cleaved inhibitor,
• EIis the stable complex,
• Kon and K∗on are association rate constants,
• Koff and K∗off are respective the dissociation rate constants of the com-
plex.
In the following study ReaxFF with Prot-ReaxFF force field has been applied
to a catalytic active substrate (NMA-ALA-PHE-ARG-ALA-ACE) [175] and a
Kunitz-BPTI inhibitor [176] using Fusarium Oxysporum Trypsin as receptor.
The aim of the study is to check whether the ReaxFF method is properly
parameterized and able to give a qualitative different description of the two
different cases. To our knowledge this is the first real application of ReaxFF in
enzyme catalysis modeling.
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4.5.2 Computational Details
AMBER MD Simulation. In our simulation the initial geometry for Trypsin
was obtained from the X-Ray crystal structure (pdb code 1FN8) of Fusarium
Oxysporum Trypsin [149]. The structure was initially determined at 1.07Å res-
olution and 283K and successively refined at a resolution of 0.81Å at 100K.
The initial coordinates have been downloaded from the RCSB Protein Data-
bank (http://www.rcsb.org/) [177]. The trypsin substrate found in the X-Ray
structure is a tripeptide (Gly-Ala-Arg) with arginine residue correctly put in its
pocket with relative hydrogen bond interactions with S1 residues, namely Ser190
and Asp189. This tripeptide has been modified to obtain a tetrapeptide with
N-Methylacetamide and acetyl terminations. In what follows this tetrapeptide
will be called simply “substrate”. Its residue sequence is: N-Methylacetamide
(NMA), Alanine, Phenilanine, Arginine, Alanine, and the acetyl termination
(ACE). This model substrate mimicks a similar catalitically active substrate of
Trypsin (Kcat = 52.7 s−1 and Kcat/KM = 2.4 · 105 L/M · s) [175].
Additional residues have been added to the tripeptide of the X-Ray struc-
ture. This has been done adding residues one by one freezing the entire structure
while leaving only the added residues free to reorient itself by means of OPLS-
2005 force field [178] and macromodel software package (MacroModel, version
9.9, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2012.).
A simulation box of TIP3P water molecules [118] has been created around
the receptor+substrate system. The cubic box is of 274’625A˚3 of volume and it
has been filled with 7951 water molecules. Five chloride ions have been added
to neutralize the charge of the entire system.
The inhibitor protein BPTI has been instead obtained by an X-Ray structure
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of Marquart et al. [176] determined to 1.9Å resolution (pdb code 2PTC). The
inhibitor consists of 58 aminoacid residues. A lysine residue is in the right posi-
tion for the nucleophilic attack. Lysine carbonyl carbon has a distance of only
2.675Å from the oxygen of the catalysis serine of the receptor. Catalytic triad
residues of 2PTC and 1FN8 X-Ray structure do not show large differences in
their positions. Superimposing Cα and side chains carbons of the catalytic triad
of 1FN8 and 2PTC, it accounts for an RMSD of only 0.17Å with a maximum
difference of 0.22Å. The shapes of the two receptors after superposition of the
triad show an high graphical similarity. The inhibitor has been cut from 2PTC
X-Ray structure and superimposed and placed instead of the susbstrate of the
1FN8 X-Ray structure. Steric clashes have been removed using the same strat-
egy previously described for the substrate. A simulation cubic box of 305’620A˚3
of volume with 8815 TIP3P water molecules [118] has been created around the
complex between the protein and the inhibitor; ten chloride ions have been
added to neutralize the system. MD simulations were performed by AMBER
10 [116] suite of programs with FF99SB [117] force-field. The final trajectories
were analyzed and visualized by means of VMD [179].
After a minimization of 5’000 steps with :i) a short range 12Å cutoff for non
bonded interaction, ii) restraints on heavy atoms (force constant 100Kcal/mol)
to allow a re-orientation of hydrogen atoms only, a relaxation protocol has
been carried out before starting the productive MD simulations. The energy
minimized models have been gradually heated from 0 K to 300K along a 100ps
restrained dynamic. The initial restraint on heavy atoms has been reduced from
100Kcal/mol to 25Kcal/mol and then decreased further in the production runs.
Details of the four steps MD simulations of the relaxation protocol are presented
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Table 4.9: Relaxation protocol adopted to prepare the system to the productive
AMBER MD simulation runs. Top: details of the relaxation protocol for recep-
tor+substrate; bottom: details of the relaxation protocol for receptor+inhibitor.
in table 4.9.
Productive simulations of 2ns (106 steps) have been carried out with weak
force constant on heavy atoms (5Kcal/mol). System configurations were sam-
pled every 1ps over the last 1000ps of the simulation trajectory. A 12Å cutoff
for short range non-bonded interactions was employed in combination with par-
ticle mesh Ewald method [119] to treat long-range electrostatic interactions. To
adjust solvent density to the bulk value a weak pressure coupling scheme [120]
has been used, while the temperature is instead controlled by Andersen method
[180]. Three dimensional periodic boundary conditions were applied for all the
simulations.
ReaxFF MD Simulation. The geometries obtained at the end of the equi-
libration phase carried out with non-reactive AMBER molecular dynamics have
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Table 4.10: Table Amber Inhibitor comparison with substrate last frame
been used as starting structures of the reactive simulations. Protein conforma-
tions used for the Prot-ReaxFF study are close to the X-Ray geometries because
of the restraints applied during the non reactive simulations. The receptor X-
Ray structure is the same for the two cases studied (receptor+substrate and
receptor+inhibitor). A comparison with backbone Cα RMSD is here presented
to validate the choice of the last frame of the two AMBER MD productive sim-
ulations to start the ReaxFF study. As it can be seen from table 4.10 the last
34 frames of the receptor+inhibitor AMBER MD simulation are all similar for
what concerns their RMSD compare to the last frame of the receptor+substrate
AMBER MD simulation. The average RMSD is only 0.26Å and the variations
are centered around it.
ReaxFF simulations have been performed in the NVT ensemble using Berend-
sen thermostat [120] with a relaxation constant of 0.1ps. Equations of motions
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Table 4.11: Table Amber simulation Inhibitor vs ReaxFF simulation
were solved with leap-frog Verlet algorythm [121] and the time step was set to
0.25fs. The ReaxFF version incorporated into the Amsterdam Density Func-
tional (ADF) program [181][182] has been used for all the reactive dynamics
simulations.
before performing NVT-MD simulations the two systems have been energy
minimized. These energy minimizations consist of 1000 steps simultions at
T=0K. They have been carried out to adapt the system to the new Prot-ReaxFF
parameters. Some frame of the inhibitor+receptor AMBER simulation have
been minimized with this procedure. From table 4.11 it can be evinced that
Prot-ReaxFF new parameters do not change the information contained in the
AMBER trajectory. Comparing directly AMBER and ReaxFF backbone of the
receptor we have pretty much constant values with average RMSD of 0.16Å and
a maximum difference between RMSD of only 0.04Å.
In the AMBER simulation the backbone of the inhibitor has been left wi-
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htout any constraints on the heavy atoms. As it can be seen from table 4.11
the larger movements of the inhibitor backbone is also caught by Prot-ReaxFF
description. From a direct comparison between inhibitor backbone atoms of
AMBER and Prot-ReaxFF force fields, we can see a satisfactorily similar de-
scriptions with an average RMSD of of 0.17Å and datas centered around the
average value.
The system temperature was raised gradually with 12.5ps MD-NVT simu-
lations, and successively equilibrated at T=300K with 3.75ps MD simulations.
Scan MD-NVT simulations have been instead carried out to study the reac-
tion that goes from the Complex formed (Michaelis comlex in the case of the
substrate) to the First Tetrahedral intermediate of the catalytic cycle. To re-
duce either the computational effort of the scan simulations and energy artifacts
due to the large number of water molecules we decided to freeze all the atoms
that are 5Å away from the catalytic triad and substrate residues. Residues not
frozen are presented in figure 4.5.6. The shell of not frozen water within 5Å from
the active site consists of 69 water molecules for receptor+substrate MD-NVT
simulations, and of 55 water moolecules for the inhibitor+receptor MD-NVT
simulations.
Before to carry out studies with fixed water, MD-NVT simulations of 1.25ps at
T=50K have been carried out freezing all the residues just to optimize water
molecules positions.
The partly frozen MD-NVT simulations have been done at T=50K with
distance constraints. As a matter of convenience more detailed informations of
the calculations regarding this part of the study are given in the Results and
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Figure 4.5.6: Free atoms the ReaxFF MD-NVT Simulations for the receptor,
inhibitor, substrate.
Discussion section. As previously mentioned, to guide the simulations toward
the first tetrahdral intermediate distance restraints need to be used, therefore a
sensitivity analysis has been carried out to select the correct force-constant to
impose on the restraint energy term implemented in ADF package [181][182].
The formula implemented to restraint distances between atoms is the fol-
lowing:
Erestraint = Force1
{
1.0eForce2(Rij−R12)
}
(4.5.2)
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Figure 4.5.7: Catalytic Triad with Labelled Reaction Coordinate
The sensitivity study has been used to understand wich is the leverage range
of Force1 and Force2. Combinations of Force1 and Force2 respectively in the
range of 2250→500 and 0.5→0.1 has been carried out on the same trypsin system
of this study with 3089 atoms and a small dipeptide substrate. The active site
residues plus the substrate has been left free to move, while all the other atoms
has been fixed to their input positions. The drivers where the energy restraints
has been tested are reported in figure 4.5.7.
The starting structures represent a complex (Michaelis complex in the case
of the substrate), while the final structures represents the First Tetrahedral
intermediate. To sample the correct potential surface area of the reaction it is
necessary that the atoms involved in the reaction coordinates do not “jump”
during the simulation time. Only a part of the cases has been plotted: the case
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Figure 4.5.8: Force Constant Study: Force1 = 2250 and Force2 in the range
0.5→0.1. Top left: Nucelophile attack of the Serine with simulation time
(driver1); Top Right: Hydrogen Transfer between Serine and Histidine (driver2)
with simulation time; Bottom left: Hydrogen Transfer between Histidine and
Aspartate (driver3) with simulation time; Bottom right: Potential Energy Pro-
files with simulation time.
with Force2 fixed to 0.5 and a range of Force1 between 2250 and 500 (Results
shown in figure 4.5.8), the case with a fixed Force1 to 2250 and a variable Force2
in a range between 0.5 and 0.1 (shown in figure 4.5.9).
There is a correlation between low force constant and the reaction profile.
With Force1 below 1750 and Force2 below 0.3 the atoms are jumping from
one position to another and the transition state area is becoming less and less
described because we have a shift of the transition state peacks towards the
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Figure 4.5.9: Force Constant Study: Force2 = 0:5 and Force1 in the range
2250→500. Top left: Nucelophile attack of the Serine with simulation time
(driver1); Top Right: Hydrogen Transfer between Serine and Histidine (driver2)
with simulation time; Bottom left: Hydrogen Transfer between Histidine and
Aspartate (driver3) with simulation time; Bottom right: Potential Energy Pro-
files with simulation time.
end of the simulation. Apart from the atom jumps, the three drivers have
not the same oscillating behavior in the two figures, in particular the hydrogen
transfer between Histidine and Aspartate. To avoid both excessive oscillation
and discontinuity we think the right bias for Force1 is between 2500 and 2000,
while Force2 - the most sensible term - must be put it at 0.5 in all atom transfers.
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4.5.3 Results and Discussion
Prot-ReaxFF force field has been used to study the different behavior of the cat-
alytic active substrate (NMA-ALA-PHE-ARG-ALA-ACE) [175] and a Kunitz-
BPTI inhibitor [176] both at the level of the formation of the complex and
while following a reaction pathway to the first tetrahedral intermediate, the
step that presumably is the rate determining of the catalysis [148][160][161].
Both systems have been partly frozen as described in the Computational Details
section. Reactions have a different time scale compare to protein movemente,
therefor all the MD simulations described are carried out at T=50K. Struc-
tures of the complex guesses for the two systems have been isolated through
a 3.75ps constrained simulation. The distance between Ser190 oxygen and the
carbonyl carbon of either substrate (main chain carbonyl carbon of Arg227)
and inhibitor (main chain carbonyl carbon of Lys239) have been constrained
to 3.0Å. The structures represent the isolated Michaelis complex in the case
of the substrate, and a complex between inhibitor and receptor in the case of
the inhibitor. Angle constraints have been used to create a correct orientation
of the three triad residues for the hydrogen transfers between i) Ser190 and
His54 and ii) His54 and Asp84. In figure 4.5.10 it is shown the numbering of
the atoms of the triad as it is in the input files used by ReaxFF (files in bi-
ografen format are reported in appendix B). Angles (C555 − N554 − H2456) ,
(C552 −N554 −H2456), (C552 −N550 −H551), (C549 −N550 −H551) are put to
130°. Angles (C554 −N2456 −H2455), (C550 −N551 −H1155) are put to 175°.
The result of such simulations have been used for a fast 1.25ps NVT-MD scan
simulation acting simultaneously on the three scan drivers, namely the nucle-
ophilic attack distance, the distance between N554 and H2456 (hydrogen transfer
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Figure 4.5.10: Triad residues numbering as in the input files of ReaxFF simu-
lations (geo files in Appendix B).
from the serine to the histidine Nε2 nitrogen), and distance between O1155 and
H551 (hydrogen transfer from histidine to the Oδ1 oxygen). The result is shown
as energetic profiles in figure 4.5.11. The energy of the two diagrams reported
are plotted against the nucleophile attack distance for both substrate+receptor
scan (labelled in the diagram as substrate ReaxFF Reactive Simulation), and
inhibitor+receptor scan (labelled in the diagram as inhibitor ReaxFF Reactive
Simulation). The last frames of the two simulations (nucleophilic attack equals
to 1.5Å) have been further equilibrated with a 3.75ps MD-NVT (T=50K) sim-
ulation. The equilibrated structures obtained at the end mimick what we call
the tetrahedral intermediates. The variation of the energy with respect of the
input structure of the two scan simulations are respectively 26.99Kcal/mol and
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-16.08 Kcal/mol for receptor+substrate and receptor + inhibitor. The shape
of the energy profile of a ReaxFF scan MD simulation is not a proper way to
model and isolate transition state structures, anyway it is worth to notice that
the trajectory profile of the receptor+substrate (diagram a) of figure4.5.11),
around the area where presumably the transition states probably (in the range
2.2/2.0Å) have average energies that are 26.8 Kcal/mol higher compare to the
inhibitor+receptor simulation (diagram b) of figure 4.5.11). This suggests a
larger stabilization of the energy due to inhibitor receptor interactions through-
out the reaction coordinate chosen.
Inhibitors Kunitz-BPTI form a strong complex with the receptor. Such a
complex have KM values 106/109 fold lower than a Michaelis Complex formed
with a catalytic active substrate [171][172]. This feature is qualitatively cought
by our ReaxFF model. Focusing on the nucleophilic attack range between 3.0Å
and 2.4Å (area where the non covalent complex is formed) we appreciate a
different response of the two systems in terms of the first derivative of the
energy plots.
The energy profile for the substrate increases more sharply than in the in-
hibitor case as it is showm in figure 4.5.12. This can be better observed in figure
4.5.12 where the angular coefficients of the lines for each point of the two series
of datas have been plotted together with a calculated R2 linear regressions.
Linear regression R2 coefficients indicate a large correlation: R2 values are
respectively 92% and 79% for the substrate and the inhibitor case. From the
regression analysis of the inhibitor case we see initial negative values of the
angular coefficient that after 2.85Å become positive but still lower than the
substrate case. This is an indication of a larger stabilization effect due to
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Figure 4.5.11: ProtReaxFF scan diagram. The horizontal axis represents the
driver of the nucleophilic attack of the Serine residue. The direction of the
reaction is from right to left. On the right there is the Michaelis Complex,
while on the left there is the tetrahedral intermediate area. Each gross dot has
been minimized from the ReaxFF simulation trajectory. Two cases are reported:
a) simulations of receptor + susbtrate; b) simulations of receptor + inhibitor.
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Figure 4.5.12: Linear regression analysis of angular coefficients of lines between
the first point and each point of the MD-NVT scan simulation in the range
between 2.98Å and 2.4Å for receptor+substrate case and receptor+inhibitor
case.
interaction between inhibitor and receptor compare to the substrate case.
To investigate further the hydrogen transfer over this first catalytic step we
decided to use three dimensional scans. A set of scans of 1.25ps MD-NVT simu-
lation constrainting only on the nucleophilic attack drivers have been performed
starting from the complex structures. The same set simulations have been car-
ried out also starting from the tetrahedral intermediate structures. Energies
obtained are shown in table 4.12.
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Table 4.12: ProtReaxFF table of the energies and standard deviation of datas
reported in figure 4.5.11. The top table describes the simulations of receptor +
susbtrate, while the bottom table reports data of the simulations of receptor +
inhibitor.
Constraining only the nucleophilic attack distance we did not appreciate any
hydrogen transfers, therefore from table 4.12 and from the diagram a) and b)
of figure 4.5.11 arises a wrong description of the potential energy surface of the
developed force-field because a protonated Ser190 appears to be energetically
stable even when the covalent bond is formed with the carbonyl carbon of both
substrate and inhibitor. In the case of the substrate, in the range 1.5/2.1Å,
scan points are even more stable (forward scan of table 4.12) than the structure
where hydrogen transfers have been accomplished (backward scan of table 4.12).
The forward scan points have been used as starting structures of a set of
other 1.25ps MD-NVT scan simulations with constraints on the hydrogens to
be transfered between the triad residues. The two contour maps of figure 4.5.13
represent the PES obtained for substrate and inhibitor case. The reaction co-
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Figure 4.5.13: Contour maps for substrate and inhibitor case.
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Figure 4.5.14: Nucleophilic attack scans. Optimized structures at the beginning
and at the end of ReaxFF simulation scan. The max value scan is a plot of the
maximum value from each of hydrogen transfers scan simulations. The same
values are presented at the bottom as a 2D diagrams
ordinate hydrogen transfer on the x-axis is reported as a percentage, it consists
of a combination of the two hydrogen distances: N554/H2456 (hydrogen transfer
from the serine to the histidine Nε2 nitrogen), and O1155/H551 (hydrogen trans-
fer from histidine to the Oδ1 oxygen). On the y-axis we have the nucleophilic
attack distance, the colour represents the variation of the energy.
The scan points with nucleophilic attack distance equal to 1.5Å have been
furtherly equilibrated with 1.25ps simulations. As illustrative example in the
diagrams of 4.5.14 minimized structure at the beginning and the end of the
hydrogen trasfer scan simulations are plotted (they are called respectively MC
scan and TH scan). Values of the TH scan are not that different from the
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backward scan reported in table 4.12 and figure 4.5.11. We see room for further
refinement of the Prot-ReaxFF because in the TH scan we see stable struc-
ture with deprotonated Ser190 and nucleophilic attack large distances for both
substrate and inhibitor case, the same problem shown by the MC scan.
The starting structures of the three dimensioninal scan simulations are those
one obtained constraining only the nucleophilic attack distances. We notice a
different asset of the catalytic triad varying the nucleophilic attack distance. In
table 4.13 and table 4.14 are collected the distances between i) Serine oxygen
and Nε2 nitrogen of the histidine, and ii) Nδ1 nitrogen of the histidine and Oδ1
oxygen of the aspartate. The distance between Nδ1 nitrogen of the histidine
and Oδ1 oxygen of the aspartate from the MC scan is pretty much constant
at 2.7Å in both substrate and inhibitor case, while the distance between serine
oxygen and Nε2 nitrogen of the histidine of the same scan in the rance between
2.4Å to 1.8Å is larger in the substrate case compare to the inhibitor one. Such a
distance in the equilibrated structure of the TH scan in the range of nucleophilic
attack between 1.5Å and 1.7Å appears to be again shorter for the substrate case
compare to the inhibitor one.
This suggests us to carry out a study upon the hydrogen transfer at various
distances between Serine oxygen and histidine Nε2. Such a distance has been
fixed at three values: 3.0Å, 2.8Å, and 2.6Å. The nucleophilic attack distances
have been instead fixed at 2.2Å, 2.0Å, and 1.8Å, while the distance between
Nδ1 nitrogen of the histidine and Oδ1 oxygen of the aspartate fixed to 2.7Å.
Equilibration simulation of 1.25ps has been carried out to obtain the starting
structure for the study, then a series of 1.25ps MD-NVT scan simulations with
constraints on the previously mentioned distances plus the hydrogen transfer
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Table 4.13: Distances Scan Substrate
Table 4.14: Distance Scan Inhibitor
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Figure 4.5.15: Comparison SerO–NHis Fixed Nuc Attack variable
N554/H2456 (hydrogen transfer from the serine to the histidine Nε2 nitrogen),
and O1155/H551 (hydrogen transfer from histidine to the Oδ1 oxygen) have
been carried out. Energy plots of such a scan with fixed distances between
Serine oxygen and histidine Nε2 with a range of nucleophilic attack distances
are plotted in figure 4.5.15, while the same scans but with fixed nucleophilic
attack distances varying Serine oxygen and histidine Nε2 distances is plotted
in figure 4.5.16. In all the diagrams the reaction coordinate is represented by
the hydrogen transfer between Serine and Histidine (the distance between N554
and H2456).
We do not appreciate differences between substrate and inhibitor. According
with the intuition the picture that arises is an easier hydrogen transfer when
the distance between hydrogen donor and acceptor is shorter. As previously
mentioned, in table 4.13 and 4.14 it has been noted that the inhibitor is charac-
terized by longer distance between hydrogen donor and acceptor. This may be
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Figure 4.5.16: Comparison Nuc Attack Fixed SerO—NHis variable
a not perfect situation for the hydrogen transfer reaction because of a not well
oriented catalytic triad to accomplish it. Such an observation is not a conclusion
because it might be a simple artifact of the large error of ReaxFF method. The
average value of the standard deviation is 5.6Kcal/mol, as it can be seen from
table 4.12. Even though with the model hereby proposed it has been possible
to describe extreme situations, i.e. the differences between a catalytic substrate
and an inhibitor, the quite high value of the error make impossible to draw any
conclusion for applications such as screening of different substrates of pharma-
cological or industrial interests. Additional refinements of Prot-ReaxFF force
field together with longer simulation time with optimized simulation parameters
will be the object of further studies.
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Chapter 5
Resistance of 5-Thio-Galactoside to
α-Galactosidases A
5.1 Introduction
The enzyme α-galactosidase (α-GAL, also known as α-GAL A; E.C. 3.2.1.22) is
responsible for the breakdown of α-galactoside in the lysosome. Defects in hu-
man α-galactosidase lead to the development of Fabry disease, which is a lyso-
somal storage disorder characterized by the accumulation of α-galactosylated
substrates in tissues. This enzymatic defect leads to a progressive accumulation
of globotriaosylceramide (GL-3) and its related glycosphingolipids (GLS), in the
blood vessels of the skin, kidney, heart, and brain. Glycosphingolipids (GSLs)
are ubiquitous, carbohydrate containing lipids that are especially abundant in
cells of the nervous system. Within cells they undergo repetitive cycles of syn-
thesis and degradation[183]. Synthesis takes place in the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) and Golgi apparatus, where glycosyltransferases add sugar residues to ce-
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ramide in a stepwise manner. Mature GSLs are then transported to the plasma
membrane surface where they have roles in many cellular functions including in
cell signaling events[183]. After a period of exposure on cell surfaces, GSLs are
internalized to be partially or completely degraded by glycosidases and other
hydrolases present in the endosomal/lysosomal system. Degradation products
are then reused in synthesis. GSL turnover can be rather fast; half lives from
two to five hours have been reported[184]. The GSL composition of cells is
characteristic for a given cell type and dramatic changes may occur during cell
differentiation[184] and upon malignant transformation[185].
A point mutation in which a single nucleotide is changed (missense muta-
tion) is the cause of Fabry disease in a significant number of cases[186]. Indeed,
most of these genetic mutations lead to disruption of the hydrophobic core of
the protein, Fabry disease is primarily due to protein unfolding, but leave the
catalytic activity[187]. Inhibiting human α-GAL is a promising technique to
develop such a new pharmacological chaperone therapy[188]. Promising can-
didates for such a therapy are GSLs containing a terminal sugar in which the
ring oxygen has been replaced by sulfur. Figure 5.2.2 shows the structure of
UDP-5’-thio-galactose[189]. The sulfur atom is larger and more polarizable
than oxygen. Moreover, the carbon-sulfur bond is longer, weaker and less polar
than the carbon-oxygen bond and the C-S-C angle is more acute than the C-
O-C angle, 95-100° compared to 110-113°. As a consequence, 5-thio-galactose
shows differences in the anomeric effect, conformational behavior and chemical
reactivity[190][191][192]. Through a collaboration with Monica Palcic and co-
workers it was born a computational study trying to get some insight on their
experimental observation that glycosides containing terminal α-linked 5-thio-
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galactosyl residues are resistant to hydrolysis by mammalian α-galactosidases
in vivo and in vitro[193]. Computational modeling is here useful employed to
get a deeper understanding of the structural and electronic properties that cause
such glycosylation inhibition. The glycosylation reaction comes from an inter-
play between two aspartate residues present in the protein, namely ASP231 and
ASP170. ASP231 acts as a proton donor and protonates the glycosidic oxygen
while ASP170 plays the role of a nucleophile by attacking the anomeric center
and forming a glycosyl−enzyme intermediate[194]. The active site of α-GAL A
together with the ASP231 and ASP170 are shown in figure 5.1.1. The results
of the computational study suggest that CYS142-CYS172 disulfide bridge (as
well shown in Figure 5.1.1) has an inhibiting role. More specifically the steric
interaction of such a bridge with the sulfur atom of 5-thio-galactosides hinders
the conformational change of the substrate that is necessary for the hydroly-
sis. The disulfide bridge CYS142-CYS172 is located within the active site of
the protein and interacts with the oxygen and the sulfur atom, respectively
for galactoside and 5-thio-galactoside substrate. In the rest of the article the
oxygen and sulfur previously mentioned will be named as the oxygen or sulfur
heteroatom of the substrate. Combination of classical MD simulations, hybrid
QM-MM methods and QM steric analysis is here successfully used to strengthen
the aforementioned hypothesis.
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Figure 5.1.1: Substrate and residues involved in the catalysis of the glycosidic
breakage: i) ASP170 is the nucleophile that attacks C1 carbon of the substrate,
ii) the methoxy leaving group is attached to C1, iii) the ASP231 that assists the
reaction with acid-base catalysis, and iii) the disulfide bridge between CYS172
and CYS142
5.2 Experimental Study
5.2.1 Experimental Evidence of Resistance of
5-Thio-Galactoside to α-Galactosidases A action
Monica Palcic et al. synthesized eight fluorescently labeled glycosides contain-
ing either terminal O-galactose or the corresponding 5-thio-galactose residue.
These were prepared using α(1→3)- and α(1→4)-galactosyltransferases, UDP-
galactose (UDP-Gal) or UDP-5-thio-galactose as the donors, and fluorescently
tagged Lac-OR (2a and 2b, Figure 5.2.1) as acceptors. These were tested to see
whether they are resistant to hydrolysis by two different types of galactosidase
enzymes, human α-galactosidase A (CAZy GH27, a retaining glycosidase)[195]
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Figure 5.2.1: TMR labeled compounds (1-10) and their enzymatic synthesis.
and Bacteroides fragilis α-1,3-galactosidase (FragB, CAZy GH110, an inverting
glycosidase) and enzymes present in mammalian cell extracts which are all re-
taining α-galactosidases. In addition to the in vitro assays, hydrolytic resistance
of 5-thio-galactoside was explored in vivo.
5.2.2 Experimental results and discusion
Enzymatic synthesis of TMR labeled galactosides
Eight TMR labeled galactosidases (compounds 3 to 10, Figure 5.2.1) contain-
ing either galactose or 5-thio-galactose as the terminal sugar were synthesized
with specific galactosyltransferases, that catalyze the transfer of galactose from
UDP-Gal or UDP-5-thio-Gal to Lac-O-TMR and Lac-Cer-TMR. Both α-1,3-
galactosyltransferase and α-1,4-galactosyltransferase readily catalyzed the de-
sired reactions to produce derivatives of iGb3 and Gb3 respectively[196]. The
reactions with UDP-5-thio-galactose were slower than those with the natural
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Figure 5.2.2: Structure of UDP-5-thio-galactose.
UDP-Gal donor. Reactions with UDP-5-thio-galactose required a greater ex-
cess of donor due to enzymatic hydrolysis which is considerably faster than the
enzymatic hydrolysis of UDP-Gal. Conversions above 90%, as estimated by
TLC analysis, were seen for all reactions and products were isolated by prepar-
ative TLC. The various products differed with respect to aglycon structure,
nature of the terminal glycosidic linkage, and the heteroatom in the ring of the
terminal sugar. The structural details are provided in 5.2.1.
Hydrolytic resistance assay of TMR-labeled galactosides to human
α-galactosidase A and B. fragilis α-1,3-galactosidase
Compounds 1-10 were first tested for resistance to hydrolysis by human α-
galactosidase A. Human α-galactosidase A cleaves terminal α-galactosyl residues
from a variety of oligosaccharides with retention of configuration, with preferred
substrates being trihexosylceramides such as Gb3 and iGb3 (figure 5.2.1).
The presence of iGb3 in humans is currently a matter of debate[197]. Hu-
man α-galactosidase A is used as an enzyme replacement therapy for the treat-
ment of Fabry disease, an X-linked inherited disorder caused by a defect in the
α-galactosidase encoding gene. The enzyme used in this study is from and mar-
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Compound α-GAL A(pmol*min-1μg-1)
B. fragilis α-1,3-GAL
(pmol*min-1μg-1)
1 (LacNAc-O-TMR) n.h.[a] n.h.
2a (Lac-O-TMR) n.h. n.h.
3 (iGb3-O-TMR) 87 6400
4 (S-iGb3-O-TMR) n.h. 69
5 (Gb3-O-TMR) 15 n.h.
6 (S-Gb3-O-TMR) n.h. n.h.
7 (iGb3-Cer-TMR) 17 1200
8 (S-iGb3-Cer-TMR) n.h. 36
9 (Gb-Cer-TMR) 33 n.h.
10 (S-Gb3-Cer-TMR) n.h. n.h.
[a] n.h. = no hydrolysis, the reaction rate is less than 0.02 pmol*min-1μg-1.
Table 5.1: Rate of enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis of ten TMR-labeled com-
pounds, using human α-galactosidase A (retaining enzyme) and B. fragilis α-
1,3-galactosidase (inverting enzyme)
keted by Shire. The hydrolysis rate and the products were determined by CE
(Table 5.1).
Compounds containing natural α-galactose as the terminal sugar (3, 5, 7 and
9) were readily hydrolyzed to yield the corresponding lactosides. The reaction
rate depended on the nature of the substrate. Generally O-TMR was preferred
as the aglycon compared to the ceramide and the αGal(1→3)Gal linkage was
hydrolyzed more rapidly than the αGal(1→4)Gal linkage. LacNAc-O-TMR (1)
and Lac-O-TMR (2a), containing terminal β-galactose, were not hydrolyzed.
On the other hand, galactosides containing terminal 5-thio-galactose (4, 6, 8
and 10) were resistant to hydrolysis by α-galactosidase A. Very slow degrada-
tion at a rate less than 0.02 pmol ∗min−1µg−1 enzyme was observed only after
four days of incubation. Guce et al. have reported X-ray crystal structures
of human α-galactosidase in complex with substrates which showed that ring
oxygen of galactoside has a van der Waals interaction with a cysteine residue
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on α-galactosidase[198]. The sulfur substitution for the oxygen atom might
cause electron repulsion and destabilize the α-galactosidase-substrate complex.
The panel of substrates were next evaluated with B. fragilis α-1,3-galactosidase
(FragB) which is specific for α-1,3 linkages including blood group B antigens.[21]
This enzyme catalyzes hydrolysis with inversion of configuration. To date the
FragB gene family has only been found in prokaryotes and no homologues or
similar inverting enzymes have yet been found in eukaryotes[195]. As expected,
α-1,3-galactosidase did not act on compounds lacking a α-1,3 galactoside linkage
(1, 2a, 5, 6, 9 and 10) (Table 5.2.3, right). However, all iGb3 derivatives (3, 4,
7 and 8) including thio-galactoside compounds were hydrolyzed by the enzyme.
Even though the hydrolysis rates of thio-galactosides 4 and 8 were very slow
(1 or 3% of the O-galactosides), complete hydrolyses was observed in all iGb3
derivatives after long incubation times (data not shown). Inverting glycosidase
reactions are thought to occur via a single-displacement mechanism with an
oxocarbenium ion-like transition state. Most retaining glycosidase reactions are
believed to proceed via a double displacement mechanism (two transition states)
with formation of a covalent enzyme-substrate intermediate[199]. Replacement
of oxygen with a sulfur atom in the sugar ring might impair inverting galac-
tosidases less than retaining enzymes if the transition state activation barrier is
greater for thio-galactosides.
Hydrolytic resistance assay of TMR-labeled galactosides to enzymes
from cell extracts
Since numerous α-galactosidases in cells can potentially hydrolyze Gb3 and
iGb3, we therefore examined TMR-labeled compound (1-10) in extracts from
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MCF-7 and NG108-15 cells. The enzyme solution was prepared by lysis of the
cell extracts and the protein concentrations were determined by the Bradford
method; 3.8 mg/ml from MCF-7 and 5.0 mg/ml from NG108-15, respectively.
By using the extracted enzyme solution, the hydrolytic stabilities of TMR-
labeled galacotosides 1-10 were evaluated as was done for human α-galactosidase
A and B. fragilis α-1,3-galactosidase. The corresponding compounds containing
natural galactose (3, 5, 7 and 9) were readily degraded. The substrate pref-
erence observed was similar to that of α-galactosidase A, suggesting that this
enzyme is also present in the extracts, despite the fact that a distinct band cor-
responding to human α-galactosidase A was not evident from SDS page analysis
(data not shown). In this assay, LacNAc-O-TMR (1) and Lac-O-TMR (2a) were
both hydrolyzed. The degradation pattern was different depending on whether
the pure enzyme or an enzyme extract was used. While α-galactosidase cleaved
only the terminal sugar, incubation with either cellular extract yielded further
hydrolysis products as well, due to the action of β-galactosidases in the extracts.
Figure 3 presents the hydrolysis products from Lac-O-TMR (2a) and iGb3-O-
TMR (3) after incubation with each cell extract. The β-linked galactoside in
Lac-O-TMR was cleaved within 3 hours giving Glc-O-TMR and aglycon O-
TMR as degradation products. Gb3-O-TMR was hydrolyzed more slowly than
Lac-O-TMR, however, more than 20% hydrolysis occurred after 24 h incubation
in both cell extracts. MCF-7 cellular extracts exhibited higher hydrolysis ac-
tivity compared to NG 108-15 extracts. Compounds (4, 6, 8 and 10) containing
terminal 5-thio-galactose were resistant to degradation by enzymes present in
the cell extracts. The thio-galactose therefore appears resistant to the action of
cellular α- galactosidases.
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Figure 5.2.3: Composition of TMR-compounds after hydrolysis reaction using
cell extracts. Substrates were (a) Lac-O-TMR (3h reaction) and (b) iGb3-O-
TMR (24 h reaction). Each bar (black; MCF-7 and white; NG108-15) indicates
the percentage of TMR-labeled compounds. The ratios on table were deter-
mined by capillary electrophoresis. Aglycon = O-TMR.
Compound MCF-7 (pmol*h-1) NG108-15 (pmol*h-1)
1 (LacNAc-O-TMR) 82.5 18.5
2a (Lac-O-TMR) 17.5 14.5
3 (iGb3-O-TMR) 10.5 3.5
4 (S-iGb3-O-TMR) n.h. n.h.
5 (Gb3-O-TMR) 1.4 0.3
6 (S-Gb3-O-TMR) n.h. n.h.
7 (iGb3-Cer-TMR) 1.0 1.6
8 (S-iGb3-Cer-TMR) n.h. n.h.
9 (Gb-Cer-TMR) 0.5 0.5
10 (S-Gb3-Cer-TMR) n.h. n.h.
[a] n.h. = no hydrolysis, the reaction rate is less than 0.02 pmol*min-1μg-1.
Table 5.2: Rate in enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis of ten TMR-labeled compounds,
using cell extracts.
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In vivo stability of 5-thio-galactoside using NG108-15 cells
On the basis of the in vitro assay, we tested the hydrolytic resistance of 5-thio-
galactosides in vivo with NG 108-15 cells. The cells were grown at 37 oC for
24 h with S-iGb3-O-TMR (4) added to the medium and then the intracellu-
lar contents in cell homogenate were analyzed by CE. Lac-O-TMR (2a) (7%)
was present as a contaminant in this preparation of 4 due to incomplete en-
zymatic synthesis. If the two TMR-labeled compounds are taken up by the
cells and show the hydrolysis properties observed in the in vitro assay (Ta-
ble 5.2), only Lac-O-TMR should be digested by intracellular galactosidases.
Gb3-O-TMR (3) was assayed in the same way as S-iGb3-O-TMR. Figure 5.2.4
shows the electropherogram of NG 108-15 cell contents after incubation with (a)
S-iGb3-O-TMR (containing 7% Lac-O-TMR) or (b) iGb3-O-TMR. S-iGb3-O-
TMR was not hydrolyzed in vivo; while the peak corresponding to Lac-O-TMR
was greatly reduced with conversion to Glc-O-TMR. In contrast, iGb3-O-TMR
was hydrolyzed to Lac-O-TMR and Glc-O-TMR. Anabolic glycosylated prod-
ucts were not generated from either iGb3 substrate. However, these results
revealed that 5-thio-galactoside is stable towards hydrolysis in vivo as well as
in vitro.
5.3 Modeling Study
5.3.1 The role of a disulfide Bridge in the Resistance of
5-Thio-Galactoside to α-Galactosidases A
The starting structures of α-galactosidase A were downloaded from the RCSB
Protein Databank (http://www.rcsb.org/)[177]. Human α-Gal A is a homod-
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Figure 5.2.4: CE analyses of NG108-15 homogenates after incubation with (a)
S-iGb3-O-TMR and (b) iGb3-O-TMR. Gray and black lines represent before
and after incubation, respectively. The S-iGb3-O-TMR in panel (a) contains
Lac-O-TMR (7%) due to incomplete enzymatic synthesis.
imer, where each monomer consists of two domains, an N-terminal barrel con-
taining the active site, and an antiparallel C-Terminal domain. Each of the
monomer has an active site. The coordinates were obtained by means of an
X-Ray diffraction mechanistic study[198]. There is no substantial difference be-
tween the two monomers and no evidence of cooperativity, therefore only a of
the monomers has been selected to as starting structure of our computational
investigation . Pdb codes fo the structures are:
• 3HG3 (DOI:10.2210/pdb3hg3/pdb);
• 3HG4 (DOI:10.2210/pdb3hg4/pdb).
They respectively represent the Michaelis complex and the covalent complex
formed between receptor and substrate. Molecular dynamics simulations have
been performed using Desmond Molecular Dynamics System, version 2.2 (D. E.
Shaw Research, New York, NY, 2008)[200] and OPLS-2005 force-field[178]. The
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final trajectories were analyzed and visualized using Maestro v9.3 (Schrödinger,
LLC, New York, NY, 2012). 3HG4 consists of the substrate 2-deoxy-2,2-difluoro-
beta-D-lyxo-hexopyranose covalently bound to the enzyme. The fluorinated
hexopyranose substrate has been replaced with 5’-galactose. The Melibiose
substrate of the 3HG3 X-Ray structure has instead been left unchanged. The
Schrodinger protein preparation wizard[201] has been used to prepare the pro-
tein for the analysis, to optimize the hydrogen bond network and to model
moderate low pH condition. The structure used can be found in the support-
ing information. A simulation cubic box of length 120Å filled with more than
53000 TIP3P water molecules has been created around the protein. Sodium
ions were added to neutralize the entire system, while the physiologic condition
of the ionic strength is assured by a salt concentration of 0.15 mol/L. Sim-
ulations were carried out in the NPT regime; time is set to 12ns and 10ns,
respectively for covalent complex (3HG4) and Michaelis Complex (3HG3). A
pressure of 1.01325 bar and a cryogenic temperature of 100K have been set
using the Nose-Hoover chain thermostat method[202] and the Martyna-Tobias
Klein Barostat method[203]. Pre-equilibration steps before the productive sim-
ulations follow the Desmond default relaxation protocol. Calculations using the
hybrid QM/MM (quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics) as implemented in
Qsite v5.7 (Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2011)[204][205][206] has been
carried out too. In a Qsite calculation the QM part of the system is calcu-
lated through jaguar v7.8 while the MM part is carried out by Impact v57111.
The QM part is treated using Density functional theory (DFT) framework with
functional B3LYP[16][17] and MO6_2X[51]. The basis set used is a split va-
lence 6-31G*[81]. We do not introduce diffuse functions and further polarization
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functions, since in presence of link atoms it would result in a more flexible wave
function, which is more prone to over polarization at the boundaries[58]. The
MM part is described by the OPLS2005 force-field[178]. The last frame of the
trajectory of the MD simulation of 3HG4 has been used as starting structure for
the QM/MM analysis. The oxygen atom of the galactose has been exchanged
with sulfur to model 5-thio-galactosides. Truncation between the QM and MM
part have been done using hydrogen cap atoms. The complete substrate has
been included in the QM part together with the two catalytic Asp231 and
Asp170 residues for a total of 40 atoms (including two hydrogen atom caps).
The chosen truncation site for both aspartate residues is between the Cα and
Cβ carbons. Structure 3HG4 has 6136 atoms in total, so the MM part consists
of 6100 atoms (including two hydrogen caps). We are not interested in the
motion of the protein backbone but only in the electrostatic interaction of the
medium with the QM part, so we decided to model the protein environment
with a shielding dielectric constant equals to 15. This dielectric constant has
been extrapolated from two experimental dispersions spectra of lysozyme with
longitudinal relaxation times of 650 ps[207]. In the real system the charged
side chain on the protein surface are solvated by water molecules. Following
the standard approach used extensively by Friesner et al. [206] we avoided the
introduction of a solvent description neutralizing the charges of solvent-exposed
side chains (with the only exception of residues of opposite charge with a net
charge equals to zero and charged residues near the active site) and freezing
residues that are distant from the active site of the protein. Positive charges
neutralized are those one of lysine (#Res no: 237, 393, 314, 82, 127, 130, 326,
, 213) and arginine residues (#Res no: 118, 196, 38, 220, 392, 404, 402, 332,
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252, 193). To neutralize arginine residues the sidechain group NH2-C=NH has
been replaced by a methyl group. The neutralized negative charges are instead
those one of aspartate (#Res no: 175, 182, 153, 161, 33, 83, 55, 234, 233, 313)
and glutamine residues (#Res no: 178, 103, 87, 74, 71, 59, 58, 48, 338, 418,
251, 398). We froze all the residues having a distance of more than 10Å from
the QM region. The MM part within 10Å from the QM region consists of #Res
no: 5, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 64, 69, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 106,
133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148,
149, 152, 155, 159, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 179, 180, 181,
183, 184, 187, 191, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 223, 225, 226,
227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 245,
264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 283, 287, 295, 297. The frozen atoms are 4620
in total. A sketch of the atoms involved in the catalysis in the QM part can
be found in figure 5.3.2, while free and frozen part of the system are shown in
figure 5.3.1. To evaluate steric interaction at QM level we have used the NBO
steric method as implemented in Jaguar NBO 5.0[208]. Steric interaction is
here approximated as an exchange effect, therefore Hartree-Fock (HF) method
gives a reasonable accurate description of such interaction[54][55]. NBO steric
analysis have been performed at HF level with 6-31G** basis set doing single
point calculations on fragments cut from QM-MM optimized structures.
5.3.2 Computational Results and Discussion
The two simulation trajectories have been analyzed in order to examine the
position and orientation of the CYS142-CYS172. disulfide bridge. As it can
be seen in Figure 5.1.1, this disulfide bridge is situated in the vicinity of the
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Figure 5.3.1: The figure shows the free to move area (both QM and MM) and
the frozen MM region consisting of residues above 10Å from QM area.
ring-oxygen of the substrate. In the following discussion the simulation of the
Covalent Complex will be 3HG4, while that one of the Michaelis Complex will
be 3HG3. From the simulation event analysis the average distance between
the ring-oxygen of the substrate and the sulfur atom of CYS142 side chain
assumes bigger values in the 3HG3 compare to 3HG4 simulation. In 3HG4 such
a distance has a range of value between 3.3Å and 3.5Å, while in the 3HG3
case the range is between 3.9Å and 4.2Å. A histogram of the two trajectory
distributions of distances between ring-oxygen of the substrate and the sulfur
atom of CYS142 is reported in Figure 5.3.3. Blue bars and red bars respectively
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Figure 5.3.2: Scan Drivers.
represent the frequency of such a distance values for 3HG4 and 3HG3 simulation.
Further analysis on the orientation of the disulfide bridge dihedral angles shows
that they are responsible for the longer. The orientation found throughout
the 3HG4 trajectory is named as UP↑ (because the disulfide bridge sulfur is
above the puckering plane C1-O-C5). Such orientation is can be seen in the
sketched scheme on the top right corner of Figure 5.3.3. The orientation of the
same disulfide bridge in 3HG3 simulation is different and it is named DOWN↓
(because the disulfide bridge sulfur is below the puckering plane C1-O-C5).
The UP↑ orientation has backbone Φ angles indicatively in the range 160°/170°
and 180° respectively for CYS172 and CYS142, while the DOWN↓ orientation
has the same backbone Φ angles in the 90°/100° range and centered around
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Figure 5.3.3: Ring-Heteroatom distances from sulfur of residue CYS142
110°respectively for CYS172 and CYS142. Histograms with frequency of Φ
dihedral angles are shown in Figure 5.3.4.
In particular during the MD simulation of 3HG4 the disulfide bridge does
not change the orientation, and as a consequence the bridge is UP↑, as in the
X-Ray crystallographic structures of Garman et al. [198], for each step of the
reaction. In this configuration the interaction between ring-oxygen of the sub-
strate and the disulfide bridge should be stronger because the distance between
such oxygen and the sulfur of CYS142 is much shorter than in the DOWN↓
case. The last frame of the 3HG4 MD trajectory has been used as starting
structure of QM-MM analysis. To adapt the system to the QM-MM descrip-
tion the protein has been treated as illustrated in the preovious paragraph and it
has been optimized without any constraints with QM-MM (B3LYP-OPLS2005).
The structure obtained represents the covalent complex and it has been used as
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Figure 5.3.4: CYS172 and CYS142 backbone Φ angles distributions.
starting structure of our preliminary QM-MM (B3LYP-OPLS2005) scan calcu-
lation. The constraints on the distances between carbon C1 of the substrate and
the oxygen of the methoxy leaving group (Leaving Group distance), plus the
distance between Asp231 oxygen and an hydrogen atom (Asp231-H distance)
serve as a way of sampling a PES to get un understanding of a possible reaction
path. From these calculations it has been observed that during the reaction the
conformation of the ring changes from Boat to Chair (from Covalent complex
to Michaelis Complex), and the disulfide bridge between changes its orienta-
tion too. Such a change of orientation gives a huge stabilization of the energy
(around 100 KJ/mol). The stabilizing configuration of the CYS142-CYS172
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disulfide bridge is the DOWN↓ orientation. To perform a glycosidic reaction,
the substrate undergoes a change of its conformation as shown in figure 5.3.6.
The larger vdW radius of sulfur compared to oxygen suggests that this change
of conformation would require more space for 5-thio-galactose compare to galac-
tose. To discuss further and to get an understanding of the results that will
follow, we list here our main assumptions:
i) the enzyme catalysis effect is due to a stabilization of the transition state
structure by the enzyme environment;
ii) reaction time scales are on the order of the femtoseconds, while the protein
motions belong to time scales with higher order of magnitude. Following our
assumption we believe that the environment cannot drastically change during
the course of a reaction.
Our working hypotheses are instead the following:
1) the disulfide bridge orientation must be UP↑ throughout all the reaction
steps,
2) the UP↑ disulfide bridge orientation is more suited for galactose transition
states compare to 5-thio-galactose transition states, and in particular the UP↑
disulfide bridge orientation it is an impediment for the 5-thio-galactose reactions
to occur. Garman et al. investigated the X-Ray structures of the wild-type
enzyme (3HG2), the Michaelis Complex (3HG3), the Covalent Complex (3HG4),
and the product of the reaction (3HG5). As previously mentioned one of these
X-Ray structures has been used to start the computational analysis. In all
their X-Ray structures the CYS142-CYS172 disulfide bridge does not change
its orientation as it can be seen in Table 5.3.
The information obtained from X-Ray structures is used as a support for
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Dihedral Φ
[deg] 3HG2 3HG3 3HG4 3HG5
CYS142 168.1 176.6 173.7 169.4
CYS172 152.4 164.0 159.8 154.9
Table 5.3: . In all the X-Ray structures obtained by Garman et al. the disulfide
bridge between CYS142 and CYS172 has the orientation the we call UP↑. Such
orientation doesn’t change throughout the reaction path.
the hypothesis 1) that implies that the orientation of the disulfide should not
change along the reaction path, it is all the time UP↑. The UP↑ orientation
is stable throughout the MD trajectory of 3HG4. Since 3HG4 represents the
covalent intermediate of the reaction, we can infer that its geometry should be
similar to the Transition State geometry. Following this line of reasoning the
CYS142-CYS172 disulfide bridge has been fixed in its UP↑ orientation with a
force constant of 100 KJ/mol in the following QM-MM (MO62x-OPLS2005)
analysis. The distances kept constrained are still those one illustrated in figure
5.3.2, while the results are instead presented as 3D PES in Figure 5.3.5. From
top to down of the figure we have the transition state area PES for galactose, 5-
thio-galactose and the difference between the two of them. The two surfaces look
similar in shape even though the 5-thio-galactose one has more steep gradients.
The covalent complex area is at the right edge pointing outside the plane of the
paper, with a Leaving Group distance of 3.5Å and a distance between ASP170
and C1 equals to 1.5Å. Checking only the points in the transition state area, as
shown in Figure 5.3.7, it can be seen that the majority of the transition state
area scan points of 5-thio-galactose are higher in energy compare to 5’-galactose.
The majority of the points of 5-thio-galactose are more than 10 KJ/mol higher
in energy than the galactose.
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Figure 5.3.5: QM-MM (MO62x-OPLS2005) PES of the Glycosidic Cleavage.
Top: galactose; middle: 5-thio-galactose; bottom: Difference between 5-thio-
Galactose and galactose.
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Figure 5.3.6: Conformational changes along the reaction path.
Figure 5.3.7: Distribution of ∆∆E within the transition state area. The major-
ity of the points of the 5-thio-galactose PES is higher in energy with respect to
the galactose case.
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We believe that such a different behavior of α-galactosidase A with respect
to the two substrates can be explained in terms of steric interaction between
the ring heteroatom (oxygen or sulfur for galactose and 5-thio-galactose respec-
tively) and the active site CYS142 residues. The following steric analysis focuses
on the steric interaction between the ring heteroatom and the sulfur of CYS142.
From a theoretical point of view, steric interactions are due to the Pauli
exclusion principle and the antisimmetry of wave functions[209]. As previously
mentioned, the NBO decomposition of the wave function into localized bond and
lone pair orbitals corresponding to the Lewis structure of the molecule allows the
steric repulsion to be expressed in terms of relative changes of individual NBOs
upon orthogonalization. The total exchange repulsion can be approximately
separated into pair-wise “local” NBO-NBO interactions by means of local partial
deorthogonalization[52]. NBO analysis can be applied to any wave function for
which a Fock matrix is available.
Transition state guess and Michaelis complex structures have been selected
to evaluate the entity of steric interaction between CYS142 sulfur and ring
heteroatom of both substrates. Transition state structure guess is characterized
by a distance between methoxide leaving group and C1 of the substrate equals
to 2.0Å, a distance between the nucleophilic oxygen of the Asp170 and the
same C1 atom equals to 2.0Å and the hydrogen atom transferred on Asp231.
The Michaelis Complex has instead a leaving group distance of 1.5Å (bound
to C1 of the substrate) and the nucleophilic Asp170 oxygen distant 2.7Å from
the substrate. The steric interaction is evaluated between two fragments. For
what concerns the transition state guess structure, the covalent complex formed
between Asp170 and the substrate forms the first fragment, while CYS142-
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TS Guess Galactose 5-thio-galactose
NBO Analysis Distance[Å]
Steric Int.
[Kcal/mol]
Distance
[Å]
Steric Int.
[Kcal/mol]
3.7 -22.93 3.73[a] -1.95
3.6 -22.12 3.7 0.18
3.5 -20.17 3.6 1.23
3.43[a] -17.36 3.45 2.91
3.4 -19.0 3.4 6.56
3.3 -15.93 3.3 10.92
3.2 -11.36 3.2 17.12
[a] Distance as it comes from QM-MM output.
Table 5.4: Transition state guess steric interaction with distance between ring-
heteroatom and Disulfide Bridge. [1] Methoxide Leaving Group distance from
substrate C1 equals to 2.0Å; nucleophile Asp170 oxygen distance from substrate
C1 equals to 2.0Å.
CYS172 disulfide bridge forms the second fragment. For the Michaelis Complex
we cut only the substrate and the CYS142-CYS172 disulfide bridge, so that
they form respectively the first and second fragment. Steric interactions have
been evaluated with different distances between ring-heteroatom and disulfide
bridge sulfur of CYS142. Results obtained are shown in Table 5.4 and Table
5.5. The NBO steric repulsion analysis shows a different trend for the TS guess
and the MC guess case. In TS guess case, as long as the disulfide bridge is
getting near the heteroatom, steric repulsion grows. In the galactose case such
interaction remains attractive while for the 5-thio-galactose the sign reveals
a repulsive steric interaction from 3.7Å of distance to 3.2Å. In the Michaelis
Complex structure the steric interaction is always repulsive, but the modulus of
such an interaction is always higher for 5-thio-galactose compare to galactose.
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MC Guess Galactose 5-thio-galactose
NBO Analysis Distance[Å]
Steric Int.
[Kcal/mol]
Distance
[Å]
Steric Int.
[Kcal/mol]
3.7 0.98 3.93[a] 4.65
3.6 2.01 3.7 11.10
3.5 3.18 3.6 14.82
3.43[a] 6.16 3.5 20.03
3.4 5.98 3.4 25.61
3.3 9.87 3.3 34.82
3.2 14.58 3.2 43.39
[a] Distance as it comes from QM-MM output.
Table 5.5: Michaelis Complex steric interaction with distance between ring-
heteroatom and Disulfide Bridge. [1] Methoxide Leaving Group distance from
substrate C1 equals to 1.5Å; nucleophile Asp170 oxygen distance from substrate
C1 equals to 2.7Å.
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Conclusions
As it happens with releases of new force fields, the conclusions are partly
future perspectives because there is always room for further improvements, for
more comparisons with reference data, other fitting strategies, and other fitting
procedures. Anyway the picture that comes out from the results of chapter 4
points in the good direction. The current version of Prot-ReaxFF can be used to
perform molecular dynamics simulations of biomolecules. The results show that
the information obtained with non-reactive force field of the AMBER family is
conserved when the system is passed to Prot-ReaxFF parameters. This means
that biomolecules main features are described by Prot-ReaxFF in a comparable
way of the ordinary force fields adopted in the field of biophysics. Root mean
square deviations of backbone atoms, shapes of the proteins, secondary struc-
ture motifs, disulfide bridges, and hydrogen bonds were retained while switching
from AMBER parameters to Prot-ReaxFF parameters. Prot-ReaxFF has also
been applied in a catalysis study with short dynamics simultations. There is
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still space for improvement because with the current description the error is not
yet contained enough to apply ReaxFF in pharmacological and/or industrial
substrate screening. The study of chymotrypsin inhibition has been selected to
check whether the force-field is well trained to discriminate the different reaction
pathways of Kunitz-BPTI inhibitor and a catalytic active substrate. The results
indicate a larger stabilization of the system in the case of the complex between
inhibitor and receptor. Variations of the energy between starting structures
and the first intermediate step of the catalytic cycle point in the same direc-
tion of a larger stabilization in case of inhibition. It would be auspicable to
have more tools to investigate biochemical reactions, e.g. the approximation of
freezing all the residues and water molecules 5Å away from the active residues
is rather crude and not even efficient because the frozen atoms are anyway in-
cluded in each step of the calculation even though they have been fixed. This
means that an additional tool for selecting different regions of the system to be
treated in a different way, i.e. reactive and non-reactive regions, would be of
great advantage, because it would enable us to have a better model of protein
system dynamics and at the same time the possibility of following reactions
only where they are supposed to take place. As well as ReaxFF, QM-MM is
another method that attempts to bridge the gap between QM and MM. It is
the present day more credited method to deal with biological systems in their
entirely atomic details. This level of technology is already able to provide accu-
rate results with a low-demanding computational power. The weak points are
the level of theory used in the QM part, the basis set dependency, and the defi-
nition of the boundary between QM part and the remaining part treated with a
force-field based approach. The improvement of QM-MM is far beyond the pur-
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pose of this essay. QM-MM method has been only used here to investigate the
resistance of 5-thio-galactoside to galactosidase Action (chapter 5). From QM-
MM (M062X-OPLS2005) potential surfaces we have obtained a 5-thio-galactose
transition state area higher in energy compare to the 5’-galactose. By means of
ab initio NBO steric analysis we hypothesized that part of the reason of such
a difference may be due to steric repulsion between the ring heteroatom and
a disulfide bridge within the active site of the protein. Such a steric repulsion
maybe an impediment to the change of conformation of the ring that occurs
during the reaction. Experimental investigation should be designed to rule out
the hypothesis supported by our computational results. As it was pointed out
in the introduction of this essay, computational chemistry will have a funda-
mental role in the future development of the field of enzyme technology. This
role is not limited to an increased capacity of computational methods to address
chemical problems more accurately and with a higher precision. This is, so to
speak, only a part of the future developments needed by the community. The
role of information technology has to be intended here in a broader sense. It is
worth spending a couple of words in the revolution that is going to take place
in the next decades due to computational science and advances in information
technology. What is going to change is the way scientific information will be
available to the community. For example what in the present day we are ac-
customed to do it is just the reading about models using search engines and
electronic databases of literature. In the near future, instead of just reading
about a model we will be able to access the model through network services,
verify the data even at the stage of peer-review processes, use the models for
our own purpose and update instantaneously the databases with our findings.
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In the coming future descriptions of materials will be semantically more rich,
with a greater level of structural, graphical and functional details. This will
make easier a systematic, disciplined, and quantifiable approach to the design
and development of the foundations of -but not only- enzyme technology. This
represents a giant pace for the community. It is for sure far away from the
present day line drawing of chemical structures and scientific journals reading.
As Martin Rosvall and Carl Bergstrom correctly say: “science is not merely a
set of ideas but also the flow of these ideas through a multipartite and highly
differentiated social system”. We think that information technology and com-
putational science will be able to address the management of this important
flow of ideas, so to move a step forward our technology just to prepare ourselves
for the harsh coming era of eco-sustainability.
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Chapter 7
Appendix A - PCA Software
The software uses some home made function that reads, extract, manipulate and
write a new ReaxFF force-field. LAMMPS (citation) software engine is then used to
calculate observables. What follows are the various part of the code:
1. PCA_Matrix_Generation.m
2. my_read_reaxff2.m
3. my_write_reaxff.m
4. my_output_scanner.m
5. my_output_extractor.m
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7.1 PCA_Matrix_Generation.m
%% READING THE FFIELD
%
% This part of the script simply read and store datas from the
% file ffield.reax.cho (ffield limited to C, H and O)
%
% FORCE FIELD PARAMETERS
%
% ************************************************************************
% * Array * ffield section * cell structure *
% ************************************************************************
% * D3 * Atom type parameters * atom_type *
% * D6 * Bond type parameters * bond_type *
% * D3off * Off diagonal bond type parameters * bond_type_off_diagonal *
% * D18 * Angle parameters * angle_type *
% * D26 * Torsion parameters * torsion_type *
% * DHbond * Hydrogen bond parameters * Hbond_type *
% ************************************************************************
[D3, D6, D3off,...
D18, D26, DHbond,...
X, atom_type, bond_type,...
bond_type_off_diagonal,angle_type,...
torsion_type, Hbond_type] = my_read_reaxff2(’ffield.reax.cho’);
%% REFERENCE DATAS
%
% This section of the script should be modified to
% automatize the storage of reference datas.
% It is simply a single run of Lammps using the original
% force field file and then manually editied output
% store in self exaustive variables
%
% REFERENCE DATAS
%
% ***********************************************************************
% * variables * meaning
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% ***********************************************************************
% * v_ea * bond energy
% * v_eb * atom energy
% * v_elp * lone-pair energy
% * v_emol * molecule energy (always 0.0)
% * v_ev * valence angle energy
% * v_epen * double-bond valence angle penalty
% * v_ecoa * valence angle conjugation energy
% * v_ehb * hydrogen bond energy
% * v_et * torsion energy
% * v_eco * conjugation energy
% * v_ew * van der Waals energy
% * v_ep * Coulomb energy
% * v_efi * electric field energy (always 0.0)
% * v_eqeq * charge equilibration energy
% ***********************************************************************
tot_energy = -328.10223069999;
v_ea = 160.4940239953;
v_eb = -761.24961526814;
v_elp = -3.5122068975296e-06;
v_emol = 0;
v_ev = 95.43838743188;
v_epen = 9.8170258341819e-07;
v_ecoa = 0;
v_ehb = 0;
v_et = -1.0309604475806;
v_eco = -0.025709308579911;
v_ew = 188.64158632336;
v_ep = -30.383895529237;
v_efi = 0;
v_eqeq = 20.013954633522;
%% Sensitivity matrix bond type
%
% This loop should run over all the parameters that need to be varied
% for i=1:(numero di parametri da cambiare)
% right now the script is limited to only one section of the force field
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%
% m: rows of the matrix D6 (keep in mind that two rows contains
% contains parameters)
%
% example: the following parameters are registered in two lines of D6
%
% 1 1 156.5953 100.0397 80.0000 -0.8157 -0.4591 1.0000 37.7369 0.4235
% 0.4527 -0.1000 9.2605 1.0000 -0.0750 6.8316 1.0000 0.0000
%
%
[m, n] = size(D6);
bip = 0;
% This is a trick to go over the all rows and columns
%
% it runs on each rows of D6 and then run over the colums of D6 to build
% the sensitivity matrix. For each parameter a single run
% of lammps is performed using the following system call:
%
% [status, output] = system(’./lmp_4proc’);
%
% the script lmp_4proc must be placed within the same directory
% and it shoudl have the following content:
%
% ***********************************************************************
% *
% * #!/bin/sh
% *
% * /usr/lib64/openmpi/bin/mpirun -np 4 ...
% * /opt/lammps_openmpi/src/lmp_parallel_2 -in ...
% * in.formaldehyde > formaldehyde_output
% *
% ***********************************************************************
%
% the output files is read by the the function my_output_extractor
% so pay attention to the file namings
%
% and various call to functions have been made (off course they need to be
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% placed withing the same directory of the main script):
%
% my_write_reaxff
% my_output_extractor
% my_output_scanner
%
% the Sensitivity matrix is instead built in loco (temporarily)
Sensitivity_Element = 0;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
% ***************************************************************
% * back up of the matrix D6 to D6_new
% ***************************************************************
D6_new = D6;
% **************************************************************
% * parameter of D6_new doubled (when it is not zero)
% **************************************************************
D6_new(i,j) = D6(i,j)+D6(i,j)*2;
% **************************************************************
% * the logarythm of the difference between
% * parameter values before and after the parameter variation
% **************************************************************
dP_6(i,j) = log(D6_new(i,j) - D6(i,j));
% **************************************************************
% * Write the modified matrix to the file ffield.reax.cho.new
% * calling my_write_reaxff function
% * done = okay if the call goes through rightly
% * done = [] if the call doesn’t go through rightly
% * all the parameter matrix are transferred, also those one
% * that weren’t modified
% **************************************************************
[done] = my_write_reaxff(D3, D6_new, D3off, D18, D26, DHbond, X,...
atom_type, bond_type, bond_type_off_diagonal,...
angle_type, torsion_type, Hbond_type)
% **************************************************************
% * system call to run the bast script (see at the beginning of
% * the section if you need more information about the script)
% **************************************************************
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[status, output] = system(’./lmp_4proc’);
% **************************************************************
% * system call to run the bast script (see at the beginning of
% * the section if you need more information about the script)
% **************************************************************
%
[POT] = my_output_extractor(’formaldehyde_output’);
% **************************************************************
% * in the v_reax are stored all the variables
% * the section if you need more information about the script)
% **************************************************************
[v_reax, energy_reax] = my_output_scanner(POT);
Sensitivity_Element = Sensitivity_Element + 1;
% building each element of the sensitivity matrix
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond(1,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(3) - v_eb)/dP_6(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond(2,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(4) - v_ea)/dP_6(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond(3,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(5) - v_elp)/dP_6(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond(4,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(7) - v_ev)/dP_6(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond(5,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(8) - v_epen)/dP_6(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond(6,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(11) - v_et)/dP_6(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond(7,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(12) - v_eco)/dP_6(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond(8,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ew)/dP_6(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond(9,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ep)/dP_6(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond(10,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(15) - v_eqeq)/dP_6(i,j);
bip = bip + 1;
end;
end;
%% Sensitivity matrix off diagonal bond-type
%
[m, n] = size(D3off);
bip = 0;
Sensitivity_Element = 0;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
D3off_new = D3off;
D3off_new(i,j) = D3off(i,j)+D3off(i,j)*2;
dP_3off(i,j) = log(D3off_new(i,j) - D3off(i,j));
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[done] = my_write_reaxff(D3, D6, D3off_new, D18, D26, DHbond, X,...
atom_type, bond_type, bond_type_off_diagonal,...
angle_type, torsion_type, Hbond_type);
[status, output] = system(’./lmp_4proc’);
[POT] = my_output_extractor(’formaldehyde_output’);
[v_reax, energy_reax] = my_output_scanner(POT);
Sensitivity_Element = Sensitivity_Element + 1;
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off(1,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(3) - v_eb)/dP_3off(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off(2,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(4) - v_ea)/dP_3off(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off(3,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(5) - v_elp)/dP_3off(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off(4,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(7) - v_ev)/dP_3off(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off(5,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(8) - v_epen)/dP_3off(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off(6,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(11) - v_et)/dP_3off(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off(7,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(12) - v_eco)/dP_3off(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off(8,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ew)/dP_3off(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off(9,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ep)/dP_3off(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off(10,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(15) - v_eqeq)/dP_3off(i,j);
bip = bip + 1;
end;
end;
%% Sensitivity matrix angle type
%
[m, n] = size(D18);
bip = 0;
Sensitivity_Element = 0;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
D18_new = D18;
D18_new(i,j) = D18(i,j)+D18(i,j)*2;
dP_18(i,j) = log(D18_new(i,j) - D18(i,j));
[done] = my_write_reaxff(D3, D6, D3off, D18_new, D26, DHbond, X,...
atom_type, bond_type, bond_type_off_diagonal,...
angle_type, torsion_type, Hbond_type);
[status, output] = system(’./lmp_4proc’);
[POT] = my_output_extractor(’formaldehyde_output’);
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[v_reax, energy_reax] = my_output_scanner(POT)
Sensitivity_Element = Sensitivity_Element + 1;
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle(1,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(3) - v_eb)/dP_18(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle(2,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(4) - v_ea)/dP_18(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle(3,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(5) - v_elp)/dP_18(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle(4,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(7) - v_ev)/dP_18(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle(5,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(8) - v_epen)/dP_18(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle(6,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(11) - v_et)/dP_18(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle(7,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(12) - v_eco)/dP_18(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle(8,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ew)/dP_18(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle(9,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ep)/dP_18(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle(10,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(15) - v_eqeq)/dP_18(i,j);
bip = bip + 1;
end;
end;
%% Sensitivity matrix torsion type
%
[m, n] = size(D26);
bip = 0;
Sensitivity_Element = 0;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
D26_new = D26;
D26_new(i,j) = D26(i,j)+D26(i,j)*2;
dP_26(i,j) = log(D26_new(i,j) - D26(i,j));
[done] = my_write_reaxff(D3, D6, D3off, D18, D26_new, DHbond, X,...
atom_type, bond_type, bond_type_off_diagonal,...
angle_type, torsion_type, Hbond_type);
[status, output] = system(’./lmp_4proc’);
[POT] = my_output_extractor(’formaldehyde_output’);
[v_reax, energy_reax] = my_output_scanner(POT);
Sensitivity_Element = Sensitivity_Element + 1;
Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion(1,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(3) - v_eb)/dP_26(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion(2,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(4) - v_ea)/dP_26(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion(3,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(5) - v_elp)/dP_26(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion(4,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(7) - v_ev)/dP_26(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion(5,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(8) - v_epen)/dP_26(i,j);
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Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion(6,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(11) - v_et)/dP_26(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion(7,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(12) - v_eco)/dP_26(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion(8,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ew)/dP_26(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion(9,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ep)/dP_26(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion(10,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(15) - v_eqeq)/dP_26(i,j);
bip = bip + 1;
end;
end;
%% Sensitivity matrix atom type
% it is reported at the end becasue this part doesn’t need to be changed
[m, n] = size(D3);
bip = 0;
Sensitivity_Element = 0;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
D3_new = D3;
D3_new(i,j) = D3(i,j)+D3(i,j)*2;
dP_3(i,j) = log(D3_new(i,j) - D3(i,j));
[done] = my_write_reaxff(D3_new, D6, D3off, D18, D26, DHbond, X,...
atom_type, bond_type, bond_type_off_diagonal,...
angle_type, torsion_type, Hbond_type);
[status, output] = system(’./lmp_4proc’);
[POT] = my_output_extractor(’formaldehyde_output’);
[v_reax, energy_reax] = my_output_scanner(POT);
Sensitivity_Element = Sensitivity_Element + 1;
Sensitivity_Matrix_atom(1,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(3) - v_eb)/dP_3(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_atom(2,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(4) - v_ea)/dP_3(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_atom(3,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(5) - v_elp)/dP_3(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_atom(4,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(7) - v_ev)/dP_3(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_atom(5,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(8) - v_epen)/dP_3(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_atom(6,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(11) - v_et)/dP_3(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_atom(7,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(12) - v_eco)/dP_3(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_atom(8,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ew)/dP_3(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_atom(9,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ep)/dP_3(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_atom(10,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(15) - v_eqeq)/dP_3(i,j);
bip = bip + 1;
end;
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end;
%% Sensitivity matrix Hydrogen Bond Type
% it is reported at the end becasue this part doesn’t need to be changed
[m, n] = size(DHbond);
bip = 0;
Sensitivity_Element = 0;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
DHbond_new = DHbond;
DHbond_new(i,j) = DHbond(i,j)+DHbond(i,j)*2;
dP_Hbond(i,j) = log(DHbond_new(i,j) - DHbond(i,j));
[done] = my_write_reaxff(D3, D6, D3off, D18, D26, DHbond_new, X,...
atom_type, bond_type, bond_type_off_diagonal,...
angle_type, torsion_type, Hbond_type);
[status, output] = system(’./lmp_4proc’);
[POT] = my_output_extractor(’formaldehyde_output’);
[v_reax, energy_reax] = my_output_scanner(POT);
Sensitivity_Element = Sensitivity_Element + 1;
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond(1,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(3) - v_eb)/dP_Hbond(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond(2,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(4) - v_ea)/dP_Hbond(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond(3,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(5) - v_elp)/dP_Hbond(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond(4,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(7) - v_ev)/dP_Hbond(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond(5,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(8) - v_epen)/dP_Hbond(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond(6,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(11) - v_et)/dP_Hbond(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond(7,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(12) - v_eco)/dP_Hbond(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond(8,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ew)/dP_Hbond(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond(9,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(13) - v_ep)/dP_Hbond(i,j);
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond(10,Sensitivity_Element) = (v_reax(15) - v_eqeq)/dP_Hbond(i,j);
bip = bip + 1;
end;
end;
%% Building the total Sensitivity_Matrix
Sensitivity_Matrix = [Sensitivity_Matrix_atom ...
Sensitivity_Matrix_bond ...
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Sensitivity_Matrix_bond_off ...
Sensitivity_Matrix_angle ...
Sensitivity_Matrix_torsion ...
Sensitivity_Matrix_hbond];
%% Saving the matrices generated
% **************************************************************
% * The matrix PCA is the symmetric matrix obtained
% * as the product of the sensitivity matrix
% **************************************************************
PCA = Sensitivity_Matrix’*Sensitivity_Matrix;
% **************************************************************
% * open the file named PCA where the matrix will be stores
% **************************************************************
fid = fopen(’PCA’, ’w’);
% **************************************************************
% * Writing the PCA matrix,
% *
% * the inner loop is closed by new lineb at the
% * end of each row
% * fprintf(fid,’\n’)
% **************************************************************
[m, n] = size(PCA);
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
fprintf(fid,’ %13.8f’,PCA(i,j));
end;
fprintf(fid,’\n’);
end
fclose(fid);
% **************************************************************
% * the same operaions are done with the sensitivity matrix
% **************************************************************
fid = fopen(’Sensitivity_Matrix’, ’w’);
[m, n] = size(Sensitivity_Matrix);
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
fprintf(fid,’ %13.8f’,Sensitivity_Matrix(i,j));
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end;
fprintf(fid,’\n’);
end
fclose(fid);
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7.2 my_write_reaxff.m
function [done] = my_write_reaxff(D3, D6, D3off, D18, D26, DHbond, X, atom_type, bond_type,
bond_type_off_diagonal, angle_type, torsion_type, Hbond_type)
lineend_header = 45;
linestart_section3 = 46;
lineend_section3 = 57;
linestart_section6 = 60;
lineend_section6 = 71;
linestart_section_offdiagonal = 73;
lineend_section_offdiagonal = 75;
linestart_section18 = 77;
lineend_section18 = 94;
linestart_section26 = 96;
lineend_section26 = 121;
linestart_sectionHbond = 123;
fid = fopen(’ffield.reax.cho.new’, ’w’);
% Writing the headers
for a=1:lineend_header
fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, X{a});
end
% section3
[m, n] = size(D3);
for i=1:m
fprintf(fid,’%s’,atom_type{i});
fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,D3(i,1));
for j=2:n-1
fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,D3(i,j));
end;
fprintf(fid,’ % 8.4f’,D3(i,n));
fprintf(fid,’\n’);
end
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% section6
[m, n] = size(D6);
for a=lineend_section3+1:lineend_section3+2
fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, X{a});
end;
for i=1:m
fprintf(fid,’%s’,bond_type{i});
fprintf(fid,’%8.4f’,D6(i,1));
for j=2:n-1
fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,D6(i,j));
end;
fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,D6(i,n));
fprintf(fid,’\n’);
end
%section D3off
fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, X{lineend_section6+1});
[m, n] = size(D3off);
for i=1:m
fprintf(fid,’%s’,bond_type_off_diagonal{i});
fprintf(fid,’%8.4f’,D3off(i,1));
for j=2:n-1
fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,D3off(i,j));
end;
fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,D3off(i,n));
fprintf(fid,’\n’);
end
% section 18
fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, X{lineend_section_offdiagonal+1});
[m, n] = size(D18);
for i=1:m
fprintf(fid,’%s’,angle_type{i});
fprintf(fid,’%8.4f’,D18(i,1));
for j=2:n-1
fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,D18(i,j));
end;
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fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,D18(i,n));
fprintf(fid,’\n’);
end
%section 26
fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, X{lineend_section18+1});
[m, n] = size(D26);
for i=1:m
fprintf(fid,’%s’,torsion_type{i});
fprintf(fid,’%8.4f’,D26(i,1));
for j=2:n-1
fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,D26(i,j));
end;
fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,D26(i,n));
fprintf(fid,’\n’);
end
%section Hbond
fprintf(fid, ’%s\n’, X{lineend_section26+1});
fprintf(fid,’%s’,Hbond_type{1});
fprintf(fid,’%8.4f’,DHbond(1))
for j=2:length(DHbond)
fprintf(fid,’ %8.4f’,DHbond(j));
end;
fprintf(fid,’\n’)
fclose(fid);
done=’okay’;
end
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7.3 my_read_reaxff2.m
function [D3 D6 D3off D18 D26 DHbond X atom_type bond_type bond_type_off_diagonal
angle_type torsion_type Hbond_type ] = my_read_reaxff2(filename)
disp([’read_output_file, reading: ’ filename]);
fid = fopen(filename,’r’);
if ~fid
error(’ERROR: file not found’);
end
counter = 1;
% feof(fid)=1 quando e’ alla fine del file
% feof(fid)=0 quando NON e’ alla fine del file.
while ~feof(fid)
% cell structure, it is a structure where to put datas
X{counter} = fgetl(fid);
counter = counter + 1;
end
fclose(fid);
%Force field unchanged parts
lineend_header = 45;
linestart_section3 = 46;
lineend_section3 = 57;
linestart_section6 = 60;
lineend_section6 = 71;
linestart_section_offdiagonal = 73;
lineend_section_offdiagonal = 75;
linestart_section18 = 77;
lineend_section18 = 94;
linestart_section26 = 96;
lineend_section26 = 121;
linestart_sectionHbond = 123;
% first + section 3
for i=1:lineend_header
D.Header{i} = X{i}(1:end);
end;
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% section6
for i=lineend_section3+1:lineend_section3+2
D.Header{i} = X{i}(1:end);
end;
% section3 off diagonal
D.Header{lineend_section6+1} = X{lineend_section6+1}(1:end);
% section 18
D.Header{lineend_section_offdiagonal+1} = X{lineend_section_offdiagonal+1}(1:end);
%section 26
D.Header{lineend_section18+1} = X{lineend_section18+1}(1:end);
%section 1
D.Header{lineend_section26+1} = X{lineend_section26+1}(1:end);
%for a=1:length(D.Header)
% disp(D.Header{a});
%end
%for a=1:length(D.Header)
% disp(D.Header{a});
%end
% Section 3
% this read each line of section 3 and store the parameters in a matrix D3
% a test is done to know if there is an element as header, if it is it is
% stored in a cell structure called atom_type
k = 1;
for a=lineend_header+1:lineend_section3
temp01 = X{a};
temp02 = double(temp01);
index_C = find(temp02==67);
index_H = find(temp02==72);
index_O = find(temp02==79);
index_space = find(temp02==32);
index_line_loop = length(index_space)-1;
j = 1;
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if index_C == 0 & index_H == 0 & index_O == 0
for i=1:index_line_loop;
if index_space(i+1)-index_space(i) > 1
D3(a-45,j) = str2num(temp01(index_space(i):index_space(i+1)));
j = j + 1;
end;
end;
else
atom_type{k} = temp01(1:3);
k = k + 1;
for z=3:index_line_loop;
if index_space(z+1)-index_space(z) > 1
D3(a-45,j) = str2num(temp01(index_space(z):index_space(z+1)));
j = j + 1;
end;
end;
end;
end;
% section 6 Bond Parameter
k =1;
for b=linestart_section6:lineend_section6
temp01 = X{b};
temp02 = double(temp01);
index_space = find(temp02==32);
index_line_loop = length(index_space)-1;
bond_type{k} = temp01(1:7);
k = k + 1;
j = 1;
for z=5:index_line_loop;
if index_space(z+1)-index_space(z) > 1
D6(b-linestart_section6+1,j) = str2num(temp01(index_space(z):index_space(z+1)));
j = j + 1;
end;
end;
end
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% section 3 Off-Diagonal Terms
k =1;
for c=linestart_section_offdiagonal:lineend_section_offdiagonal
temp01 = X{c};
temp02 = double(temp01);
index_space = find(temp02==32);
index_line_loop = length(index_space)-1;
bond_type_off_diagonal{k} = temp01(1:7);
k = k + 1;
j = 1;
for z=5:index_line_loop;
if index_space(z+1)-index_space(z) > 1
D3off(c-linestart_section_offdiagonal+1,j) = str2num(temp01(index_space(z):index_space(z+1)));
j = j + 1;
end;
end;
end
% Section 18 Angle Parameter
k =1;
for d=linestart_section18:lineend_section18
temp01 = X{d};
temp02 = double(temp01);
index_space = find(temp02==32);
index_line_loop = length(index_space)-1;
angle_type{k} = temp01(1:10);
k = k + 1;
j = 1;
for z=8:index_line_loop;
if index_space(z+1)-index_space(z) > 1
D18(d-linestart_section18+1,j) = str2num(temp01(index_space(z):index_space(z+1)));
j = j + 1;
end;
end;
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end
% Section 26 Torsion Parameter
k =1;
for e=linestart_section26:lineend_section26
temp01 = X{e};
temp02 = double(temp01);
index_space = find(temp02==32);
index_line_loop = length(index_space)-1;
torsion_type{k} = temp01(1:13);
k = k + 1;
j = 1;
for z=9:index_line_loop;
if index_space(z+1)-index_space(z) > 1
D26(e-linestart_section26+1,j) = str2num(temp01(index_space(z):index_space(z+1)));
j = j + 1;
end;
end;
end
% Hydrogen Parameter
temp01 = X{linestart_sectionHbond};
temp02 = double(temp01);
index_space = find(temp02==32);
Hbond_type{1} = temp01(1:10);
j = 1;
for z=8:index_line_loop;
if index_space(z+1)-index_space(z) > 1
DHbond(1,j) = str2num(temp01(index_space(z):index_space(z+1)));
j = j + 1;
end;
end;
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7.4 my_output_scanner.m
function [v_reax energy_reax] = my_output_scanner(POT)
[m, n] = size(POT)
step = 0;
for a=1:n
temp01 = POT{a};
temp02 = double(temp01);
index_space = find(temp02==32);
% to check wether there are 6 spaces
% I use a for loop and a spaces variable to
% count the number of spaces
spaces = 0;
if length(index_space) >= 6
for i=1:6
if index_space(i)==i
spaces = spaces + 1;
end;
end;
end;
if spaces == 6
%
% look for the labels of the energy stored in temp03
%
% temp_energy = POT{a-1}
%
index_line_loop = length(index_space)-1;
j = 1;
step = step + 1;
% This loop will give us the labels extracted
%
% if step == 1
% temp_lables = POT{a-1};
% temp_labels_ascii = double(temp_lables)
% index_labels_ascii = find(temp_labels_ascii==32)
% for i=1:index_line_loop;
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% if index_labels_ascii(i+1)-index_labels_ascii(i) > 1
% label{j} = temp_lables(index_labels_ascii(i):index_labels_ascii(i+1))
% j = j + 1;
% end;
% end;
% end;
% This instead the loop to build the matrix of the observables
for i=1:index_line_loop;
if index_space(i+1)-index_space(i) > 1
number(step, j) = str2num(temp01(index_space(i):index_space(i+1)));
j = j + 1;
end;
end;
end;
end;
v_reax = number(step-1, :);
energy_reax = number(step, :);
end
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7.5 my_output_extractor.m
function [POT] = my_output_extractor(filename)
disp([’read_output_file, reading: ’ filename]);
fid = fopen(filename,’r’);
if ~fid
error(’ERROR: file not found’);
end
counter = 1;
% feof(fid)=1 quando e’ alla fine del file
% feof(fid)=0 quando NON e’ alla fine del file.
while ~feof(fid)
% cell structure, it is a structure where to put datas
POT{counter} = fgetl(fid);
counter = counter + 1;
end
fclose(fid);
end
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